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Introduction

In 1938, shortly before his exile from Nazi Germany, the writer Thomas 
Mann warned an American audience that democracy “should put aside 
the habit of taking itself for granted, of self- forgetfulness.” In recent 
years liberals in many democracies have been rudely jolted out of their 
it- can’t- happen- here complacency. Late on election night, November 8, 
2016, Paul Krugman wrote about Donald Trump in the New York Times, 
“ people like me, and prob ably like most readers of The New York 
Times, truly  didn’t understand the country we live in. We thought 
that our fellow citizens would not, in the end, vote for a candidate . . .  
so scary yet ludicrous” (Krugman 2016). About two and half years be-
fore that night, many liberals in India felt something similar at Nar-
endra Modi’s massive victory— though, one should say, Modi is scary 
but not ludicrous.

The challenge to liberal democracy, occasionally from the Left 
but mostly from right- wing demagogues, is worldwide. Let us cite 
some global statistics. In 2021, the V- Dem Institute at the University 
of Gothenburg, Sweden, produced the largest global data set on 
democracy, covering about two hundred countries, mea sur ing de-
mocracy in disaggregated, multidimensional ways, involving over 
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thirty- 've hundred scholars and experts. The institute’s report is grim 
reading:

 • Autocracies now rule the majority of  people—in eighty- 
seven countries that are home to 68   percent of the 
global population.

 • Liberal democracies diminished over the past de cade, 
from forty- one countries to thirty- two, and now have a 
population share of only 14  percent.

 • About one- third of the world’s people— that is, 2.6 billion 
 people— live in nations undergoing “autocratization”; only 
4   percent live  under regimes that are becoming more 
demo cratic.

 • Autocratization has a)ected major countries like Brazil, 
India, Poland, Turkey, and the United States.

 • Latin Amer i ca is back to a level of democracy last recorded 
in the early 1990s, while Eastern Eu rope and Central Asia 
are at post– Soviet Union lows.

 • India, with its population of nearly 1.4 billion, used to be 
the world’s largest democracy; it is now described as an 
electoral autocracy due to the severe shrinking of space 
for the media, civil society, and po liti cal opposition  under 
the current government.

 • Attacks on freedom of expression and the right to peace-
ful assembly and protest, and assaults on the media and 
 academic and other civil society institutions, are inten-
sifying across the world; the quality of elections is 
deteriorating.

Other outlets mea sur ing democracy in the world— like the Amer-
ican Enterprise Institute, the Economist Intelligence Unit, Freedom 
House, and the Polity data series— report similar trends.
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Such attacks have often been carried out in democracies in recent 
years by elected leaders and politicians. In fact, as Steven Levitsky and 
Daniel Ziblatt show in How Democracies Die (2018), in the last three de-
cades demo cratic breakdowns have been caused less often by military 
generals and soldiers in coups or other violent seizures of power than 
by elected governments themselves. While citizens are  under the 
spell of some “strong” leader’s heroic antics and seductive promises, 
demo cratic institutions and bu)ers and associated civic norms gradually 
erode  until one day, as in the case of the fabled frog slowly boiled to 
death, democracy ends not with a bang but a whimper. As Levitsky and 
Ziblatt point out, “The tragic paradox of the electoral route to authori-
tarianism is that democracy’s assassins use the very institutions of 
democracy— gradually, subtly, and even legally—to kill it.” This has 
been all too familiar to liberal citizens in Hungary, India, Rus sia, and 
Turkey in recent years  under elected strong leaders like Viktor Orbán, 
Narendra Modi, Vladimir Putin, and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, respectively. 
The United States had a narrow escape in 2021, thanks largely to its 
battered but still (partially) resilient institutions, but many remain 
doubtful for the  future and do not rule out the rise of another leader, 
possibly less ludicrous than Trump but at least as scary.

In reaction to  these unfolding challenges to liberal democracy  there 
has been a burgeoning of both popu lar and academic lit er a ture that 
seeks to understand their origins, history, and patterns and what to do 
about them. This book belongs to that general category, but it is di) er ent 
in some major ways. First, while most of the lit er a ture concerns Eu rope 
and the United States, this analysis combines the perspectives of rich 
industrial countries and relatively poor developing countries, empha-
sizing similarities and di)erences in prob lems and antidotes alike. 

Second, while many have pointed to the large rise in in equality in 
the past few de cades, this book  will give at least equal attention to the 
distinctive prob lems of insecurity, both economic and cultural, and the 
diverse forms they take in vari ous countries. Apart from pointing to 
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the usual political- economy  factors, this may lend a bit of global 
and cultural sensibility to a study of democracy’s vulnerabilities. One 
hopes that this may lead to a more nuanced and broad- based under-
standing of a pre sent and looming menace on our demo cratic horizon 
in di) er ent parts of the world. As the author is a long- term resident 
academic in the United States and a lifelong researcher on India’s 
po liti cal economy and culture, the reader may expect that the book 
 will give par tic u lar attention to the dysfunctionalities of  these two 
largest democracies.

Marking a third di)erence from much of the literature, this book 
 will also assess the alternative model of authoritarian capitalism, 
which the Chinese success story has showcased in recent years. It will 
discuss the negative features of that model even from the point of 
view of development, not to speak of the intrinsic value of democratic 
freedom and autonomy. It  will also show how some of the undeniable 
strengths of the Chinese governance system and state capacity are not 
necessarily due to its authoritarianism but more to certain distinctive 
features of its historical legacy.

Finally, this book will also propose a superior organizational alterna-
tive. Speci'cally, it will recommend a rejuvenation of social democracy, 
with some necessary modi'cations in systems of cap i tal ist innovation 
and governance, along with a restructuring of capital- labor relations 
and redistributive public 'nance.

In recent writings  there has been an understandable preoccupation 
with the immediate prob lems of recovery from the COVID-19 pan-
demic, the economic collapse in its wake, and the mountains of debt 
left for economies to tackle.

During the pandemic many social commentators in the claustro-
phobic gloom of their self- isolation have written in somewhat feverish, 
apocalyptic terms about the near future. Some expect the preexisting 
dysfunctionalities of social and political institutions to accelerate 
in a postpandemic world, anticipating a plunge into a vicious spiral. 
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 Others are more hopeful, envisaging a world where people wake up 
to the deep fault lines the coronavirus crisis has revealed and try to 
build a better world.

A number of commentators have turned to literary narratives of pes-
tilence of one form or another to make sense of the crisis, referring to 
Albert Camus’s The Plague in the Algerian city of Oran; Eugène Ionesco’s 
Rhinoceros, in which a strange disease turns  humans into rhinoceroses 
in a small French village; José Saramago’s Blindness and its portrayal of 
a mass epidemic of blindness in an unnamed city with a heavy- handed 
government; and the more recent Book of M by Peng Shepherd, where 
the infected 'nd that they cast no shadow and soon lose their memory. 
 These works are rich and complex enough to feed both fears and 
hopes.  All are narratives of  human frailty and social breakdown, but 
also of  human resilience, as in the portrayal of the respective doctors in 
the novels of Camus and Saramago. (The narratives of Camus and 
Ionesco have also been interpreted as analogies for the reactions of 
ordinary  people to the creeping fascism of occupied France.)

This book, like the aforementioned narratives, takes both anxieties 
and aspirations seriously, adopting what might be called an upbeat skep-
ticism: pushing for things to get better while being aware that they may 
not, somewhat akin to what Antonio Gramsci (2011) called “pessimism 
of the intellect, optimism of the will.” But it also tries to put the pandemic 
in perspective. Without ignoring the scarring e)ects of the pandemic, 
it pays more attention to the long- term systemic issues that face 
democracies.

The pandemic was, of course, only one of many  things that height-
ened our anx i eties in this age of insecurity. Over the last two de cades the 
world has been subject to many traumatic events— international ter-
rorism, civil wars with all their destruction and exodus of refugees, the 
'nancial crisis of 2007–2009, the debt and currency crises (particularly in 
Eu rope and Latin Amer i ca), stringent and wrenching austerity policies, 
deep slumps in many economies, large- scale job losses, technological 
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disruptions, creeping authoritarianism and ethnonationalist excesses, 
the increasing incidence of natu ral disasters (prob ably attributable to on-
going climate change), agro- ecological distress, mass dislocations, and a 
 series of epidemics (COVID-19 being the latest). All of this has danger-
ously exposed the fragility and insecurity of the lives and livelihoods of 
billions of ordinary  people. This has been particularly acute in devel-
oping countries, where numerous  people live a hand- to- mouth existence 
even in the best of times, with very  little in the form of social insurance 
or feasible alternative ways or places to live.  Recently a research team of-
fered a way of tracking global economic and policy uncertainty simply 
by counting the occurrence of that term in the country reports produced 
for 143 nations by the Economist Intelligence Unit. While their World 
Uncertainty Index is obviously a crude measure, it shows strikingly that, 
by the end of the 2020s, the incidence of “uncertainty” was about 50 per-
cent higher than it had been in years 1996 to 2010.

The real import of the pandemic may be less as a discrete event 
than as a force multiplier, making all  these prob lems worse. Long be-
fore the pandemic, the protective guardrails of liberal democracies  were 
already  under severe stress; of course,  under the cover of the pandemic, 
and in the name of disease surveillance and quarantine, demagogic 
populists have done yet more damage to demo cratic institutions and 
expressions of protest. Similarly, the great variance among countries 
rich and poor in their damage control e)orts and the rates of recovery 
and of vaccination and other prophylactic measures cannot but have a 
continuing impact on political structures. And now with Putin’s invasion 
of Ukraine, global geopolitical and economic uncertainties have been 
raised a few more notches.

This book looks at the impact of large-scale uncertainty and insecurity on  
political- economic structures, including the demo cratic state, vari ous 
social coordination mechanisms, and their ideological under pinnings 
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at both the local community and the general macrolevel, and explores 
some policy options for this age of insecurity, using the lens of both 
rich and poor countries.

 Here is a brief outline of the subsequent chapters. Chapter 1 discusses 
the populist challenges to the liberal order, tracing their roots less to 
in equality and more to insecurity— not only economic insecurity of in-
comes and jobs but also cultural insecurity, the latter varying between 
rich and poor countries though similar in some other re spects.  There 
is popu lar resentment against the professional and cultural elite in both 
sets of countries, more than against the 'nancial elite. The so- called 
culture wars often  favor right- wing populists over the Left. Immigra-
tion has been a major cultural issue in Eu rope and the United States, 
while religious fanat i cism has been impor tant in Brazil, India, and 
Turkey. The chapter ends with a discussion of the toxic role of social 
media in sharpening polarization and spewing ethnic vitriol.

Among recent populist demands there have been vociferous calls 
for “taking back control” from distant politicians and o.cials. Chapter 2 
discusses the case for restoring autonomy and control to the local com-
munity level. In view of egregious state and market failures, there has 
been a tendency even among some liberals now to turn to local com-
munity, utilizing its advantages in local information, relations of trust 
and reciprocity, and public participation in bottom-up decision- 
making in solving local prob lems. But  there are also some striking com-
munity failures that should make us wary of the vari ous po liti cal and 
economic pitfalls of the communitarian position.

The other demand for taking back control has involved the po liti cal 
community that takes the form of a nation-state, rejecting the ideas of 
cosmopolitan liberals and the restrictions imposed by irksome inter-
national rules and agreements. Chapter 3 discusses how the resurgent 
nationalism all around the world today is one of narrow, divisive, trib-
alist ethnonationalism. As an alternative, it points to the more inclu-
sive idea of civic nationalism that has been particularly prominent in 
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the histories of two large, diverse democracies, India and the United 
States, since in de pen dence ( until recently). Ethnic nationalism rides 
roughshod over this diversity, and is suspicious of dissident groups and 
minorities as pos si ble 'fth columnists. Civic nationalism, however, has 
some fragility and often provides too thin a basis for po liti cal mobiliza-
tion. The economic consequences of the policies /owing from these two 
alternative kinds of nationalism are discussed.

As an alternative to the tiresome procedures of liberal democracy, 
some populists hanker after a strong leader and state. Chapter 4 discusses 
the allure of authoritarian capitalism that the formidable success of 
the China model has brought to the foreground in both rich and poor 
countries.  After a general discussion of the prerequisites of a strong 
state and the ingredients of state capacity, the chapter delves into the 
Chinese governance system, taking the discussion beyond the standard 
and simplistic trope of democracy versus authoritarianism. It shows 
that some of the positive features of Chinese governance (like career 
incentives for o.cials to promote local development, and decentralizing 
the structure of management of infrastructure building and local 
business development) do not necessarily depend on the authoritarian 
system; some variants of them can very well be  adopted, with proper 
reforms of organ ization and incentives, in a demo cratic country. Even 
for the remarkable general ability of the Chinese top leadership to quickly 
coordinate and mobilize the state machinery, authoritarianism is nei-
ther necessary nor su.cient. The chapter also explores how some of the 
major problems in Chinese governance arise from its lack of downward 
accountability; its choking of information /ows, delaying course cor-
rection in case of serious mistakes in decisions; its lack of public scrutiny 
of corrupt collusion between o.cials and businessmen; and its sys-
temic tendency in the face of a crisis to overreact, suppress information, 
and act heavy-handedly, thereby making the system less resilient. These 
are all ugly features of authoritarianism that one should seriously take 
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into account, even if one cares mainly about growth per for mance of a 
system and not the intrinsic value of demo cratic freedom.

Even in countries that are not directly responding to the siren song 
of authoritarianism and do place some value on contested elections, 
 there is now a tendency for democracies to be hollowed out by a crude 
form of majoritarianism that endangers the civil rights of minorities 
but is quite attractive to populists from majority ethnic groups (such 
as Catholic nationalists in Poland, Hindu nationalists in India, Islamists 
in Indonesia and Turkey, and white evangelicals in Brazil and the 
United States). Chapter 5 discusses what happens when minorities lack 
both the numerical strength and the 'nancial clout to withstand the 
majoritarian onslaught. Separation of powers and other constitutional 
checks and balances are the traditional, still impor tant, safeguards for 
democracy in such cases, along with vigorous media, universities, and 
other civil society institutions. In some contexts social diversity and 
fragmentation may allow for tactical alliances to protect minorities, 
and for preservation of an implicit social contract in which the min-
imum civil rights of all groups are more or less assured.

Chapter 6 explores the possibility of rejuvenating social democracy 
as a feasible alternative, albeit with substantial modi'cations to its 
older forms. In some detail, it explores the general idea of social de-
mocracy as constituting a kind of ideological balance between dif-
ferent foundational values and between the alternative social coordi-
nation mechanisms a society might use to act according to its values. 
The chapter then analyzes the reasons for the decline of social demo-
cratic parties in recent decades, and examines ways of reviving the 
salience of the idea of social democracy  under the constraints and op-
portunities of the pandemic- marred world. It argues that, in a world of 
heightened inequality and insecurity and with the prevailing accep-
tance of a more assertive role of the state, social democrats can pro-
mote a more active restructuring of welfare policies. But—also at the 
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community level—social democratic labor and civil society organiza-
tions must provide leadership that counters race- to- the bottom com-
munity and nationalist pursuits and must recapture the local cultural 
territory appropriated by the populists. To do so, social democrats have 
to be more sensitive to the genuine communitarian needs and the cul-
tural neglect that workers feel in their relation to the more cosmopol-
itan, liberal.

Chapter 7 examines the fraught relationship between social democ-
racy and capitalism and discusses ways of restructuring it to the bene't 
of all stakeholders—capital, labor, and the community of involved citi-
zens. It argues for a set of modi'cations in capitalist governance that, 
while they must not interfere with 'rms’ innovative capacities, may 
actually encourage a change in the pattern of innovations in a socially 
bene'cial direction. Also discussed are needs for signi'cant reforms 
in the 'nancial system,  labor market policy, and election funding for 
a social democracy to function properly.

 Under the general rubric of social democracy Chapters 8 and 9 con-
sider a  limited number of speci'c policies to relieve the surging inse-
curity in the world. Chapter 8 assesses the desirability and feasibility 
of a universal basic income as part of a citizen’s right to minimum 
economic security. Such minimum economic security is often almost 
totally absent in poor countries, particularly in their large informal sec-
tors. Many consider the costs of a universal basic income prohibitively 
high in rich countries, but in poor countries the costs may be somewhat 
more manageable. Chapter 8 suggests,  after scrutiny of di) er ent kinds 
of 'nancial resources and vari ous implementation issues, that a uni-
versal basic income supplement at a decent level may not be una)ord-
able in a lower- middle- income country like India.

Chapter 9 considers a number of other policies to relieve the mounting 
prob lems of economic and cultural insecurity a0icting lives all around. 
It 'rst addresses the prob lem of job security and suggests vari ous ways 
of creating good jobs, particularly  those that are also consistent with 
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environmental goals. It then calls for reshaping the pattern and direction 
of public research to serve the goal of improving the life of common 
 people, including the expansion of job prospects. It goes into governance 
issues, 'rst on the advantages and disadvantages of decentralization, and 
second on ways of mitigating the pervasive scourge of corruption that 
erodes trust in democracy, particularly in developing countries. Inter-
national coordination through institutions and agreements will, it 
argues, be imperative to harmonize policies and prevent a race to the 
bottom. Finally, the chapter describes how labor organizations can be 
mobilized to step into the cultural void in the lives of working people—
a void that currently is being 'lled by the false bravado and venomous 
conspiracy theories of populist leaders.

One  running theme of the chapters is that  there are no easy solu-
tions to many of the prob lems for democracy that have been identi'ed, 
and even in the narrow pathways of some discernible solutions  there are 
pitfalls at  every step that we have to be wary of. Yet there is hope that 
social democracy, which has gone through rough patches in recent de-
cades, can be revived with some adjustments, compromises, and inno-
vations to serve at least as a dependable light house amid the dark and 
choppy  waters of our world of insecurity.
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Insecurity, In equality, and Democracy

In the last four de cades, world democracy has seen some dramatic changes. 
In the 1980s democracy was restored to Brazil with a landmark consti-
tution,  after two de cades of military rule. In the early 1990s came the 
historic end of the autocratic regimes of the Soviet Union and its allies 
in eastern Eu rope, soon followed by another historic end, that of the 
apartheid regime in South Africa (and of the regime of Augusto Pino-
chet in Chile somewhat  earlier). In the late 1990s democracy was re-
stored in Indonesia ( after many de cades of military rule) and Nigeria 
( after military rule o% and on in previous de cades). In the three de-
cades up to 2010 the world’s largest democracy, India, saw a remark-
able widening of its demo cratic empowerment of hitherto subordinate 
social groups and castes (which some have described as tantamount to 
a social revolution).

Along with  these positive developments the last four de cades have 
also seen some broad economic and po liti cal changes that have ended 
up shrinking the horizon of democracy.  These de cades have seen a rise 
of 'nance capital in much of the cap i tal ist world (widening the gulf be-
tween Wall Street and Main Street), with its excesses causing not just 
the worldwide 'nancial crisis of 2007–2009 but a general public distrust 
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in economic and po liti cal institutions that form the basic foundations 
of democracy.  There has also been a grotesque rise in economic in-
equality in most of the world in this period; even in countries (like 
some in Latin Amer i ca) where in equality has not sharply increased, its 
level often remains very high. The World In equality Report data have 
shown that between 1980 and 2018 the share of national income  going to 
the richest 1  percent has increased rapidly in China, India, the countries 
of North Amer i ca, and Rus sia and more moderately in Eu rope. The 
International Monetary Fund’s World Economic Outlook Report for 
April 2017 shows that  labor share in national income has been by and 
large declining since at least the early 1990s in both advanced and de-
veloping economies. Such in equality is harmful to democracy, as it 
weakens the voice of the majority of workers and allows the elite to 
rig the demo cratic pro cess (through vari ous forms of in*uencing, media 
shaping, lobbying, and dominating campaign 'nance for business- 
friendly parties).

THE RISE OF POPULIST DEMAGOGUES

How do voters see  these ongoing events? One of the most striking po-
liti cal phenomena in di% er ent parts of the world over the last de cade 
or so has been the rise of so- called populism—in Brazil  under Jair Bol-
sonaro, in Hungary  under Viktor Orbán, in India  under Narendra 
Modi, in the Philippines  under Rodrigo Duterte, in Poland  under the 
ruling Prawo i Sprawiedliwość  (PiS) party, in Rus sia  under Vladimir 
Putin, in Slovenia  under Janez Janša, in Turkey  under Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan, in parts of the United Kingdom culminating in Brexit, in the 
United States  under Donald Trump, and so on.  There have also been 
strong populist opposition parties, as in France with Front National 
(now renamed Rassemblement National), in Italy with Lega Nord (and 
the Fratelli d’Italia), in Germany with Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), 
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in Spain with Vox, in Portugal with CHEGA and IL, and in Sweden 
with Sverigedemokraterna. Most of  these cases of pop u lism come 
mainly from the right.  There have also been some cases of left- wing pop-
u lism, particularly in Latin Amer i ca (Argentina, Bolivia, Ec ua dor, 
Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela), although—in reaction particularly to 
what is called “the specter of Venezuela”— a hard right- wing movement 
is also noticeable in parts of Latin Amer i ca.

By pop u lism di% er ent  people, of course, mean di% er ent  things.  There 
are di%erences in the use of the term pop u lism even among academic 
social scientists— between, say, economists and po liti cal scientists. 
Economists associate it with short- termism, where long- term interests 
of the economy are neglected often by policies of macroeconomic prof-
ligacy. But  there is a distinct po liti cal science interpretation of pop u-
lism, where a leader, supposed to embody the popu lar  will, tramples 
upon due pro cess and the rules and institutions of representative 
government. We are mainly concerned with the latter interpretation 
 here. This applies more directly in the cases of the right- wing pop u-
lism mentioned above, though even in some left- wing cases  there have 
been violations of demo cratic procedures. (The Latin American left- 
populist cases also provide some direct examples of the economists’ 
interpretation of pop u lism.)

Populist upheavals have often upended or considerably weakened 
the established centrist demo cratic parties. One frequently hears the 
complaint that the latter have been insu,ciently responsive to rising 
in equality, with the rich getting richer, while the poor and the  middle 
classes have faced stagnation (or worse) in their incomes and standards 
of living. In the general public discussion on pop u lism it has been quite 
common, both in media and in academia, to attribute its rise to the high 
and increasing in equality. The widely noted 2011 protest movement 
in New York, Occupy Wall Street (and similar Occupy movements 
spawned by it elsewhere around that time), was directly a protest 
against in equality and the top 1  percent in the income distribution, 
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though its organ ization style seems to have been inspired more by left- 
wing anarchism and sentiments for direct democracy than by right- 
wing pop u lism. In Chile— o% and on, several times over the last 
decade— protests have broken out against the stark inequalities and 
against the privatization of public ser vices (protests on similar grounds 
also erupted in Colombia, Ec ua dor, and Peru in recent years). Though 
the Occupy movement soon 'zzled out, the Chilean protest movement 
was protracted and resulted in a successful constitutional referendum, 
partly  because the in equality protests  were combined with widely per-
ceived grievances about injustices *owing from privatized education 
and pension system. Recently a young left- wing leader who came to 
prominence during  those protests won the presidential election.

In equality does not seem to be the real substantive issue in many 
other populist agitations around the world. More often than not, when 
the demagogues tell the workers about the callousness of the po liti cal 
establishment to their economic plight, they enthusiastically rally to 
their banner and do not care that  these leaders themselves often be-
long to the top 1  percent—as in the case of multimillionaires like Babiš, 
Erdoğan, Nigel Farage, Orbán, Putin, or Trump. In the United States 
prior to the rise of Trump  there was the large antitaxation and anti- 
liberal- elite Tea Party movement stoked by an organ ization that was 
bankrolled by the billionaires Charles and David Koch. Sociologist Arlie 
Hochschild in her 2016 book Strangers in Their Own Land reports from 
her 'eld survey of that movement in Louisiana that the poor white 
workers  there are more resentful of minorities and immigrants than 
of the large petrochemical companies that have poisoned their land for 
de cades. In India, Modi’s Hindu fanatic supporters are more resentful 
of the usually much poorer Muslims than the crony cap i tal ists that 
Modi seems cozy with. In general, the discontent that in equality may 
generate can be quite opaque and not always directed at the very rich, 
except rhetorically. Sociologists have often pointed out that the part 
of in equality that is salient to us is the contrast between our own 
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lifestyle— and housing and school choices— and that of  those who may 
be just above us. The in equality with the billionaires or the top 1  percent 
is too distant.

INSECURITY, MORE THAN IN EQUALITY,  
AGITATES  PEOPLE

It is arguable that, more than in equality, it is the rising insecurity that 
common  people have faced over the last few de cades that has fueled 
much of their dissatisfaction with established po liti cal parties and with 
the traditional rules and pro cesses of representative democracy. Let me 
elaborate on this argument.

The insecurity I have in mind is of di% er ent kinds— much of it eco-
nomic, but some of it also cultural, and even ecological and physical or 
existential insecurity in many contexts. The economic insecurity 
mainly refers to income and job insecurity. With increasing global 
integration, and particularly the rise of China, manufacturing jobs in 
advanced and also in some developing countries have been outsourced, 
and this has led to a sharp decline in many regional industries and econ-
omies. Whole areas have been blighted, and the local workers have 
found it di,cult to change jobs or residence or adjust in other ways. 
 There is widespread anxiety and despair.

The impact of “China shock” has now been documented and quan-
ti'ed for the US economy and some Eu ro pean economies. In the United 
States, the most well- known work, by David Autor and colleagues 
(2020), shows that in areas subject to larger import penetration  there 
has been long- lasting decline in manufacturing employment and in rel-
ative earnings of low wage workers; and in the harder- hit areas  there 
have been stronger po liti cal shifts in a right- wing direction (particularly 
if the areas have a sizable non- Hispanic white population). Also, in the 
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United States, the fabled land of high mobility of  people, the  actual ex-
tent of immobility has astonished many researchers, and geographic 
or place- based in equality turns out to be very high. Intergenerational 
mobility has also declined. It has been estimated by Raj Chetty and col-
leagues (2017) that for  children born in 1940,  there was a 90   percent 
chance that in their midthirties  they’d earn an inf lation- adjusted 
income higher than that of their parents; for the cohort born in 1980 
that chance has declined substantially, thus darkening the aspirational 
horizon of a lot of middle- class families.

For Eu rope it is well known that support for Brexit has been partic-
ularly strong in the Midlands and Northern  England, for Front Na-
tional in deindustrializing areas of France, and for AfD in eastern 
Germany. In Eu rope, support for the Eu ro pean Union (EU) is often 
identi'ed with support for economic integration and generally liberal 
policies. Using data from 63,417 electoral districts across all EU coun-
tries in the elections for the Eu ro pean Parliament, Lewis Dijkstra, Hugo 
Poelman, and Andrés Rodríguez- Pose (2020) show that voting for anti-
 EU parties is considerably higher in areas of industrial decline. Using 
Eu ro pean Social Survey data, Italo Colantone and Piero Stanig (2018) 
'nd that regions adversely a%ected by Chinese imports are less sup-
portive of demo cratic institutions and less likely to hold liberal values.

 There are no such detailed quantitative studies for India, but even 
 there, it is easy to see that markets have been *ooded by cheaper Chi-
nese goods. This is not just in consumer electronics like cell phones and 
laptops; it has been widely noted that in religious festivals even idols of 
Indian gods and goddesses and the festive lights to illuminate them are 
made in China. China’s larger scale of production— apart from subsidies 
and favored allocation of land and capital, in some cases— and India’s 
worse infrastructure and worker skill levels make Indian domestic 
products often uncompetitive. Concomitantly, support for some pro-
tectionism and right- wing politics has increased in the last de cade.
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GLOBAL INTEGRATION INTERACTING  
WITH AUTOMATION

At the same time, on a more general level it would be a  mistake to look 
for a widespread backlash against globalization.  There has recently 
been some decline in international trade largely due to supply chain 
disruption during the 2020 pandemic and the brewing geopo liti cal ten-
sion between China, Russia, and the United States, but as a fuel for the 
rise of pop u lism one should not exaggerate its importance for a  whole 
range of countries. Even at the height of populist upheavals, a survey 
of eigh teen countries (“What the World Thinks About Globalization” 
2016) reported in The Economist magazine suggested that the majority 
of respondents  were quite positive on globalization in Denmark, Hong 
Kong, India, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, among other 
places (if China had been included in the survey, it prob ably would have 
been on the same list). Support for globalization was low in Australia, 
France, the United Kingdom, and the United States. In the longer per-
spective, what we have seen is the expected fallout in rich countries 
from the decline in their domination for more than a  century in interna-
tional trade and investment and the growing assertiveness and weight 
of developing countries (particularly in Asia). An early 2020 survey car-
ried out by YouGov Deutschland, as reported in Coka and Rausch (2020), 
just before the COVID-19 pandemic on attitudes  toward globalization, in 
fifteen countries (some developed and some developing, including 
China), roughly con'rms the 2016 'ndings. Support for globalization 
is stronger in developing than developed countries— strongest in the 
poorest country in the sample, Nigeria, and the weakest in France.

It is in ter est ing to note that while  people in rich countries are getting 
pessimistic about  future generations being better o% than the current 
generation, this is not the case in some of the low-  or middle- income 
countries participating in the global integration pro cess. For example, 
according to the Global Attitudes Survey of 2017 by the Pew Research 
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Center, as reported in Stokes (2017), in Eu rope and North Amer i ca a 
median 60  percent of respondents (it is as high as 71  percent in France) 
believe that when  children grow up they  will be 'nancially worse o% 
than their parents; the corresponding numbers in India, Nigeria, the 
Philippines, and Indonesia are 12, 23, 24 and 26  percent, respectively.

In rich countries, in par tic u lar, what has interacted with the e%ect 
of global integration is the  labor displacement e%ect of automation, dig-
itization of tasks, robotization, and arti'cial intelligence. According to 
the Organisation for Economic Co- operation and Development (OECD 
2020), about 46  percent of jobs in rich countries are  either totally or par-
tially (in terms of some tasks) likely to be subject to automation. Even 
in jobs where  humans work with robots, many of the tasks are now 
increasingly performed at an intolerably accelerated, dehumanizing 
pace. Globalization and import penetration attract more public atten-
tion, as one can 'x the blame on foreign companies and foreign gov-
ernment policies (and even though in most medium to large economies 
“nontradeables,” like vari ous ser vices, form a big fraction of total 
output). But in many cases automation may have destroyed just as many 
jobs; this is particularly evident in the data where total value added in-
creases even as employment falls.

This has po liti cal e%ects. Across eleven countries, using Eu ro pean 
Social Survey data, Zhen Jie Im and colleagues (2019) 'nd that the like-
lihood of voting for radical Right parties is considerably higher for oc-
cupations a%ected by automation, and this e%ect is more pronounced 
for individuals reporting (very) low income security.

WHY A MOVE TO THE RIGHT, NOT THE LEFT?

A question that is pertinent  here is why the recent job and income in-
security has been associated almost invariably with the rise of radical 
right- wing, but not left- wing, politics— except in some countries, like 
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Portugal, Spain, the Wallonia region of Belgium, and Mexico, where 
the Left has done better than the Right in reaction to the pressure for 
austerity policies to cope with the crisis. In Brazil and India the eco-
nomic downturn  after the 'nancial crisis of 2007–2009 made the incum-
bent social demo cratic parties— the Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT) 
and the Congress Party, respectively— unpopular, along with charges 
of rampant corruption against them, and the anti- incumbent turn to 
the right- wing party is understandable. But in Hungary, the Nether-
lands, Poland, Sweden, and elsewhere the crisis (particularly in jobs 
and  house hold debt) and the attendant austerity policies pushed voters 
mainly to the right rather than  toward leftist parties advocating more 
re distribution.

One pos si ble reason may be that, outside the United States, most 
right- wing parties (e.g., in France, Germany, India, or Poland)  were 
not in  favor of seriously weakening the preexisting worker welfare 
policies, which partly neutralized the attraction of leftist parties. In 
Poland the populist party PiS has been quite active in child assistance 
policies. In Turkey one signature policy of Erdog˘an was to expand 
universal health care policy. Even on an explic itly redistributive issue, 
Thomas Piketty, in his book Capital and Ideology, reports the data from 
a survey of voters in the 'rst round of 2017 presidential elections in 
France, that in response to a question about “taking from the rich and 
giving to the poor in order to achieve social justice,” 46   percent of 
voters for Emmanuel Macron agreed that it was a good idea, but the 
percentage is signi'cantly higher not just for the far- left voters for 
Jean- Luc Mélenchon (67  percent) but also for the right- wing voters for 
 Marine Le Pen (61  percent). But the more impor tant Left versus Right 
distinction in opinions may have to do with the fact that economic 
insecurity was often intertwined with cultural insecurity, which the 
Right was in a better position to exploit. Let us now examine this 
more closely.
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CULTURAL INSECURITY

Cultural issues are, of course, di% er ent between rich and poor coun-
tries.  There are more empirical studies available in Eu rope and the 
United States in recent years on how economic insecurity may have 
triggered cultural insecurity among certain sections of the population. 
In many places, particularly small towns and rural areas,  there is evidence 
of the rise of cultural intolerance and majoritarian high- handedness, 
even vio lence,  toward ethnic minorities and other nonstandard iden-
tity groups. With economic decline and depopulation in some areas, the 
local residents are anxious about preserving the identity of their tradi-
tional community (including its traditional status hierarchies). Psycholo-
gists point out that a sense of status insecurity and anxiety about one’s 
diminished personal standing sometimes get expressed in aggression 
 toward and intimidation of outside groups.

Related is the spreading anxiety about losing social / cultural status 
among the (lower)  middle classes in many countries. Barbara Ehren-
reich has vividly captured this for the United States in a book titled Fear 
of Falling (1989). This kind of social vertigo in an increasingly competi-
tive world has alienated many from the mainstream po liti cal system. 
In India, with the widening of democracy in the last de cades of the last 
 century, the rise of the lower castes in the po liti cal hierarchy roused 
similar status anxiety in the  middle classes. In Brazil similar e%ects 
 were produced by the vigorous a,rmative action programs pursued 
by the PT regime.

 There is an in ter est ing contrast in the dissatisfaction between right- 
wing and left- wing voters. Yann Algan and colleagues (2017) 'nd that 
in the 2017 French presidential election, voters with low interpersonal 
trust  were likely to vote for Le Pen. Even though left- wing voters for 
Mélenchon had similar low incomes and a sense of misery as the 
Le Pen voters, the former had more trust and wanted the government 
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to address injustice. In the United States, Rafael Di Tella, Juan Dubra, 
and Alejandro Lagomarsino (2019) 'nd that distrust in the government 
leads to skepticism about redistributive policies that the Left may ad-
vocate. Long- run data from the General Social Survey and the Pew 
Research Center suggest that interpersonal trust and trust in govern-
ment have been at historically low levels in the United States in recent 
times. World Values Survey data, as reported in Ortiz- Ospina and Roser 
(2016), suggest that, in general, trust in government has been  going 
down in OECD countries in recent years. Elsewhere, interpersonal 
trust is very low in highly unequal countries like Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Peru, and South Africa.

A part of the distrust of government is re*ected in the hostility and 
suspicion against bureaucrats and politicians, and the “experts” and 
technocrats, in distant Brussels or Washington, DC, where the “deep 
state” has its supposed tentacles. “Take back control” is a popu lar 
slogan. In developing countries, o,cials and politicians are widely per-
ceived to be corrupt— for example, a Pew Research Center survey in 
India in 2018, as reported in Devlin and Johson (2018), shows that two- 
thirds of respondents see politicians as corrupt—so skepticism about 
redistributive programs is not uncommon. In contrast, many religious 
charitable organ izations are perceived as  doing a good job in providing 
basic social ser vices to the poor. In many cases  these organ izations are 
a,liates of populist right- wing parties (for detailed 'eldwork evidence 
on the work of such grassroots a,liates in India, see Thachil [2014]). 
The contrast with frequently callous and corrupt government o,cials 
is clear, and poor voters may feel more attached to such populist reli-
gious parties on this ground than to left- wing parties promising redis-
tributive social ser vices through the usual bureaucratic channels.

The po liti cally sensitive cultural issue that often divides the Right 
and Left is, of course, that of immigration. The early 2020 survey car-
ried out by YouGov Deutschland, as reported in Halpin (2021), shows 
that in France, Germany, Mexico, and Rus sia a majority of respondents 
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consider immigration to be a negative force. Support for anti- 
immigration parties in France and Italy are now quite high in opinion 
polls. (Even social demo cratic parties in Scandinavia have been com-
pelled to adjust their policy  toward immigration.) Immigration is, of 
course, both an economic and cultural issue, and its intensity varies 
with the immigrants’ skill levels in  labor market competition with na-
tive workers and their cultural distance from the local population.

But that it is primarily a cultural issue becomes apparent when one 
sees that the tension about immigrants remains even when  people can 
be convinced that their net e%ect on the economy is often positive and 
that they are not a drain on the welfare bud get. Of course, such con-
vincing is itself a di,cult task, as  there is a wide gulf between popu lar 
perception and real ity on the numbers involved: Albert Alesina, 
 Armando Miano, and Stefanie Stantcheva (2019) show from survey data 
that the proportion of mi grants in the population is perceived to be two 
to three times as large as the  actual levels in the United States and 
western Eu rope. The false ste reo types and generally adverse percep-
tion is higher in areas where immigrants are fewer than in big cities 
and urban hubs, where immigrants mostly are, and populist politicians 
usually get more support in the former areas. In Germany, for example, 
the anti- immigrant extreme right- wing AfD gets more support in the 
eastern part of the country, where  there are very few immigrants. 
Yotam Margalit (2019) shows, from a number of studies, that  there is neg-
ative attitude to immigrants even among workers whose jobs are not 
directly a%ected. It is pos si ble that the anxiety arising even from nonlocal 
stories of economic insecurity and job churning on TV and social 
media heightens the general sense of insecurity.

In addition,  there is special aversion to Muslim immigrants, partic-
ularly in Europe— Muslim masons face more hate and discrimination 
than do Polish plumbers. This is partly  because of the large cultural 
gulf in social norms with the natives, partly the ste reo typical Islamo-
phobic association of all Muslims with international terrorism, and 
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partly  because of an exaggerated looming sense of massive numbers 
of Muslim immigrants in Eu rope from nearby countries taking over— 
which is, for example, captured in the novel Submission by the French 
writer Michel Houellebecq on a dystopian speculation about a time 
when France has become an Islamic state.  There are accounts by right- 
wing intellectuals of what is called the  Great Replacement (of the 
indigenous by immigrants). In French politics, even Macron and his 
ministers are fuming against “Islamo- leftism” (a term for liberal 
 appeasement of Muslims, and also a familiar trope for supporters 
of Modi or Trump), and Le Pen has softened her party’s economic 
policies (now not so much against the euro, and even calling for 
“green reindustrialization”) while hardening its stance on Islam 
and immigration.

In southeastern Eu rope the populists sometimes invoke selective his-
torical memory. Christian Ochsner and Felix Rosel (2019) point out 
how in recent elections the right- wing parties in Austria stoked the 
memory of Ottoman pillaging around Vienna in 1529 and 1683 and 
harvested votes more in the previously pillaged than nonpillaged 
municipalities, in an area where  there was no di%erence in anti- Muslim 
sentiment between the two kinds of municipalities before. (During 
the Bosnian War, such stoking by ethnic group leaders of long- dormant 
hostilities between Serbs and Muslims was quite common.)

Such anti- Muslim sentiment and the practice of stoking historical re-
sentment among Hindu nationalists has become quite rampant in 
India. The nationalists have also created a false sense that Hindus are 
soon to be outnumbered by the Muslims due to the latter’s higher fer-
tility rates, even though Hindus constitute about 80  percent of the pop-
ulation and the fertility rates of Muslims in areas of higher levels 
of mass education (e.g., Kerala) are signi'cantly lower than  those of 
Hindus in less educated areas (e.g., Uttar Pradesh). What is overlooked 
is that, more than religious a,liation, a major determinant of fertility 
rates is the level of a  mother’s education, and that the latter often 
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depends on vigorous public education policies of the local government 
(as in Kerala). In general  there is a manufactured sense of Hindu vic-
timhood,  running on the same lines as ideas about white victimhood 
and a loss of entitlement that white supremacists in Eu rope or the 
United States have created. The Hindu militant cultural organ ization 
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh not only provides the main po liti cal 
leadership in the ruling party but is also reported to have in'ltrated 
some sections of the military and the police.

Religious / cultural majoritarianism is also the main fuel for right- 
wing populist parties in other developing countries like Brazil and 
Turkey. In Turkey the secular- religious divide has polarized  people for 
many de cades, and the association of the secular with the military, 
which often brutally persecuted religious  people, as well as the Left, 
made some prodemo cratic forces initially side with the Justice and 
Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi; AKP) led by Erdoğan, 
which rallied many of the poor and moderately religious  people. But 
over time the party became more Islamist and hostile to non- Muslims, 
Kurds, and atheists and gave up on demo cratic pretensions. Its organ-
izations and networks, however,  were widespread, including the 
membership of Islamic trade  unions, and its large housing and other 
construction proj ects and health policy had popu lar support. (Very 
recently, Erdoğan’s mismanagement of the economy has caused some 
disa%ection among the poor).

In Brazil, evangelists, particularly from Pentecostal churches, suc-
ceeded in mobilizing support for the populist leader, Bolsonaro, among 
many poor  people. Some military groups o%er power ful backing, too, 
as Bolsonaro is one of their own. The police have also been largely mili-
tarized. In the virulent culture wars raged by  these Bolsonaro supporters 
much of the fomenting of hate and associated hate crimes are directed 
against cultural minorities— black  people,  women, followers of African 
religions, and LGBTQ  people. (Of late, Bolsonaro’s gross mismanage-
ment of the pandemic has led to a slump in his popularity.)
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RESENTMENT OF THE ELITE

 Those who consider in equality the source of pop u lism point out that 
the populists are anti- elite. But the right- wing populists’ target is often 
not the 'nancial elite but the cultural elite. In Eu rope, India, Turkey, 
the United States, and elsewhere, the perceived appeasement of 
minorities— assumed to be implicit in the liberal support for minority 
rights— fosters resentment among the majority, which 'nds the liberal 
rhe toric of diversity and po liti cal correctness condescending if not 
outright threatening. Conversely, a Modi or a Trump’s thinly veiled rant-
ings or spewing of venom, taken as raw antiestablishment spontaneity 
(“He tells it like it is”), energize this base. In Hochschild’s book (2016), her 
white working- class respondents in Louisiana sense that all demo-
graphic groups other than theirs receive sympathy from liberals. Hoch-
schild quotes a gospel singer, an avid Rush Limbaugh fan, saying, “Oh, 
liberals think that Bible- believing Southerners are ignorant, backward, 
rednecks, losers. They think  we’re racist, sexist, homophobic, and maybe 
fat.” A Tea Party enthusiast claims, “ People think  we’re not good  people 
if we  don’t feel sorry for blacks and immigrants and Syrian refugees. . . .  
But I am a good person and I  don’t feel sorry for them.”

In di% er ent parts of the world, ethnic and cultural minorities are 
often oppressed and pushed to the wall by the leaders of majoritarian 
parties who, as I have noted, succeed in stoking in the majority com-
munities feelings of victimhood and being  under siege. In India (or 
Turkey) one  will hear Hindu (or Muslim) fanatics ranting about the 
danger they face from terrorist Muslims (or Kurds); in Hungary one 
 will hear about being deluged by (largely non ex is tent) immigrants. As 
a result,  there is now considerable tension between the politics of elec-
toral mobilization and the procedural aspects of democracy. Mobilized 
followers do not care much about the procedural niceties of a liberal 
order. They often show impatience with the encumbrances of due pro-
cess and a,rmative action. They hanker for strong leaders who can 
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embody the  will of the  people, surpass  those encumbrances, and pro-
vide seductively  simple solutions to prob lems. The orga nizational 
norms of traditional po liti cal parties that once disciplined mass fanat i-
cism are being cast aside; voters are choosing po liti cal outsiders, or, 
within established po liti cal parties, leaders who defy traditionalists (like 
the bullying shambolic showman Boris Johnson in the British Tory 
Party), or (as in the US primaries) the more radical sections of the party 
get more voice. In some populist leaders brazenness, incivility, and in- 
your- face aggressiveness activate cultural tribalism and are taken as a 
sign of “authenticity,” in contrast with the duplicitous, wily, and po liti-
cally correct style of established leaders. Even when a centrist leader 
like Emmanuel Macron wins, as in the April 2022 election, large num-
bers consider him aloof, as re*ected in the substantial vote share for 
Le Pen and the low voter turnout.

Among some recent writers  there is a general critique of liberal 
modernity, popu lar with postmodernists and cultural theorists, that 
resonates ideologically with the turn  toward pop u lism. This critique 
usually associates modernity with cutthroat capitalism, and the rav-
ages of imperialism with a presiding technocratic nation- state. It traces 
the poison all the way back to the Enlightenment, even though it 
should be pointed out that Karl Marx and Mao Zedong are as much the 
 children of this modernity as are Adam Smith and Milton Friedman. 
This critique of modernity is now quite familiar from the reading lists 
of any self- respecting cultural studies department.  Here I  shall con'ne 
myself to its exposition in Pankaj Mishra’s Age of Anger (2017), in which 
the critique is directly related to the populist anger that concerns us  here.

 Going back to the eigh teenth  century, Mishra recalls Jean- Jacques 
Rousseau’s romanticist reaction to the Enlightenment’s rationalist nar-
rative of unyielding pro gress, 'nding a re*ection of that reaction in 
 today’s illiberal challenge, from the angry worker in the US Rust  Belt 
all the way to the Islamist suicide bomber. Ressentiment, born out of “an 
intense mix of envy and sense of humiliation and powerlessness,” is 
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undermining civic society. We are made to believe that Homo economicus, 
in its hyperrational pursuit of greed and self- interest, is the culprit.

For all of the faults of capitalism (and economics, for that  matter), I 
think this is too sweeping a judgment. In trying to explain too much, 
it actually explains very  little. Contrary to Mishra’s image of an angry 
East reacting to the destabilizing e%ects of Western capitalism, this rage 
appears to be less intense in  those parts of the East (including East, 
South, and Southeast Asia) where cap i tal ist growth has been relatively 
successful, than in North Africa and West Asia, where cap i tal ist growth 
has been stunted and economic misery has been accentuated by cor-
rupt po liti cal tyranny. The highly popu lar Arab Spring, soon snu%ed 
out, was a rebellion not against Western liberalism but against domestic 
tyranny and youth unemployment. The traditional Islamists seem dis-
turbed less by the rational pursuit of money (Islam has nothing against 
pro't seeking) than by the collusion between domestic and foreign oli-
garchies. In 'ghting the “crusaders,” the Islamists try to build an ap-
paratus with all its modernist technomilitary paraphernalia.

Contrary to Mishra’s view,  there is an intellectual tradition that sug-
gests that economic interests can in fact tame  human passions. In The 
General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money (1936), John Maynard 
Keynes writes, “Dangerous  human proclivities can be canalized into 
comparatively harmless channels by the existence of opportunity for 
money- making and private wealth, which, if they cannot be satis'ed 
in this way, may 'nd their outlet in cruelty, the reckless pursuit of per-
sonal power and authority, and other forms of self- aggrandizement.” 
Albert O. Hirschman’s The Passions and the Interests (1977) has a more 
nuanced discussion of the relationship between interests and passions. 
Yet both Keynes and Hirschman  were talking about  earlier times in Eu-
rope.  Today, when the opportunities for moneymaking have opened 
up in countries such as China and India, passions are channeled by the 
ruling party into the ser vice of a national aggrandizement that cap i-
tal ist growth has at last made pos si ble.
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Of course, in recent years the gulf between the working class and 
the liberal elite has widened. The blue- collar working- class supporters 
of populist demagogues are often older, less educated, and residents of 
small towns and rural areas. They are socially more conservative and 
their life is centered around often decaying local communities. The 
elites, meanwhile, have become isolated by e%ectively segregating 
themselves in large gentri'ed cities, marrying within their class, and 
adopting mostly professional occupations and lifestyles. This liberal 
professional elite is more cosmopolitan in outlook; they are “globalists” 
in Trump’s pejorative term, or “citizens of nowhere,” as described by 
Theresa May, the former UK conservative prime minister. In Western 
countries this liberal elite has provided much of the support base for 
the type of politics practiced by Tony Blair, the Clintons, Emmanuel 
Macron, or Barack Obama, which has driven away signi'cant numbers 
of the white working class disillusioned about social demo cratic par-
ties ( we’ll come back to this in chapter 6). The elite politics have often 
connived at some pruning of the welfare state and public ser vices, mac-
roeconomic austerity policies, trade and 'nancial liberalization, and 
openness to immigration and to the increasing diversity of identity 
groups (based on race, gender, or sexual orientation)— all of which have 
in one way or another alienated many among workers.

As I have mentioned, anti- elitist populist wrath in developing countries 
is similarly not against the 'nancial elite. In India, for example, Modi, 
the leader of the Bha ra ti ya Ja na ta Party (BJP) is, as I have noted, quite 
cozy with billionaire businessmen, some of whom get special state 
 favors for their companies—in par tic u lar in the terms for loans from 
public banks, relaxed terms for default on such loans, tax concessions, 
and waivers from or the dilution of regulations, including  those for 
protecting the environment and forest  people. In return the BJP gets 
corporate donations, many times larger than all the other po liti cal parties 
combined, through a pro cess that was always murky but has recently 
been made murkier by a system of electoral bonds on which  there is 
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hardly any requirement for disclosure. Crony oligarchy is the prevalent 
mode in the economic sphere. Meanwhile the Gini index of wealth 
in equality in India (mea sured from  house hold survey data that usually 
understate such in equality) has almost reached the same range as in 
Latin Amer i ca, which alongside West Asia is usually considered to be 
the most unequal region in the world. The top 1  percent in India holds 
nearly one- third of all wealth. Po liti cally, as Gilles Verniers and Chris-
tophe Ja%relot (2020) show, the BJP, in spite of its rhe toric of inclusion, 
primarily recruits its parliamentary candidates from the traditional 
elite (its upper- caste repre sen ta tion is substantially more than that of 
other parties) and from strong local and regional business networks.

Populist wrath is instead focused against the liberal cultural elite, 
which is supposed to be “soft” on minorities, and particularly Muslims. 
Muslims are among the poorest groups in India, often discriminated 
against by the majority Hindu population in jobs, housing, and social 
interaction; they are victims of hate crimes and vio lence perpetrated 
by vigilante mobs, highly underrepresented in politics (while they are 
14  percent of the population, they hold only about 4  percent of seats in 
the Indian Parliament). Yet the BJP has succeeded in creating a false nar-
rative of Muslim per'dy (with Muslim- majority Pakistan next door as 
the perpetual bogeyman), citing the history of Muslim conquest many 
centuries back and recent cases of international terrorism and illegal 
immigration. In his campaigns Modi has invoked what he calls Hindu 
anger. As we have seen, this trope of false victimhood, manufactured 
resentment, and the imaginary danger of being outnumbered often 
works. The BJP has 'gured out that stoking intercommunity tension helps 
the party mobilize majoritarian impulses and consolidate large num-
bers of low- caste Hindu votes for a party of mainly the socioeconomic 
elite, somewhat like the Republican Party in the United States serving 
the interests of the business elite, while stoking culture wars to con-
solidate party votes among the socially conservative lower classes.

Even though the right- wing populist parties in both India and Turkey 
draw upon religious majoritarianism,  there is an impor tant di%erence in 
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the development of the party support base in the two countries. In Turkey 
the poor, the less educated, and the rural  middle classes  were always 
major supporters of the AKP, and over time the party succeeded in mo-
bilizing a more cross- class co ali tion. In India the BJP was initially mainly 
a party of Hindu upper castes, traders, and urban  middle classes; only in 
recent years has it succeeded in making alliances with some  middle and 
lower castes and appealed to some poor  people through its Hindu na-
tionalist slogans, national security alarms, and, in par tic u lar, Modi’s per-
sonal oratorical discourse of a,nity with the aspiring groups coming up 
from below, resentful of the Westernized liberal elite. Demonizing Mus-
lims as potential traitors and terrorists served the BJP’s cause. Similarly, 
in Brazil, Bolsonaro’s main support base was the urban elite and  middle 
classes, alienated by the pro- poor welfare and a,rmative action pro-
grams of the  earlier PT government, but it succeeded in mobilizing the 
poor through campaigns against crime in the favelas (against so- called 
bandidos) and through evangelical appeals. In India and Brazil most major 
metropolitan cities have mainly supported the right- wing populist par-
ties, whereas in Turkey, as in the United States, the major metropolitan 
cities largely voted against them. One di%erence between Brazil and 
India, however, is that the religious and cultural majoritarianism of the 
BJP in India is more or ga nized and disciplined than in the case of Bolso-
naro’s party. The media, judiciary, and civil society organ izations have 
also been much more resistant in Brazil than in India. This may be one 
of the reasons the move to the right is likely to be more durable in India.

THE TOXIC ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

It is now well known that in propagating false narratives, spewing ethnic 
vitriol, sharpening polarization, and spreading conspiracy theories the 
internet and social media have played a crucial role. All over the world 
the right- wing troll armies have been much more e%ective in spreading 
their message than the Left has been in countering the damage and 
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spreading its own message. Regulated more lightly than traditional media, 
capable of reaching  people more directly, and with algorithms that 
reproduce narratives and send them to like- minded  people, the social 
media have been instrumental in creating vast echo chambers of false-
hoods and ste reo types, insulated from checks and balances or correcting 
narratives. The platforms have also provided a new and easy way for 
extremists to recruit and crowdsource funds. Populist governments, 
recognizing all of this, sometimes even hire private 'rms that specialize 
in spreading disinformation and discrediting their opponents.

In a gathering of the party’s social media volunteers in 2018, Amit 
Shah— the then- party chief of the BJP, currently the home minister of 
India— boasted (as quoted in the Wire, September 26, 2018), “We are ca-
pable of delivering any message we want to the public,  whether sweet 
or sour, true or fake. We can do this work only  because . . .  of our What-
sApp groups. That is how we (a)re able to make this viral.” In an op-ed 
in the New York Times, Shoshana Zubo% (2020) described the social 
media platforms as “hyper- velocity global blood streams into which 
anyone may introduce a dangerous virus without a vaccine.”  There is 
also a lot of evidence now that false stories spread much faster than true 
ones, and to a much larger number of users— and the more outrageous 
tales spread even more rapidly (and the tech companies of social media 
have a vested interest in virality). Hunt Allcott and Matthew Gentzkow 
(2017) 'nd in their data that in the three months before the 2016 presi-
dential election in the United States, false stories on Facebook favoring 
Trump  were shared about thirty million times, while false stories fa-
voring Clinton  were shared eight million times. As early as 1710, Jonathan 
Swift had said, “Falsehood *ies, and truth comes limping  after it.”

Conspiracy theories create an atmosphere of suspicion about estab-
lished institutions and of lurking danger, for which the populist leaders 
are self- acclaimed guarantors of protection. A 2019 survey by YouGov 
and the Cambridge Globalism Proj ect of twenty- six thousand  people 
in twenty- 've countries asked respondents  whether they believe  there is 
“a single group of  people who secretly control events and rule the 
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world together.” Thirty- seven  percent in the United States replied that 
this is “de'nitely or prob ably true”; the numbers  were 45  percent for 
Italy, 55  percent for Spain, and 78  percent for Nigeria. Trust in standard 
demo cratic procedures and institutions is bound to su%er in such cir-
cumstances. No won der that a Pew Research Center survey of thirty- 
four countries in 2019 found that a median of 52  percent of respondents 
are dissatis'ed with democracy in their country. A more recent study 
of 160 countries by Foa et al. (2020) for the Centre for the  Future of De-
mocracy at Cambridge University 'nds that, worldwide, an average of 
58  percent of citizens are dissatis'ed with democracy (it was 39  percent 
in 2005); this is particularly the case among the young.

In this chapter I have associated the rise of right- wing pop u lism and the 
decline of faith in demo cratic institutions and practices in di% er ent parts 
of the world with the rise in economic and cultural insecurity. Let us 
note  here that other kinds of insecurity in recent years may also be 
involved. In several ways, issues of even physical or sheer existential 
insecurity have been uppermost in many minds.  These include a rise 
in terrorism (particularly since September 11, 2001); war and civil strife; 
ecological catastrophes arising from extreme climate events like hur-
ricanes, forest 'res, *oods, and mudslides; and long- running prob lems 
like the rise in sea levels, over'shing, deforestation, soil erosion, and 
deserti'cation. Such prob lems have displaced many livelihoods and 
led to mass migration— the World Bank has estimated that by midcen-
tury about 143 million  people in Latin Amer i ca, South Asia, and sub- 
Saharan Africa  will be climate change refugees. An increase in crimes 
(particularly against  women, their numbers exceeding the  simple in-
crease in reporting) has further heightened anxiety. And all of this has 
been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, which upended life and 
livelihoods in 2020 and beyond for masses of  people. The age of inse-
curity continues to cast its pall over society and polity all over the world.
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2

Taking Back Control

BACK TO THE COMMUNITY?

As I mentioned in Chapter 1, one per sis tent call in recent populist or anti- 
liberal- establishment movements has been to take back control from 
distant politicians and o!cials, restoring autonomy and control to the 
community level. Critics also express disdain for the advisers to  those 
o!cials, the experts and other professionals, who come across as privi-
leged meritocrats and rootless cosmopolitans out of touch with local 
realities and sensibilities. At the emotional level  there is, particularly 
prominent among  those with a conservative bent, a yearning for 
community- embedded identity at a time of fast- paced and disorienting 
changes in technology and society.

The idea of  going back to the community is part of an old debate in 
social and po liti cal movements. For example, in the  middle de cades of 
nineteenth- century Rus sia, the Narodniks and anarchists, with their 
ideas of  going back to the peasant community as the prime repository 
of the Slavic soul and as the main seedbed of social change, contended 
with Rus sian liberals on the one hand and Marxists on the other. In India 
in the "rst half of the twentieth  century, Mahatma Gandhi, an admirer 
of Leo Tolstoy who in his 1909 book Hind Swaraj had described himself 
as an “enlightened anarchist,” harked back to the rural community as 
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the central focus of social reor ga ni za tion in the strug gle for freedom. 
By contrast, Jawaharlal Nehru and what  later came to be known as the 
Congress Socialist Party  were advocating socialist industrialization, 
while pro- business groups mainly around the city of Bombay  were ad-
vocating some form of market liberalism.

THE COMMUNITY IN RELATION TO  
THE MARKET AND THE STATE

 These contending ideological positions can be traced to the di& er ent 
weights one gives to the foundational values of liberty, equality, and 
fraternity enunciated even  earlier, at the time of the French Revolution. 
They are evident too in the ideas that evolved somewhat  later about 
the alternately con'icting and other times more complementary social 
coordination mechanisms of the state, the market, and the community 
in the striving for  those foundational values. I  shall discuss  these issues 
further in Chapter 6, but let me note  here some of the pos si ble contradic-
tions as well as complementarities among  these values or mechanisms, 
particularly in the context of the community. How communities can 
get ravaged by the impact of (global) markets is widely acknowledged. 
Take, for example, Belgium’s Jean- Pierre and Luc Dardenne’s feature 
"lms on the lives of common working  people in the deindustrialized 
parts of western Eu rope, or Michael Moore’s "lms about  those in the 
Rust  Belt in the US Midwest. In India comparable strug gles appear in 
vari ous well- known books, like The Unquiet Woods by Ramachandra 
Gu ha (2000), that show how erstwhile community- held forests have 
been ravaged both by the state (colonial and postcolonial) and markets 
and how peasants have sought to resist.

On the other hand,  there can be meaningful complementary relations 
between the community and the market or the state. Community organ-
izations can productively use market pro cesses, like the partnerships 
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between businesses and nongovernmental organ izations in Bangla-
desh that have improved access to telecommunications in rural areas; 
and, of course, many agricultural and dairy cooperatives in Denmark 
or India run by local communities have been major business successes. 
Similarly,  there are impressive examples of community- state coopera-
tion, as in many parent- teacher associations in US public schools or 
joint forest management between the Indian government’s Forest Ser-
vice and local communities. In this chapter we  shall examine diverse 
analytical aspects of the role of communities,  going beyond the sim-
pler generalizations of community enthusiasts and skeptics.

Community complaints against the depredations of the market and 
the state have abounded in recent years. Global markets and the mo-
bility of capital have required standardization and the harmonization 
of local rules and regulations, which some communities feel are ironing 
out their local distinctiveness and eroding personalized networks re-
liant on proximity. Large corporate "rms at the same time have 
crowded out small businesses, captured state power in democracies 
through strong lobbies and copious election funding, and weakened 
 labor organ izations, thus depressing  labor share in the economy, 
making many livelihoods precarious and many ordinary  people suspi-
cious of markets.

State- provided public ser vices, which are supposed to relieve the 
harshness of the market, are everywhere riddled with bureaucratic 
 indi&erence, malfeasance, and re sis tance to reform, while the rich are 
increasingly seceding from  those public ser vices, further eroding the 
ser vices’ support base. In developing countries, the public delivery of 
social ser vices is often so dismal (thanks to inept, corrupt, or truant of-
"cials), and attempts at reform are so often resisted by vested interests 
(including public- sector  unions), that, as I noted in Chapter 1, the image 
of voluntary community organ izations (including charitable religious 
institutions, be they Christian, Hindu, or Muslim)  doing small- scale 
work to try to "ll in the gaps is often much better than that of the state. 
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Even when the state’s delivery mechanisms work reasonably well, the 
proj ects often do not engage with the  people but simply treat them as 
passive objects of the development pro cess. In rich countries, commu-
nities have sometimes rejected negotiations conducted over their heads 
by corporate and city o!cials to help investment in the community—
as in the case of the failed Amazon investment proposal for the bor-
ough of Queens in New York City in 2019.

THE COMMUNITY AS ANCHOR

Ideologically, conservatives drawing upon community traditions have 
tried to de'ate the universalistic pretentions of liberalism. They say 
that, for many  people, liberalism, in privileging individual autonomy 
and freedom, often leaves a social and emotional vacuum that con-
servatives are more  adept at "lling.  There is something deeper in-
volved  here than the  simple fact that many  people feel more comfortable 
with the moral certitudes that conservatives usually o&er in contrast 
to the prickly skepticism of the liberals. In his book On  Human Nature 
(2017), the conservative phi los o pher Roger Scruton was on to something 
when he distinguished between the liberal individual, self- possessed 
in her autonomous decisions about consent, contract, and trade, and 
the conservative individual who endows her life with meaning mainly 
through embeddedness in a community with established traditions. 
Communitarian phi los o phers like Charles Taylor have criticized what 
they call the “atomism” of the libertarian concept of the self, and sug-
gested that the moral commitments that define our identity and 
meaning may arise from the social world in which we are located. 
Gandhi, though he respected the liberal emphasis on autonomy 
and self- realization, sought to balance it with the communitarian 
emphasis on moral duty arising from membership in one’s own 
community.
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At the po liti cal level, and in the day- to- day demo cratic pro cess, po-
liti cal parties that used to be  viable mediators between the state and 
society are now in some decay all over the world. The regular political- 
organizational channels that articulate demand and help resolve con-
'icts are thus clogged. At the global level  there is also a general feeling 
that, in facing the environmental challenges, both the state and the 
market have failed us. Even in the community management of local 
environmental resources—in forestry, "shing, irrigation, and manage-
ment of grazing lands— rampant encroachments by private business 
and by overreaching and collusive state o!cials have played havoc in 
many parts of the world. The result is widespread disillusionment with 
both the market and the state. In such a situation some chastened lib-
erals are turning to the local community to provide an anchor for 
demo cratic institutions and solidarity.

Communitarians and sociologists have, of course, argued for this 
over many de cades, but economists have usually been skeptical, 
 emphasizing that community loyalties can be a drag on the e!cient 
allocation of resources and on the productivity that arises from mo-
bile and footloose  labor and capital. They put a greater emphasis on 
anonymous competition than on social cooperation. The only recip-
ient of the Nobel Prize in Economics who has extensively worked on 
community- based institutions of cooperation, Elinor Ostrom, was a 
po liti cal scientist, not an economist. When in the early 1990s I linked 
up with her in connection with my work on community institutions 
in the local commons of developing countries, she expressed bewil-
derment at why so few of my fellow economists  were interested in 
such issues.

This is changing now. More economists, persuaded by the ubiq-
uity of both market and state failures, are turning to the community 
as the “third pillar” of society and economy—as a very sensible re-
cent book by Raghuram Rajan (2019) has called it. Policy suggestions 
involving devolution of power to local community associations, or to 
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village councils and municipal administrations, now abound in the 
economic governance lit er a ture for both rich and poor countries.

The main economic arguments in  favor of such devolution include: 
(1) a better utilization of local information, ingenuity and initiative, par-
ticularly in the targeting and implementation of public proj ects, which 
distant technocrats cannot easily mobilize or sustain; (2) the procedures 
of trust, coordination, and social sanctions of defaulters that undergird 
local social contracts— all of which become weaker as the domain ex-
pands beyond small local communities so that exit becomes easier and 
social norms get diluted; and (3) a desire to keep  under control the 
 inequalities that large- scale agglomeration and network externalities 
inevitably generate (when talented and skilled  people gravitate  toward 
one another in a small area or entity,  others elsewhere fall  behind and 
su&er the consequences of the brain drain).

Examples are many, in rich and poor countries alike, of devolution 
leading to better decisions, from the point of view of e!ciency, equity, 
and "tness to speci"c local conditions and challenges. Technological 
changes have now made it administratively somewhat easier for lower 
levels of government to  handle certain tasks, just as  after the pandemic 
more  people now have the opportunity to work from remote areas and 
connect up with distant markets and o!ces. Local politics and gover-
nance also provide a good training ground for  future demo cratic leaders 
at the national level. And in a world of rampant ethnic con'icts and 
separatist movements, devolution of power can di&use social and po-
liti cal tensions and ensure local cultural and po liti cal autonomy.

THE COSTS OF LOCALISM

But liberals should also beware of communitarian romanticism. Com-
pared to central entities, where many rival groups contend and are 
often forced to compromise, small local community institutions may 
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be more susceptible to capture by local overlords, oligarchs, and ma-
joritarian tyrants. Think of white supremacists in the localities of the 
US South, the tyranny of dominant castes in Indian villages, or the 
 Ma"a’s capture of local institutions in Sicily. In all of  these cases, out-
side intervention has been necessary to relieve institutionalized sys-
tems of local oppression. In India, during the strug gle for freedom, 
impor tant social thinkers like Mahatma Gandhi and Rabindranath 
Tagore emphasized the centrality of the village community, but 
B. R. Ambedkar, the leader of a marginalized and oppressed group 
(who as one of the founding  fathers of the Constitution of India tried 
to do something about that oppression through liberal- constitutional 
means), described the Indian village community as “a sink of localism, 
a den of ignorance, narrow- mindedness and communalism” on No-
vember  4, 1948, during the Constituent Assembly Debates. When 
 there is such a community failure for socially marginalized groups, 
the anonymity of the market or an intervention by the distant state, 
with its impersonal  legal procedures, may be welcome.

Of course, communitarians point out that the state may try to use 
laws to relieve the oppression of one social group by another, but law 
is a blunt and sometimes in e&ec tive instrument for social change. State 
laws against racial discrimination in the United States, or oppression 
of low- caste  people (the Burakumin in Japan or the Dalits in India) have 
been at best very slow in removing  those social ills. Social movements 
and community reforms may work better than passing state laws that 
remain  little more than an aspiration. Yet while this means the state 
may not be su!cient for reform, it may still be necessary to initiate or 
catalyze changes of oppressive practices within the community.

At a somewhat less oppressive level of associational life, all of us are 
familiar with the prob lems that arise from insiders having too much 
control in local bodies for zonal restrictions or professional licensing. 
We are familiar with “not in my backyard” re sis tance to new proj ects 
that, for example, would have built denser but more vibrant cities with 
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fewer scattered suburbs in the United States. (Even liberal but expen-
sive cities like San Francisco are divided on the issue of public housing 
proj ects.) And it’s well known that school "nancing based on local prop-
erty taxes can work against the interests of the poor and disadvantaged. 
Decentralization can thus exacerbate intercommunity in equality. 
When power is devolved, communities with initial advantages build 
on them and advance faster. Richer areas may also have more clout 
or lobbying power with higher authorities who allocate relevant re-
sources. In a study of the distributional effects of decentralization 
across municipalities on educational quality in Argentine secondary 
schools, Sebastian Galiani, Paul Gertler, and Ernesto Schargrodsky 
(2008) "nd that schools in poorer municipalities fell further  behind, 
while  those in better- o& areas improved.

Then  there are related issues like externalities and spillovers, where 
local control mechanisms are inadequate, as in the case of upstream 
deforestation causing 'ooding and soil erosion in downstream com-
munities. Intracommunity economic in equality can also have an ad-
verse impact on trust and cooperation. For instance, in my empirical 
work on south Indian (irrigation)  water communities, I have found 
statistical evidence that— across villages, when land is more unequally 
distributed— farmers’ cooperation on the resolution of  water con'icts 
breaks down more easily.

The small scale of communities can also be a disadvantage when 
they face what are called covariate risks (for example, when natu ral di-
sasters or local market mis haps a&ect most members of a local com-
munity si mul ta neously). Risk pooling to keep insurance costs  under 
control in such cases requires supralocal involvement and work at a 
larger scale. Small scale is also a disadvantage when infrastructure invest-
ments require raising large amounts of external "nance. Investment 
from outside in active collaboration with local community authorities 
to make communities attractive for new business opportunities and to 
rebuild their often decrepit local infrastructure may be imperative.
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TRADE- OFFS BETWEEN INSURANCE AND FREEDOM

Liberal demo crats also face a dilemma when considering social insur-
ance against risks and "nancial hardship provided at the community 
level. On the one hand, kinship groups in traditional communities often 
provide their members with consumption credit that is other wise dif-
"cult to procure, as well as emotional support, at times of emergency 
need. They may also o&er small loans for regular business needs or job 
referrals for migrating members and may insure against idiosyncratic 
risks.  These useful functions and reciprocal obligations make such 
group ties quite resilient (and help some ethnic business groups to suc-
ceed where entrepreneurial opportunities and capital are scarce).

Such group obligations can actually serve even better than market 
or government contracts, since the latter ultimately depend for contract 
enforcement on costly third- party (legal- juridical) veri"cation and arbi-
tration. In the case of face- to- face communities, breaches of agreements 
are more easily observable and negotiable, while social sanctions act 
as a power ful deterrent to breaking them in the "rst place.  There are 
many stories of how Chinese lineage- based business families negotiate 
billions of dollars’ worth of real estate deals in Hong Kong without any 
formal contracts for raising money from inside  those groups and po-
lice any potential breaches mainly internally. Caste- based Gujarati mi-
grant families have captured the motel business in large parts of the 
United States in similar fashion.

Of course, as the scale of economic activity expands and the need 
for external "nance and professional management talent become im-
perative,  family businesses face increasing constraints. John Shuhe Li 
(2003) has expressed the dilemma in terms of economic costs: “relation- 
based” systems of business governance may have low "xed costs (given 
the social community relationships among parties and the avoidance of 
elaborate legal- juridical and veri"cation costs of more “rule- based” 
systems), but they may have high and rising marginal costs (particularly 
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of monitoring and "nance raising) as business expansion involves suc-
cessively weaker relational links.

On the social side of the ledger, the bene"ts of community bonds 
come with a palpable cost for individuals. The price of social help and 
insurance is the group’s authority over members’ freedoms. Traditional 
extended families or kinship groups can be quite authoritarian in their 
treatment— particularly of younger and female members. The latter, 
for example, have to accept many restrictions on their choice of work 
associates and marriage partners, sanctions on departures from due def-
erence to the aged leaders, and injunctions on sharing the bene"ts 
from individual e&orts and innovations.

Let us examine the case of old- age support. In traditional commu-
nities,  children have the social obligation to look  after their parents in 
their old age. The community keeps a watchful eye so that as the 
 children grow up they do not stray too far away from community con-
trols. A liberal may actually prefer the state and market alternatives 
(social security plus "nancial market products like annuities) to the 
community- provided support system obligating  children. More gener-
ally, in such socie ties (even when they are demo cratic), group rights 
often take pre ce dence over individual rights: a person’s freedom of ex-
pression can be restricted if some group claims it takes o&ense at her 
expression or speech. The individual rights that liberalism emphasizes 
may sometimes lead to violation of community norms; in this sense, 
liberty and fraternity may be in serious con'ict. One can see this con-
'ict in complex thinkers like Gandhi, who as an ardent champion of 
the local community was less warm to liberalism (particularly if it came 
without serious limits on competition and on the individual’s autonomy 
of desire and needs) and egalitarianism.

In his book Two Cheers for Anarchism, the po liti cal scientist James C. 
Scott endorses many of the thoughtful ideas of  great anarchist thinkers 
of the past (like Mikhail Bakunin or Pierre- Joseph Prou dhon) on the in-
de pen dent self- organizing power of individuals and small communities 
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for informal coordination without hierarchy, but he recognizes that 
the state is not always the  enemy of freedom and that the relative 
equality that is necessary for small- group coordination and mutuality 
can often only be guaranteed through the state.

DEMO CRATIC PRO CESS VERSUS  
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Another con'ict arises in the context of two other aspects of liberal 
 democracy— the procedural and the participatory. The former concerns 
due pro cess and re spect for minority rights, which majoritarian com-
munities often tend to  ride roughshod over.  These communities, in 
their impatience with institutional rules and procedures, are often com-
plicit in their leaders’ illiberal undermining of the institutional insulation 
or in de pen dence of the judiciary, police, and civil ser vice, particularly 
in developing countries where  these institutions are already weak. They 
emphasize instead winning elections through majoritarian mobilization. 
I  will discuss this further in Chapter 5.

Of course, enthusiasts for participatory politics often complain about 
the failures of representative democracy, as the representatives tend to 
come to them only at election time and meanwhile delegate vital issues 
to unelected elite experts or an insulated technocracy. If both the 
procedural and participatory aspects of liberal democracy are to be 
given their due weight, one clearly has to strike a balance between 
the need for evidence-  and knowledge- based governance, which is indis-
pensable in many complex situations (as became evident in the di&er-
ential attitude of  people to warnings by doctors and epidemiologists 
during the pandemic), and the need for frequent and meaningful checks 
ensuring that decision- makers are accountable to the  people. In poor 
countries, even when  there are vigorous local governments, a serious 
"nancial prob lem for local accountability is that many local areas are 
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too poor to have elastic sources of revenue. So, even if they have some 
po liti cal power, it is  limited by their dependence on money coming 
from above. Accountability is thus separated from "nancial responsi-
bility. In such a context the standard presumption of the economic lit-
er a ture on "scal federalism— that  people can vote with their feet in 
the face of di& er ent bundles of tax and public expenditure in di& er ent 
areas— does not quite apply. Residents of rural communities in poor 
countries live face- to- face, and social norms sharply distinguish “out-
siders” from “insiders,” especially with re spect to entitlement to com-
munity ser vices.

Recent experience with programs intended to enhance community 
participation in developing countries has shown only  limited gains in 
many areas, and particularly in  those with entrenched in equality. 
Lending institutions like the World Bank have long emphasized par-
ticipatory programs like community- driven development in public 
goods proj ects. While several such programs have delivered moder-
ately successfully to the poor, it is not always clear that the local insti-
tutional setups, de"cient in empowerment of the poor, have measurably 
or durably changed. Yet  there is now scattered evidence of local delibera-
tive democracy sprouting up in di& er ent parts of the world and showing 
results—if not always in policy outcome at least in the pro cess of claims 
to dignity and discursive demands for accountability. The evidence is 
not just from the town halls of rich countries or citizens’ assemblies 
in France and Ireland deliberating on impor tant issues of the day, or 
participatory bud geting in progressive Brazilian cities, but even from 
high- inequality, low- literacy villages in India—as Paromita Sanyal and 
Vijayendra Rao’s book Oral Democracy (2018) shows for a fairly large 
sample of village assemblies in South India.

On the issue of expertise local or indigenous knowledge may be 
enough for the management of some prob lems, but certainly not for 
all. When someone in the village is seriously ill, the community leaders 
may send for the traditional healers in the neighborhood, but one may 
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be safer in the hands of experts in the hospital in the nearby town 
(provided by the market or the state). On an administrative level, the 
municipal authority may be well placed to provide street cleaning or 
garbage collection, but for power generation and transmission, bulk 
supplies of clean  water, public sanitation, or developing a school cur-
riculum or digital connectivity it  will often need outside help and 
expertise from the upper levels of the state and the market.

COMMUNITY NORMS AND EXCLUSIVITY

Beyond administrative accountability to the grass roots, the case for 
community ultimately depends on the salience of common cultural 
bonds and norms for a healthy liberal society.  Here the cultural gulf 
between blue- collar workers and the liberal professional elite has be-
come particularly wide in recent years, as was noted in Chapter 1.  Labor 
organ izations, instead of serving only as narrow wage- bargaining plat-
forms or lobbies, can play a special role in bridging this gulf. They may 
take an active role in local cultural life, involving the neighborhood 
community and religious organ izations, as they used to do in some Eu-
ro pean and Latin American countries, thus helping tame and transcend 
some nativist passions. (We  will come back to this theme in Chapter 9.)

A return to community norms and cultural visions without encour-
aging exclusivity and barriers is, of course, an extremely delicate task. 
Success in this  will vary from one area to another, often depending on 
organ izations and leaders. It is often the case that dislocations due to 
market or technological disruptions and the consequent job- related de-
spair and insecurity  will make some turn to faith-  or identity- based 
communities for solace or anchor or for alternative sources of pride, 
which are sometimes not very inclusive.

The populist demagogues in di& er ent parts of the world who have 
rallied communities for the cause of “taking back control,” apart from 
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being rabidly exclusivist, have, however, rarely devolved power to the 
local communities. While fulminating against supranational organ-
izations and regulations, they have, if anything, centralized power at 
the national level. Paradoxically, in such attempts to strengthen the 
nation- state the right- wing populists are sometimes in the uncomfort-
able / unwitting com pany of state socialists and other antiglobalists on 
the Left; and ideologically pitted against them are the motley bunch 
of anarcho- communitarians, small- is- beautiful Gandhian thinkers, and 
Hayekian libertarians, as well as proglobal separatists (like  those in Cat-
alonia or Scotland).
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3

The Wild!re of Resurgent Nationalism

Albert Einstein in an October 1929 interview with the Saturday Eve ning Post 
called nationalism “an infantile disease, the measles of mankind.” Many 
con temporary cosmopolitan liberals are similarly skeptical, con-
temptuous, or dismissive, as its current epidemic rages all around the 
world, particularly in the form of right- wing extremist or populist move-
ments. While one understands the liberal attitude, it would be irrespon-
sible of us to let illiberal  people hijack the idea of nationalism for their 
nefarious purpose. Nationalism is too passionate and historically ex-
plosive to be left to their tender mercies. It is impor tant to !ght the 
virulent forms of the disease with an appropriate antidote and try to 
vaccinate as many as pos si ble, particularly in the younger generations. 
Or keeping the meta phor of !re, we may have to learn the methods of 
controlled burning that the !ghters of forest !res often adopt.

Populists advocate a culturally narrow, narcissistic, nostalgic, and 
xenophobic form of ethnic nationalism— from the Christian nation-
alism of evangelicals in the United States, Catholic nationalists in Po-
land, or Orthodox Church followers’ nationalism in Rus sia to Islamic 
nationalism in Indonesia and Turkey or Hindu nationalism in India. We 
are  going to examine in this chapter an alternative, more inclusive, 
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form of nationalism often counterposed to this as some variant of what 
is called civic nationalism.

THE HISTORICAL ORIGIN OF NATIONALISM

Let us start with a brief historical note. As a form of community bonding 
on the basis of some tribal or ethnic territorial connections, proton-
ationalisms of vari ous kinds have old and durable roots in di" er ent 
socie ties. Yet as Ernest Gellner, one of the foremost theorists of nation-
alism, has pointed out, nationalism in the form as we know it is of 
relatively recent origin. Of course, historical memories and myths (my-
thol ogy is often blurred into historical facts and legends), symbols, 
and traditions are constantly invoked in the name of ethnic nationalism 
even though, as the distinguished historian Eric Hobsbawm famously 
points out in the Introduction to Hobsbawm and Ranger (2012), many 
of the so- called traditions are actually of recent invention. The in&u-
ential nineteenth- century French scholar Ernest Renan likewise pointed 
out, in a lecture at the Sorbonne in 1882, how “historical error” is used 
in the creation of a nation. Gellner even points to cases of nationalism 
based on not much history at all; in a debate at Warwick University in 
1995 he said, “The Estonians created nationalism out of thin air in the 
course of the nineteenth  century.”

But what is often overlooked is that  there is a clear distinction 
between nationalism based on some social bonding princi ple and 
the nation- state that became a predominant po liti cal unit, at least in 
 Eu rope,  after the 1648 Peace of Westphalia. The former refers to a 
so cio log i cal community based on some homogeneous binding ele ment 
like religion, language, ethnicity or culture, whereas the latter is a 
po liti cal community that need not contain a singular so cio log i cal na-
tionality. Yet the Eu ro pean idea of the nation- state, where so cio log i cal 
and po liti cal communities are congruent, has become the basis of our 
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predominant idea about nationalism, and both Gellner and Hobsbawm 
essentially adhere to this idea. But what about multinational socie ties? 
Even in western Eu rope, Belgium, Spain, and Switzerland are exam-
ples of nation- states with diverse linguistic and so cio log i cal commu-
nities where the singular princi ple of national binding does not work.

Let us now take possibly the largest such multinational society in 
the world: India. Indian social thinkers made contributions to thoughts 
on nationalism in the context of intranational diversity more than a 
hundred years ago, and  these have been underappreciated in Western 
theories of nationalism. I have particularly in mind Mahatma Gandhi 
and Rabindranath Tagore. Both expressed their ideas on nationalism 
in the !rst three de cades of the twentieth  century in vari ous forms (es-
says and lectures by both and, in the case of Tagore, also in lit er a ture 
with several poems and at least three novels— one of which  later was 
the basis of a widely known Satyajit Ray movie, The Home and the World). 
They  were, of course, both anti- imperialists, thus sharing in the popu lar 
movements of nationalism against colonial rulers, but they wanted to 
go beyond this to think about a more positive basis of nationalism that 
could sustain the country when the colonial rulers left. Both of them 
found the nation- state of Eu ro pean history— with a singular social ho-
mogenizing princi ple, militarized borders, and jingoistic mobilization 
against supposed  enemy states— unacceptable and unsuitable for India’s 
diverse and heterogeneous society. They looked at the vari ous groups 
who migrated into India throughout history, who in conjunction with 
the indigenous  people, came to form an amorphous composite culture 
that in spite of the vari ous particularistic linguistic and cultural imag-
inings of the nation in dif fer ent parts of the country has some dis-
cernible pattern of unity in diversity. They both drew upon the long 
folk- syncretic tradition of Indian society— which grew out of the 
sedimentary layers formed by the successive waves of social reform and 
rebellion known collectively as the Bhak ti movement, against the 
dominance of the rigid Hindu Brahminical system over many centuries 
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in di" er ent regions of India, and out of the Su! sects of Islam. It was 
a tradition that extolled interfaith tolerance and pluralism, and both 
Gandhi and Tagore wanted to make that the constructive basis of 
 Indian nationalism.

Of course, re spect for pluralism has not always been robust in the 
face of myriad sources of intercommunity tensions and con&icts 
in India. Even vio lence has not been uncommon from time to time. 
Of course, as Asghar Ali Engineer’s 1984 book, Communal Riots in 
Post- Independence India meticulously documents, con&icts and vio lence 
 were often stoked by vested interests motivated by vari ous— often 
material— reasons, and they ultimately took on a communal color. For 
example, if real estate interests wanted to evict slum dwellers to make 
room for their lucrative development proj ects, and the majority of 
the slum’s residents happened to be Muslim (or Hindu), they would hire 
Hindu (or Muslim) goons to start some ugly incidents, which would 
soon degenerate into vio lence between the two communities, often 
resulting in arson, eviction, and, ultimately, the clearing of the slum. 
The  whole episode would  later be branded in police documents as an-
other case of a communal riot. Paul Brass, in his 2003 book The Production 
of Hindu- Muslim Vio lence in Con temporary India, cites many instances 
of how riots are “produced” by motivated agents as part of the po liti cal 
mobilization pro cess. In spite of such episodic con&icts, the general 
atmosphere in much of India, at least  until recently, has been one of 
intercommunity pluralism and tolerance (though not necessarily fra-
ternity and harmony), and even participation in one another’s cultural 
activities.

On the issue of the nation- state, as I mentioned  earlier in Chapter 2, 
Gandhi, who had described himself as an “enlightened anarchist,” was 
not favorably disposed to the modern state. Tagore was less averse to 
modernity in general, but he was trenchant in his criticism of the 
Western idea of the nation- state, “with all its paraphernalia of power 
and prosperity, its &ags and pious hymns, . . .  its mock thunders of 
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patriotic bragging,” and of how it stoked a national conceit that made 
society lose its moral balance. Jawaharlal Nehru, who was personally 
close to Gandhi but ideologically closer to Tagore, saw the modern state 
as essential for providing a unifying structure in a divided society and 
for unleashing the forces of planned economic development in a world 
of poverty and in equality.

CIVIC AS OPPOSED TO ETHNIC NATIONALISM

By the time the Constitution of India was framed in 1949 both Gandhi 
and Tagore  were dead. Nehru (along with B. R. Ambedkar), following 
their lead, drew upon the society- centered and pluralistic idea of na-
tionalism and gave it a legal- juridical form in the new constitution. 
The Nehru- Ambedkar idea of nationalism, forged and re!ned through 
the elaborate deliberations of the Constituent Assembly, gave India 
the basis of its civic nationalism, which more or less prevailed for many 
de cades. It is not that such civic nationalism was !rmly established 
immediately  after the constitution started operation, but it achieved 
widespread legitimacy as an anchor of everyday civic practice and as a 
continuing public educational and aspirational goal. As Madhav Khosla 
mentions in India’s Founding Moment: The Constitution of a Most Surprising 
Democracy (2020), the constitution for India’s large diverse and fractured 
population was not just a rule book but also a textbook for continuing 
po liti cal education.

It is this inclusive idea of civic nationalism that Hindu nationalists 
are now attempting to dismantle as they privilege a uni!ed Hindu 
nation- state that supersedes all particularistic divisions and subordi-
nates and humiliates the non- Hindu minorities. Even at the time of 
the framing of the constitution, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh 
(RSS), their main ideological base organ ization, had opposed the con-
stitution as “Western,” even though in their own  earlier history many 
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of their leaders used to admire the ethnic basis of nationalism in Ger-
many (their revered leaders, like Madhavrao Sadashivrao Golwalkar 
and Vinayak Damodar Savarkar, had expressed open admiration for the 
“e.cient” Nazi system of mobilizing and organ izing the German na-
tion).  Earlier the Japa nese nation- state had also been inspired by German 
history. It is not surprising that Tagore’s lectures in Japan as early as 
1916 against the aggrandizing nation- state did not make him popu lar 
with many Japa nese, who had originally been e"usive about him (as 
Asia’s !rst Nobel laureate). Much  later, in 1938, shortly  after the Japa-
nese invasion of China, a Japa nese poet and friend wrote to Tagore 
seeking moral support for Japan’s action since China was being “saved” 
from the clutches of the West; Tagore was severely critical and de-
scribed the Japa nese poet’s sentiments as translating “military swagger 
into spiritual bravado.”

 There are, of course, many routes to pluralism. A relative degree of 
tolerance for diversity and for minority rights had at times character-
ized some autocratic empire states in history (like Mughal or Ottoman). 
Among demo cratic nations, the United States was a pioneer in making 
pluralism and liberal constitutional values the basis of nationalism. 
 After the decimation of the indigenous population, a country without 
much historical memory essentially became a nation of immigrants. 
Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address starts by referring to the 
 “nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all 
men are created equal.”

In 1973 Hannah Arendt, when asked about her dominant impression 
about the United States in an interview on French tele vi sion, said, “This 
country is united neither by heritage, nor by memory, nor by soil, nor 
by language, nor by origin from the same . . .  and  these citizens are 
united only by one  thing— and that is a lot. That is, you become a cit-
izen of the United States by  simple consent to the Constitution.” In an 
April 6, 2009, speech Barack Obama said, “One of the  great strengths 
of the United States is . . .  we do not consider ourselves a Christian 
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nation . . .   we consider ourselves a nation of citizens who are bound 
by ideals and a set of values,” presumably as enshrined in the US 
Constitution.

In spite of its many historical (and often racially motivated) lapses, 
this is a major example in history of what the German phi los o pher 
Jürgen Habermas calls “constitutional patriotism.” This he opposes to 
the patriotism based on “blood and soil” that had popu lar appeal in Ger-
many— and which appeals to  today’s populist nationalists, and which 
in history has been associated with a  great deal of persecution, vio lence, 
and devastation. Habermas has even argued that immigrants to a lib-
eral demo cratic state need not assimilate into the host culture but only 
accept the princi ples of the country’s constitution. This means that mul-
ticulturalism is acceptable as long as it is compatible with basic  human 
rights enshrined in a demo cratic constitution. So the more permissive 
kind of multiculturalism— where all groups are allowed their peculiar 
cultural practices, however repugnant they may be from the  human 
rights point of view (by one mocking description, this amounts to 
“liberalism for the liberals, cannibalism for the cannibals”)—is not 
acceptable  under civic nationalism. This di"uses some of the usual 
complaints of ethnic nationalists against culturally alien immigrants.

Of course, the idea of civic nationalism is, as Yael Tamir (2019) has 
pointed out, often too abstract and legalistic and provides too thin a 
basis for po liti cal mobilization, particularly in countries where liberal 
institutions are weak. Vari ous forces unleashed by economic and cul-
tural insecurity can weaken the foundations of civic nationalism and 
 there may be oscillations between forms of civic and ethnic na-
tionalism. Tamir cites German history as an example of such oscillations: 
“Following the German epic trail from the Enlightenment to roman-
ticism, nationalism, fascism, Nazism, and ! nally to a constitutional 
democracy and the current reemergence of (ethnic) nationalism teaches 
us an impor tant lesson about the oscillation of nations from ethnic 
to civic realities and back.” Comparing forty- four countries over two 
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de cades Christian Albrekt Larsen (2017) shows how countries vacillate 
between civic and ethnic versions (and degrees) of nationalism in re-
sponse to social and po liti cal events and crises.

ETHNIC NATIONALISM IRONING OUT DIVERSITY

Our identities are necessarily multilayered, but ethnic nationalism 
privileges one (or a  limited few) of  these layers— usually based on the 
narrow particularities of religion, language, or culture— that makes it 
easy to mobilize certain groups. Liberal or folk- syncretic traditions are 
sometimes too fragile to resist our primordial or visceral evolutionary 
defensive- aggressive urge to fight against “ enemy” groups that the 
ethnic nationalist leaders are  adept at whipping up. The branded  enemy 
groups are both external and internal. In China, Hungary, India, Indo-
nesia, Poland, Rus sia, and elsewhere, the internal minority groups are 
often victims of suspicion by the majoritarian ethnic nationalists who 
portray them as the proverbial !fth column aiding an  enemy state.

Even without an  enemy state, nationalist leaders worry that the 
inevitable divisions of a heterogeneous society  will undermine their 
homogenizing mission; hence, such nationalism is almost always associ-
ated with riding roughshod over the “ little  people” and their localized 
cultures for the larger cause of national integration. For this cause mar-
ginal groups like low- caste and indigenous  people in India (e.g., Adi-
vasis and Dalits) have to be crammed into the Procrustean fold of the 
larger Hindu society. Western Eu rope in the nineteenth  century pro-
vides such examples too, as in the way the hitherto disparate and frag-
mented rural  people of France, many of whom as late as 1863 did not 
speak French, but a diverse array of patois,  were homogenized, schooled 
into the standardized French national language and identity in just a few 
de cades, as narrated in the remarkable book by Eugen Weber, Peasants 
into Frenchmen (1976). Putin’s revanchist nationalism forcibly trying to 
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bring the Ukranians into the Russan fold is a more recent, more violent 
example from Eastern Europe.

In China, the ruthless Han sini!cation of Tibetans and Uighurs and 
the harsh suppression of even the feeblest expression of their cultural 
autonomy have been considered imperative for the cause of Chinese 
ethnic nationalism. China, of course, has a long history of homogeniza-
tion of culture and language, and suppression of voices of dissent re&ex-
ively taken as signs of rebellion. The historian W. J. F. Jenner, in his book 
The Tyranny of History (1992), describes one of the basic tenets of Chinese 
civilization as “that uniformity is inherently desirable, that  there should 
be only one empire, one culture, one script, one tradition.”

In the name of national integration and !ghting enemies both out-
side and within, ethnic nationalists undermine minority rights and the 
procedures of democracy (due pro cess), accuse liberals of appeasing 
the minorities (blacks and Hispanics in the United States, immigrants 
in Eu rope, Kurds in Turkey, Muslims in India,  etc.), and try to suppress 
dissent as “antinational.” Civic nationalism, on the other hand, empha-
sizes the procedural aspects of democracy, and through its stress on 
liberal constitutional values tries to use the precommitment of a foun-
dational document to bind the hands of subsequent generations if they 
display majoritarian tendencies that curb basic civil rights. During the 
civil rights movement Martin Luther King Jr. was referring to the US 
Constitution when he appealed to Americans “to be true to what you 
said on paper” in his !nal speech the night before he died.

One reason why ethnic nationalist populists are opposed to global-
ization is that they are against global rules restraining national sover-
eignty; they want to “take back control.” But in so  doing, as I noted at 
the end of the Chapter 2, they give too much power to the national 
leader, dissipate the forces of decentralization, and erode the autonomy 
of local communities. In contrast, civic nationalism often emphasizes 
local autonomy; that is why, for example, po liti cal parties like the Scot-
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tish National Party  favor civic over ethnic nationalism (though, of 
course, Anglophobia is not totally absent among them).

Overcentralization in the name of national unity ultimately polarizes 
and weakens the nation, as diversity and autonomy get trampled upon. 
In large and diverse socie ties federalism acts as a safety valve for interre-
gional tension, which may be activated by this overcentralization. Of 
course, the reaction varies also with the type of federalism, which de-
pends on the po liti cal history of a country. Po liti cal analysts distinguish 
between coming- together federalism (as in the case of the United States) 
and holding- together federalism (as in the case of India). Unlike in the 
former, many of the residual and emergency powers are vested by the 
constitution in the federal government in holding- together federalism, 
with a near unitary structure as a default mode; this makes it easier to 
centralize in the name of national unity, particularly in the face of a per-
ceived danger from an  enemy state. We saw this in 2019 when the Hindu 
nationalist government of India robbed the Muslim- majority state of 
Jammu and Kashmir of its autonomy in the name of national security 
and broke it up into three centrally administered territories, something 
that would be nearly impossible to do in the United States.

ECONOMIC NATIONALISM

Let us now turn to the economic aspects of globalization, to which na-
tionalists of the two types may respond di"erently. Ethnic nationalist 
populists tend to look at the global economy as a zero- sum game: gains 
for “them” is necessarily a loss for “us,” harking back to a defunct mer-
cantilist doctrine. By now it is obvious that a Trump- style trade war 
and the dismantling of multilateral trade rules do not quite advance 
the national agenda. (In Chapter 9 I  will discuss how international co-
ordination in mitigating climate change or the pandemic serves vital 
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national interests.) In  today’s world economy of integrated global value 
chains and continuous swapping of parts, components, and tasks across 
borders, a retreat from relatively  free trade  will be extremely harmful 
for the national interests of most countries. Trade makes for cheaper 
producer inputs on which our production base is heavi ly dependent. 
It’s also crucial for the cheaper mass consumer goods available from 
Amazon or Walmart, and for creating larger markets for the goods 
from developed countries now demanded by the rising  middle classes 
in developing countries.

Economic nationalism has, of course, been associated with vigorous 
industrial policies in East Asia, with the state guiding and supporting 
some key domestic manufacturing industries (particularly in sectors 
where coordination failures of the market and “learning by  doing” pro-
cesses are impor tant). In cases where the initial costs of entry are large 
and lumpy, and demand is uncertain, the state has a special role in 
priming the pump and encouraging new entry. But in the East Asian 
cases where industrial policy succeeded, one has to keep in mind that 
ultimately market discipline— mostly coming from open export markets 
and heightened cost consciousness and quality consciousness— made 
the all- important di"erence between success and failure. Philippe 
Aghion and colleagues (2015) cite panel data from medium and large 
Chinese enterprises from 1998 to 2007 to show that industrial policies 
targeted to competitive sectors or that foster competition (e.g., policies 
that are more dispersed across firms in a sector or that encourage 
younger and more productive enterprises in a sector) increase produc-
tivity growth.

Liberal nationalists should, of course, call for a substantial strength-
ening of the “adjustment assistance” to  those hurt by globalization. 
Such assistance is paltry in the United States and non ex is tent in many 
developing countries. Likewise, retraining programs should last for a 
long enough period to signi!cantly improve the adjustment capability 
of workers in coping with trade shocks, and making bene!ts (like health 
care) portable rather than linked to par tic u lar jobs. In much of Eu rope, 
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better safety nets and more active  labor market policies than in the 
United States, especially for workers who lose their jobs, have made im-
port penetration less of a burning issue in the po liti cal sphere.

Liberals are divided on the issue of unrestricted international capital 
&ows and that of immigration. Given the adverse e"ects of  free capital 
&ows on periodic macroeconomic shocks and the weakening of the 
bargaining power of domestic  labor institutions, many other wise 
free- traders agree with the liberal nationalists on strengthening reg-
ulations on global capital &ows (even the International Monetary 
Fund now seems to hesitantly concur in this), the so- called sand in the 
wheels of international !nance. Of course,  there is some disagree-
ment on the desirable extent of such restrictions, and also on their 
practicability,  after a point. Controls are easier to evade in a world of 
superconnectivity.

Some compromises are also pos si ble on the need for adjusting global 
rules, giving nations more autonomy on  labor standards. Civic nation-
alists also accept some restrictions on national sovereignty to agree on 
multilateral rules on global public goods, as in the case of global envi-
ronmental damage or global public health (including monitoring and 
preventing pandemics), the international spread of crime or cyberat-
tacks, and restrictions on cross- border tax- dodging, all of which ulti-
mately help the national interest.

Given the cultural anxiety that large- scale immigration generates in 
many socie ties,  there is also scope for compromise on vari ous schemes 
to limit the &ows of immigration—to selected areas where  there are 
speci!c skill shortages in rich countries and to some special humani-
tarian cases.  There are some constructive economic proposals for de-
fusing some of the anti- immigrant tension. Take, for example, the 
Global Compact, a nonbinding international agreement endorsed by 
the General Assembly of the United Nations. In that context it has been 
proposed that rich countries  will identify par tic u lar skill shortages at 
home— for example, certain kinds of nursing or caregiving services—
and start funding training centers for such ser vice workers located in 
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poor countries. Only a controlled number of gradu ates of  those centers 
 will then be part of an immigration permit system, leaving  others to 
serve needs at home. This way both the need to relieve speci!c skill 
shortages in rich countries (at a lower cost than training them in  those 
countries) and the need to mitigate the impact of skills drain from 
poor countries are served. (One has to be, of course, careful that this 
does not reinforce underinvestment in vocational education and 
training for the local working class in rich countries.) One can think of 
many such global skill partnerships.

One set of compromise on immigration suggested by Branko 
 Milanović  in his recent book Capitalism Alone (2019) is the introduction 
of “citizenship lite,” giving incremental access to welfare bene!ts and 
other social and economic rights for immigrants, ending the strictly bi-
nary division between citizens and noncitizens. This is intended to 
make immigration more palatable po liti cally in rich countries while 
giving immigrants from poor countries only a part of the “rent” that a 
citizen from a rich country enjoys by having won the (country) lottery 
at birth. Of course, to a cosmopolitan social demo crat this explic itly 
creates a category of second- class citizens and violates the demo cratic 
concept of citizenship and belonging. But any such compromise is for 
the second-  or third- best world, with many constraints: social, eco-
nomic and cultural. In any case,  there currently exist di" er ent catego-
ries of visa for noncitizen immigrants, with di" er ent opportunities for 
ultimately obtaining full citizenship. The idea, one presumes, is to keep 
pushing the boundary of compromise as much as pos si ble in  favor of 
poor workers in the current anti- immigration climate.

One should also be careful in not exaggerating anti- immigration 
anxiety, even while it is palpably real among many. In a survey of 
twenty- two thousand citizens in twenty democracies in 2021 by YouGov 
and Global Pro gress (reported by Halpin in 2021), 58  percent of respon-
dents said it was “very impor tant” to have “clear, consistently applied 
rules about who can come to our country”; only 44   percent said 
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“limiting numbers” was “very impor tant.” So immigration in a fair and 
controlled manner, without much rule- breaking, may be acceptable to 
the majority of  people. The new co ali tion government in Germany has 
announced that it  will reduce irregular immigration while enabling 
more regular immigration. Even ethnic citadels like Japan have now 
started showing a more relaxed attitude to permanent immigrants.

In general, populists invidiously distinguish between nationalists 
and globalists. This is highly misleading: not only are  there other, more 
liberal, forms of nationalism, but also not all liberals are for untram-
meled hyperglobalization. It is thus pos si ble and necessary to build 
healthy alternatives to the kinds of rabid ethnic nationalism that we 
see all around us without giving up on the nationalist cultural pride or 
the bonding of local communities consistent with the demo cratic spirit 
and larger humanitarian princi ples. As Tagore said in his lectures on 
nationalism in Japan in 1916, “Neither the colorless vagueness of cos-
mopolitanism, nor the !erce self- idolatry of nation- worship, is the goal 
of  human history.”
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The Temptation of Authoritarianism

 These days  there seems to be a growing consensus—as enunciated, for 
example, in Branko Milanović ’s 2019 book Capitalism Alone— that capi-
talism is more or less the only  viable socioeconomic system left in the 
world, but that  there are substantially di% er ent types of po liti cal organ-
ization of the cap i tal ist system. The two types that attract prime at-
tention are liberal demo cratic capitalism, as broadly prevailing in many 
Western countries, subject to some cases of populist distortions; and 
authoritarian capitalism  under the guidance of a meritocratic state, 
of which China is the glitteringly successful recent example. We  shall 
examine in Chapter 7 the alternative model of social democracy, which 
features some impor tant modi(cations of capitalism to help the system 
resist populist distortions and strengthen worker control without 
giving up  either on liberal democracy or the incentives to innovate. 
In this chapter I analyze the general ingredients of a strong e%ective 
state that is often recommended for the execution of public policy 
and, in this context and in some detail, the challenge of the Chinese 
model— particularly the strengths and weaknesses of its governance 
features.
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THE CHINA DEVELOPMENT MODEL

 Today China and its “wolf warrior” diplomats lose no opportunity to 
trumpet the success story of the China model. Their leaders have long 
forsaken Deng Xiaoping’s advice to keep a low pro(le (tao guang yang 
hui). In declaring a new era for China during the Nineteenth National 
Congress in Beijing in 2017, President Xi Jinping presented the Chinese 
system of governance as a model for other countries to emulate. Leaders 
who “want to speed up their development while preserving their in-
de pen dence,” Xi said, should look to China as “a new option.” Many 
 people, in both rich and poor countries, seem already to be awestruck 
by this model.

What are the special characteristics of the Chinese development 
model? Brie)y, it’s a model of essentially cap i tal ist development  under 
authoritarian leadership and purposive governance. It features a vertical 
production structure in which basic capital goods are produced by state- 
owned monopolies while the (much larger) remainder of the economy 
is  under private owner ship. It is guided by a state- led nationalist indus-
trial policy and (nance system, with subsidized access to land and credit 
for state- favored business, repression of  labor rights, and massive invest-
ments in infrastructure funded by a very high national savings rate 
(particularly on account of large undistributed pro(ts from companies), 
with a focus on rural industrialization in a decentralized framework 
of jurisdictional competition, openness to foreign trade and acquisition 
and learning of foreign technology, and (more recently) concentration 
on the development of new technology in selected sectors. It has pro-
duced a rapid pace of economic growth over the past three de cades and 
lifted several hundreds of millions of  people above the poverty line, elimi-
nating most of extreme poverty— undoubtedly a spectacular historic 
feat for any developing country. The slowing of the growth rate in recent 
years does not tarnish this shining per for mance over the long term.
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The model seems to have gotten a further boost during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Even though the pandemic started in Wuhan, China, the 
government took control of the situation  after some initial fumbling 
and obfuscation, and with massive e%orts at mobilization and surveil-
lance largely controlled the spread of the disease and its subsequent re-
surgence (though the o*cial data on total infection and death rates 
are dubious and the current emphasis on zero infection seems like 
 going overboard). Chinese propaganda even claimed that the nation’s 
success shows how an authoritarian system is better at controlling pan-
demics compared to some of the )ailing democracies. Of course, it 
deliberately ignored the reasonably successful examples of control of 
the pandemic in demo cratic countries like Austria, Costa Rica, Denmark, 
Germany, New Zealand, and Uruguay, and, in China’s immediate 
neighborhood, Japan, South  Korea, and Taiwan. (In the subsequent 
waves of the pandemic and in the vaccine rollout, some of the latter 
countries faltered, but so did China.)

DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT

Before we weigh the general claims about the Chinese model, let us 
(rst brie)y consider the large lit er a ture on democracy and develop-
ment; we want to wade into only a small part of it  here— particularly 
the part that is relevant to the prob lem of trade- o%s between the po-
liti cal centralization of power and the accountability to  people. The 
relationship between democracy or pluralism (po liti cally “inclusive” 
institutions in general) and development is actually rather complex, and 
the complexity is not captured in the usual international statistical re-
gressions in the lit er a ture that link the development or growth per for-
mance of countries with some mea sure of each nation’s ranking on the 
Democracy Index. The relation between democracy and growth in 
 these regressions is not usually robust, strategies used to identify the 
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relation are often not credible, and di% er ent papers in the lit er a ture 
have di% er ent results  because of di% er ent choices of control variables 
and other forms of model uncertainty. For our pre sent purpose, how-
ever, what is more impor tant is that the statistical regressions do not 
help us understand the mechanism in the complex pro cess involved.

Authoritarian leaders have an advantage over their demo cratic peers 
in situations that require quick decisions; democracy is, of course, ex-
cruciatingly slow. But its deliberative and electoral pro cesses manage 
social con)icts better and lend some stabilizing legitimacy to policy de-
cisions that grow out of the conditional consent of citizens. In addi-
tion, as Amartya Sen emphasized in his 1999 book Development as 
Freedom, democracy enriches individual autonomy and freedom, par-
ticipation, and deliberation, which may be regarded as an impor tant 
part of the pro cess of  human development itself. The abuses of  human 
rights that are routine in authoritarian countries make the quality of 
development much poorer, however dazzling the growth rate may be.

A properly functioning democracy also tends to curb the excesses 
of capitalism and thus render development more sustainable—by, for 
example, encouraging social movements as watchdogs against environ-
mental despoliation. To the autocrat, power is too valuable to lose, 
and hence vio lence and the attendant potential shattering of economic 
stability and the social fabric are never very far o%. Autocratic regimes 
have also shown a larger variability in economic per for mance than 
have demo cratic states, as the checks and balances in the latter are sup-
posed to weed out some of the worst leaders and outcomes. In compar-
ison, one may be stuck with a bad autocrat for too long a time; history 
is littered with instances of incompetent but durable tyranny.

On the other hand,  there are many cases of electoral democracies 
functioning without regular or fully operational institutionalized pro-
cedures of accountability. Even in liberal democracies, accountability 
pro cesses to the general public are seriously undermined by the in)u-
ence of money in lobbying for protecting and promoting the interests 
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of the wealthy and power ful and in (nancing election of candidates 
who secure  those interests. Even more generally, in equality in education, 
network building, and job credentialing, accumulated over genera-
tions, can perpetuate a form of “hereditary meritocracy” that renders 
liberal democracy a sham.

In addition, while po liti cal competition is usually assumed to be a 
good  thing, analogous to market competition,  there are cases in which 
competition can lead to a race to the bottom. Without po liti cal cen-
tralization, po liti cal competition  under democracy can encourage 
competitive short- termism: come election time, Indian politicians, 
for example, often promise  free electricity and  water, which can wreck 
the prospects of long- term investments in the relevant infrastructure, 
or bank loan waivers for farmers, which can wreck the banking system. 
Many scarce resources are thus frittered away in short- term subsidies 
and handouts, which hurt the cause of long- term pro- poor investments 
(e.g., in roads, irrigation, drinking  water, and electricity). Robert 
Bates (2008) gives examples from Africa of how competitive democracy 
could induce the ruling party to use its power to loot the public re-
sources for short- term gain.

Of course, in the delivery of social ser vices, po liti cal competition can 
work better when executive action is easily veri(able (it is, for example, 
easier to verify the lowering of school fees than the improvement of 
school quality). Consistent with this, Robin Harding and David 
Stasavage (2012) cite evidence that, in Africa, democracies have higher 
rates of school attendance than do nondemocracies. Similarly,  there is 
evidence in Brazil that the po liti cal participation of the poor and the 
illiterate resulted in greater health spending and improved child health 
outcomes, and that in many African countries infant mortality fell sig-
ni(cantly  after democ ratization.

In some cases, instead of providing broad- based public goods, po-
liti cal leaders can work out a clientelistic system for dispensing selec-
tive bene(ts (private or club goods) to at least a group of swing voters 
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to win elections. For example, in my own work with Dilip Mookherjee 
(Bardhan and Mookherjee 2020), in rural West Bengal we (nd evidence 
that voting be hav ior is signi(cantly in)uenced more by recurring ben-
e(ts arranged by local governments, and thus continual dependence 
on them (like subsidized credit or agricultural inputs, employment on 
public works, or help in personal emergencies), than by even large one-
time bene(ts (like land reforms or provision of  houses and latrines), 
suggesting po liti cal clientelism. Additionally, in situations of social and 
ethnic heterogeneity, where the mobilization of votes gets or ga nized 
on sectarian lines,  there may be more selective distribution of patronage 
and less po liti cal interest in investing in general- purpose public goods, 
as suggested by a (eld experiment that Leonard Wantchekon (2003) 
conducted in Benin. Such po liti cal clientelism, even while helping 
some poor  people, can harm the cause of general pro- poor public 
investments. Thomas Fujiwara and Wantchekon (2013) cite some 
experimental evidence from Benin that shows how informed public 
deliberation in town hall meetings can reduce clientelism.

THE NATURE OF A STRONG STATE

In carry ing out development programs or in  handling a crisis of inse-
curity (e.g., of public health or the macroeconomy), what is often needed 
is an e%ective and well- coordinated state. Authoritarianism (or democ-
racy) is neither necessary nor su*cient for this.  There have been many 
authoritarian countries (e.g., in Africa or Latin Amer i ca) that have failed 
miserably in such situations, while  there have been demo cratic coun-
tries (Denmark, Germany, Japan, New Zealand, South  Korea, and 
Sweden) that have been reasonably successful. One often hears the pat 
prescription that one needs a “strong” state, which, of course, need not 
be an authoritarian state. But how do you then de(ne state strength? 
The strength of a state in this context has, of course, to be de(ned in a 
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noncircular way (without reference to the per for mance outcome). A 
search of the lit er a ture suggests two somewhat overlapping compo-
nents of a de(nition of state strength: (1) po liti cal centralization, and 
(2) the government’s capacity to credibly commit.

Po liti cal centralization refers to the ability of the state to establish a 
cohesive order across local jurisdictions. It can then take into account 
the spillover e%ects of policy actions of di% er ent local authorities, 
enabling an encompassing organ ization to override vari ous local par-
ticularistic and divergent pressures. Such centralization also provides 
incentives for incumbent po liti cal leaders to invest in the creation of 
(scal and  legal capacity, as suggested by Timothy Besley and Torsten 
Persson (2011). Philip Osafo- Kwaako and James Robinson (2013) cite evi-
dence from a cross- cultural sample for a strong positive correlation 
between po liti cal centralization (de(ned as “jurisdictional hierarchy be-
yond local community”) and di% er ent mea sures of public goods and 
development outcomes. For eleven Eu ro pean countries, over four cen-
turies, Mark Dincecco and Gabriel Katz (2016) show a direct positive 
relation between (scal centralization and economic growth. For dif-
fer ent African polities, Sanghamitra Bandyopadhyay and Elliot Green 
(2012) and Stelios Michalopoulos and Elias Papaioannon (2013) similarly 
provide direct econometric evidence of the positive impact of histor-
ical mea sures of po liti cal centralization on con temporary economic 
development.

A more general characteristic of a strong and e%ective state is the 
capacity to make credible commitments in the face of pressures from 
diverse interest groups. An impor tant example of the strong state’s 
ability to precommit arises in the case of the popu lar infant- industry 
argument for protection (i.e., the idea that protection is needed when an 
industry is in an early stage of development). In the past two hundred 
years this argument has been applied by the state in many countries in 
the early stages of industrialization, with a few successes and nu-
merous failures, which has partly to do with the strength of the state or 
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the lack of it. At the time when such protection is initiated, by the very 
nature of this argument it is meant to be for a short period  until the 
industry infant stands up on its own two feet. But in most countries 
infant- industry protection inevitably  faces the time inconsistency 
prob lem: when the initial period of protection nears its completion, the 
po liti cal pressures for its renewal from vested interests become inexo-
rable, and in this way the infant industry in a weak state can degen-
erate into a geriatric protection lobby (the history of import- substituting 
industrialization in developing countries is full of such examples).

In the recent history of the strong states of East Asia, however,  there 
have been some remarkable instances of the government keeping its 
commitment, withdrawing protection from an industry if it does not 
shape up  after the lapse of a preannounced duration and letting the in-
dustry sink or swim in international competition; Robert Wade (1990) 
gives some examples of this.

A closely related commitment issue is that of enforcing a hard bud get 
constraint in proj ects run or funded by the public sector. A strong state 
should be better at resisting the inevitable bailout pressures from in-
terests involved in failing proj ects. A weak state is unable to make a 
credible commitment to terminate a bad public proj ect.

Another impor tant aspect of the quality of state intervention in re-
cent East Asian history has to do with the use, by and large, of clear, 
well- de(ned, preannounced rules of per for mance criteria. In South 
 Korea, for example, the heavy involvement of the state in directing 
investment through subsidized credit allocation has been largely suc-
cessful  because of its strict adherence to the criterion of export per for-
mance. Through this precommitment device the strong Korean state 
has used the vital disciplining function of foreign competition in en-
couraging quick learning, cost consciousness, and quality consciousness 
among domestic enterprises, something that has been conspicuously 
absent in many other interventionist regimes (even though the Korean 
state at least  until the 1980s shared with the latter regimes many of the 
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restrictive policies on imports and foreign investment). Of course, some 
East Asian states  were authoritarian in their early development stage 
(even though South  Korea and Taiwan  later transited to democracy), 
but the history of demo cratic states like Germany, Japan, or Sweden 
also have many such instances of commitment.

THE INGREDIENTS OF STATE CAPACITY

Besley and Persson (2011) associate a weak state with a lack of state 
capacity— particularly (scal,  legal, and military capacity—to be able to 
provide public goods and ser vices (including law and order). In the bur-
geoning lit er a ture on state capacity, di% er ent writers have empha-
sized di% er ent aspects. A well- known line of thinking associated with 
Charles Tilly (1985) links the historical making of the (scal- military 
state in early modern Eu rope with interstate wars (or threats thereof). 
Margaret Levi (1988) associates state making with inducing citizens to 
comply in providing revenue and conscripts for war.  Others, however, 
have suggested that in more recent times, and outside Eu rope, states 
have been formed without wars and that  there have been cases where 
wars have unraveled preexisting states.

In examining the components of state capacity, Peter Evans and 
James Rauch (1999) stress the importance of certain Weberian charac-
teristics of the state bureaucracy, like meritocratic recruitment and 
long- term  career rewards for o*cials.  There is also a cumulative logic 
of bureaucratic functioning. A long history of continuous bureaucratic 
structure in place may foster a helpful bureaucratic culture or esprit 
de corps that can contribute to state e%ectiveness. Valerie Bockstette, 
Areendam Chanda, and Louis Putterman (2002) have computed an 
index of state antiquity (mea sur ing the extent of continuous territory- 
wide state structure that prevailed over local tribal domains over the 
last two millennia). It shows that among developing countries this index 
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is much lower for Latin Amer i ca and sub- Saharan Africa than for Asia, 
and even in Asia the index for  Korea is several times that for the Phil-
ippines (a country that lacked an encompassing state before its sixteenth 
 century colonization by Spain).

Jorge Cornick (2013) has classi(ed the di% er ent types of state capacity 
into the technical, orga nizational, and po liti cal. Technical capacity is par-
ticularly relevant, for example, in the context of screening worthwhile 
public proj ects or monitoring the delivery to intended bene(ciaries in 
social programs; information technology has expanded the realm of 
possibilities  here. Karthik Muralidharan, Paul Niehaus, and Sandip 
Sukhtankar (2014) have evaluated the impact of a biometrically authen-
ticated payments infrastructure on public employment and pension 
programs in India using a large- scale experiment that randomized the 
rollout of the new system over 158 subdistricts and nineteen million 
 people. They (nd that the new system delivered a faster, more predict-
able, and less corrupt payments pro cess without adversely a%ecting ac-
cess to the program.  These results suggest that investing in secure 
authentication and payments infrastructure can signi(cantly add to 
state capacity in e%ective implementation of social programs in devel-
oping countries. Similar issues arise in the context of building capaci-
ties in judicial, auditing, and regulatory bodies.

The orga nizational capacity of a state is often crudely mea sured in 
the empirical lit er a ture in terms of tax to gross domestic product (GDP) 
ratio (with a higher ratio indicating a higher (scal capacity of the state to 
carry out di% er ent proj ects). But, as is usually recognized, this ratio may 
be relatively high in a country abundant in natu ral resources on account 
of the resource rents, and not necessarily  because of orga nizational 
capacity, or low in a poor country where for in de pen dent reasons (e.g., 
the nature of  factor market imperfections) the informal sector is large. 
Orga nizational capacity is also related to modes of governance. For 
example, Oriana Bandiera, Andrea Prat, and Tomasso Valletti (2009) show, 
from a policy experiment associated with a national procurement 
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agency in Italy, that much of the sheer wastage in public procurement 
arises from the way the relevant bodies are or ga nized (with “top- 
down” governance modes in public bodies performing the worst).

Orga nizational capacity, of course, varies between di% er ent types of 
state functions. The Indian state has shown an extraordinary capacity 
in some large episodic events— like organ izing the complex logistics 
of the world’s largest elections for nine hundred million voters, for some 
of the world’s largest religious festivals, or for the world’s second largest 
census, or installing the world’s largest biometric ID system for more 
than a billion  people in just a few years. But the demands on state ca-
pacity from organ izing temporary large events, mobilizing resources, 
or managing logistics are di% er ent from sustaining or institutionalizing 
the state’s e%orts, particularly at the local last- mile delivery of routine 
ser vices on a continuing basis. The Indian state displays poor capacity 
in, for example, some regular and essential activities like the cost- 
e%ective pricing and distribution of electricity. This is partly  because 
local po liti cal considerations interfere in  matters like recovery of costs 
from a large and po liti cally sensitive customer base.

As I have noted, po liti cal capacity is often largely an issue of com-
mitment and resisting pressures for short- termism and soft bud get con-
straints. In many parts of Africa and India the police and bureaucracy 
are highly politicized and deliberately incapacitated so that they serve 
the short- term po liti cal goals of leaders. In such contexts, mea sures to 
improve bureaucratic autonomy may enhance per for mance. In a study 
of forty- seven hundred public- sector proj ects implemented by the 
 Nigerian Civil Ser vice, Imran Rasul and Daniel Rogger (2018) (nd that 
an increase in autonomy for bureaucrats corresponds to signi(cantly 
higher proj ect completion rates.

In general, po liti cal capacity depends on the ability to form “social 
pacts” among impor tant po liti cal stakeholders, the nature of po liti cal 
co ali tions, and the distribution of power. In the early de cades of its de-
velopment, South  Korea’s po liti cal co ali tion involved a tight integration 
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between a military bureaucracy and conglomerate business that was 
clearly out of bounds for the elite to accomplish in demo cratic India. 
But within India’s demo cratic framework the relative weakness of 
state capacity has been more a symptom of the under lying po liti cal 
di*culty of organ izing collective action for the long term (even 
among its divided elite), but not  because the country lacks adminis-
tratively capable  people. Consistent with the theory of collective ac-
tion, India’s large heterogeneous population, fragmented polity, and 
high social and economic in equality make it hard to agree on long- term 
common goals and, even when such agreement is achieved, to get its 
act together in pursuit of  those goals.

Almost by de(nition, divided socie ties and polities  will have weaker 
common interests, and as Besley and Persson (2011) have pointed out, 
the incentive to invest in state capacity in such places  will be lower. In 
contrast, in the postwar de cades in Northeast Asia and northwest (par-
ticularly Nordic) Eu rope, relative social homogeneity and less unequal 
distribution of wealth and  human capital may have made it somewhat 
less di*cult to enlist the support of most social groups in making short- 
term sacri(ces and coordinating growth- promoting policies. This re-
inforces the idea that the strength of the state is ultimately sustained 
by its breadth of support in the general population.

Self- sacri(ce for the general and long- term good is obviously more 
likely if, as some cultural theorists point out, the predominant culture 
is collectivist (that is, when individuals internalize group interests 
through social norms), which is prominent in some description of East 
Asian socie ties, as opposed to individualist. This became particularly 
apparent recently in public attitudes to state guidelines on coping with 
the COVID-19 virus. Wearing masks and social distancing  were much 
more easily accepted and  adopted in East Asian socie ties than in the 
more individualistic and libertarian parts of Western socie ties.

An impor tant but complicated question relating to the prevailing po-
liti cal co ali tion, and hence the po liti cal capacity of the state, that is 
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seldom discussed in this context is its link with globalization, even 
leaving aside the usual constraints on state power in a global economy 
posed by volatile capital )ows and international credit ratings. On the 
one hand, international competition and integration may strengthen 
domestic po liti cal accountability pro cesses and make po liti cal co ali tions 
somewhat more broad- based. Historically, for example, as Daron Ac-
emoglu, Simon Johnson, and James Robinson (2005) show, the rise of 
international trade in the Atlantic economies during the early modern 
period promoted a demand for institutional reforms. In more recent 
times, Eu ro pean economic integration has been reported to have im-
proved some governance institutions on Eu rope’s southern and eastern 
peripheries. On the other hand, much depends on the initial conditions, 
the type of goods that are internationally traded, and the nature of po-
liti cal and economic competition. In many historical cases, expansion 
of trade in natu ral resources or products heavi ly dependent on them 
(like oil, sugar, bananas, timber, or diamonds) strengthened the po-
liti cal power of plantation elites and other large exporters who raised 
domestic barriers to entry and promoted oligarchic dominance over the 
state. More recently, globalization, in a context where capital is much 
more internationally mobile than  labor, has weakened  labor organ-
izations and practices in many countries and altered the po liti cal equi-
librium in  favor of capital. The fall in customs revenue and capital taxes 
in a more open economy may also a%ect the state’s (scal capacity.

THE CHINESE GOVERNANCE SYSTEM:  
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Now,  after the general discussion of the meaning and pos si ble ingredi-
ents of a strong state, we can put in perspective the strengths and weak-
nesses of China’s system of governance. The governance system is an 
essential part of the so- called China development model. Yet it is less 
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frequently discussed than other aspects of the model, and when it is 
discussed in the general lit er a ture on comparative governance, com-
mentators outside China tend to focus on the simplistic distinction be-
tween authoritarianism and democracy. As I have brie)y discussed 
elsewhere (Bardhan 2013), authoritarianism is neither necessary nor suf-
(cient for some of the distinctive features of Chinese governance, both 
positive and negative— their roots actually go far back in history— just 
as vari ous recent dysfunctions of governance in India and the United 
States are not inherent in their demo cratic pro cesses.

I  shall focus  here on the following three aspects of Chinese gover-
nance, from the point of view of economic development, and occasion-
ally draw comparison with governance features in India, the second 
largest developing country: (1) the internal organ ization of government; 
(2) the abuse of governance and corruption; and (3) decentralized struc-
tures and practices.

THE INTERNAL ORGAN IZATION OF GOVERNMENT

Po liti cal Meritocracy

It is often pointed out that, unlike in most authoritarian countries, 
China has a po liti cal meritocracy. China’s dramatic economic success 
has now convinced even some Western scholars (see, for example, 
the 2016 book by Daniel Bell, The China Model: Po liti cal Meritocracy 
and the Limits of Democracy), not to mention the members of the Chinese 
elite, that China’s po liti cal meritocracy can perform as well as (or even 
better than) a multiparty democracy. This is an issue of special urgency 
at a time when  there is widespread weakening of con(dence in liberal 
democracy.

O*cials in China are not merely selected on the basis of an exami-
nation system that goes way back in imperial history; their promotion 
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also depends on how well the local economy performs. This approach 
to  career development works better than that in, for example, demo-
cratic India’s top administrative system, where promotion is based more 
on se niority than on per for mance, even though recruitment is similarly 
on the basis of civil ser vice examinations.

An immediate question arises, however: Who in the po liti cal system 
de(nes what is meritorious and what is not?

It is pos si ble that what may look like meritorious per for mance to the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) elite and its Central Organ ization De-
partment, Zhongzubu, may not be considered so by many  others in 
the general population, particularly in a large country with inevitable 
diversities and con)icts of objectives. This is not to speak of outlying 
regions, where the per for mance of centrally appointed provincial 
leaders considered meritorious by the party may not be judged so by 
many in the ethnic groups like Tibetans or Uighurs.

In general, how do we know what  people consider as meritorious 
without institutions of downward accountability?

One of the distinctive features of democracy is that the criteria for 
meritorious per for mance arise out of open public discussion. Thus the 
assessment of a regime’s per for mance may include considerations of 
pluralism and inclusiveness in the decision- making pro cess itself. The 
judgment of demo cratic per for mance emphasizes the pro cess as much 
as the outcome. In this pro cess, citizens in a democracy are not treated 
as  children; what is good for them is not de cided by a patrimonial lead-
ership, as is the case much too often in China (or Singapore). This is 
valid even when the leadership is very wise and benevolent.

In a democracy the per for mance criteria are also much more multi-
faceted, re)ecting the pluralist agenda. It would be uncommon to reward 
an o*cial mainly on the basis of the growth rate of the local economy. 
Of course, with many  factors the incentives get diluted and are less e%ec-
tive. This seems to be happening now even in China, where other criteria 
(like environmental goals) are entering per for mance evaluation.
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Per for mance versus Loyalty

The general understanding in China is that the  career concerns of top 
o*cials act as key determinants of economic growth at the local level, 
and particularly the county and prefecture levels. And job rotation of 
o*cials at  these levels provides useful on- the- job training at diverse 
 localities. Of course, per for mance incentives can also generate plenty 
of side income or rent- earning opportunities. O*cials, for example, 
might push for the sales of local government land and mining rights, 
which, while boosting local revenue and local development, can also 
be used to enable private illicit income for o*cials.

What about the large numbers of the rank- and- (le public employees 
lower down the scale, who mostly remain in one place and for whom 
 career incentives through promotion are not that relevant? They used 
to help themselves to all kinds of supplemental compensations, perks 
and bene(ts making up for low salaries. In other authoritarian coun-
tries, such systems of supplemental compensation sometimes degen-
erate into local loot and plunder— the proverbial extreme case is that of 
Zaire  under President Mobutu Sese Seko, where soldiers and bureaucrats 
 were not paid but left to fend for themselves (this tradition largely con-
tinues in the Demo cratic Republic of Congo even  today). But in China it 
seems this system for the low- level o*cials was constrained from being 
excessive by the  career concerns of the top local leaders dependent on 
the overall per for mance of the local economy.

A less well- known  factor about Chinese promotion system is that 
as one climbs up the po liti cal ladder, to the provincial levels and be-
yond, the per for mance  factor seems to diminish in importance in 
determining  career prospects and the  factor of po liti cal connections 
 assumes greater signi(cance. This is suggested, for example, by Pierre 
Landry, Xiaobo Lü, and Haiyan Duan (2017) in their analy sis of a 
 comprehensive data set of Chinese po liti cal appointments at the pro-
vincial, prefectural, and county levels. They (nd that the link between 
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economic performance—in terms of GDP and revenue growth— and 
promotion is the strongest for county o*cials, signi(cant for munic-
ipal o*cials, and insigni(cant for provincial o*cials. Similarly, from a 
comprehensive biographical database of all provincial leaders from 1978 
 until 2012 and an analy sis of their promotion patterns, Fubing Su and 
Ran Tao (2016) (nd no evidence supporting the claim that competence 
played much of a role in central personnel decisions. Instead links with 
Politburo members and  family connection with se nior party leaders are 
more impor tant.

 There are also quid pro quo transactions. Using data for over a mil-
lion land transactions during 2004–2016, Ting Chen and James Kai- sing 
Kung (2018) have shown that provincial party secretaries in selling local 
government land gave (rms linked with Politburo members nearly 
60  percent price discounts compared to  others (and an even more sub-
stantial discount to the (rms of members of the Politburo Standing 
Committee); in return,  those who gave such discounts  were estimated 
to be 23  percent more likely to be promoted to positions of national 
leadership (and, in general, the larger the discount, the higher the 
chance of promotion). Recent crackdowns, however, have somewhat 
reduced the chances for such promotions.

In any case, this general system of promotion has at least one impor-
tant and bene(cial implication: since per for mance incentives operate at 
least at the lower levels, higher- level leaders, even when they are selected 
on the basis of their loyalty to the current leadership at the top, are likely 
to have some mea sure of (eld- tested competence and experience.

This balance of per for mance and loyalty in determining an o*cial’s 
 career path gives China a major advantage in the quality of its bureau-
cracy, compared to many other countries, including India and the 
United States, not to speak of many authoritarian countries where loy-
alty rules over minimum competence.

Of course, this also means that competent o*cials who are not suf-
(ciently well connected to the top current leadership in China may 
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reach a “glass ceiling.” Some of them may then turn to alternative ways 
of earning rewards (including some corrupt ways), though  these have 
been substantially curbed by recent anticorruption campaigns.  There 
is even some evidence that high performers connected to previous top 
leaderships  were particularly likely to be investigated, though the cam-
paigns have gone much beyond merely penalizing rival power groups.

At this point, a comparison with other countries on ways of ensuring 
o*cials’ loyalty to politicians may be in ter est ing to note  here. In India 
meritocratically recruited bureaucrats are manipulatively transferred. 
The threat of transfer to unattractive departments or locations acts to 
ensure loyalty to their po liti cal masters. The lure of plum postretire-
ment jobs for ex- bureaucrats assigned by po liti cal leaders also work to 
keep the former pliant. All of this often means that ju nior o*cers un-
derinvest in acquiring expertise, and one hears about corrupt deals be-
tween Indian politicians and bureaucrats in the pro cess of “transfers 
and postings.”  There are similar stories about corrupt transactions in 
the buying and selling of positions in the Chinese bureaucracy, some 
of which have been revealed in the recent anticorruption campaigns. 
One (nds from the data a vertical correlation between corruption 
indictments at higher and lower levels across provinces. In India such 
corruption may be somewhat more subject to public scrutiny from the 
media, social movements, and investigative agencies, which are usu-
ally more open and intensive than in China (although the misuse of the 
agencies by top leadership against po liti cal opponents has been rising 
in India and large parts of the media have become more docile).

In the United Kingdom manipulative transfers of o*cials are less 
common. In the United States, on the other hand, po liti cal loyalty is 
promoted by the unusually high turnover of se nior civil servants (long 
before the announcement of a (ring via Twitter became common  under 
a recent president).

The political- bureaucratic distinction, particularly at higher levels, 
is, of course, blurred in China, as the party is supreme. But even in 
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Western democracies po liti cal control over se nior appointments and 
promotions in public ser vice has increased over time. Even in the United 
Kingdom, the insulation of  career civil servants has declined somewhat, 
and this insulation has always been much weaker in the United States 
than in the United Kingdom (or Denmark or New Zealand).

The issue of po liti cal control pertains not just to the civil ser vice but 
also to the vari ous regulatory bodies that any complex economy re-
quires, such as the entities that regulate public utilities (e.g., electricity, 
civil aviation, and telecommunications) and apex bodies regulating 
monetary or environmental policy or (nancial markets. Decisions in 
such regulatory bodies need special expertise and some insulation and 
in de pen dence from day- to- day po liti cal pressures and interference. 
Such in de pen dence is often completely lacking in the Chinese system; 
commitment to in de pen dence even when earnestly announced by the 
po liti cal leadership is not ultimately credible.

But even in democracies the balance between autonomous experts 
and the need for the periodic public review of their decisions to ensure 
accountability has been di*cult to achieve. In India  there are very few 
genuinely in de pen dent regulatory bodies (even apart from the prob lem 
of their capture by generalist Indian Administrative Ser vice o*cers). 
Even the semi- independence of the Reserve Bank of India has been 
 under some stress.

Orga nizational Capacity to Foster Technological Innovations

In the governance capacity to foster technological innovations, China 
has advanced much more than most developing countries. We see this 
particularly in the percentage of GDP devoted to research and devel-
opment (R&D), though public support for R&D often neglects small-  
and medium- size enterprises); in the restructuring and upgrading of 
elite universities; and in vari ous mea sures of pro gress in science and 
technology.
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China, of course, has been very successful in the “catching-up” pro-
cess of development, in learning and imitating o%- the- shelf technology 
(sometimes making foreign partners in joint ventures part with their 
technology as a condition of access to its large market). In some day- 
to- day applications and enhancements of existing internet- based tech-
nology (e.g., in mobile payment, e- commerce, and transportation) 
China is now more advanced than the United States. China in general 
has been successful in what is called second- generation innovations 
(using established technologies to (nd new products and pro cesses_ 
and much less so in cutting- edge technology. But even in the latter 
China is advancing, and it is currently engaging in a major techno-
logical race with the West in “deep tech” areas like arti(cial intelligence, 
quantum computing, chip making, biotechnology, and hypersonic 
military technology. (In this race the Chinese advances so far have not 
yet matched the huge amounts of government subsidies, investments, 
and procurement support.)

But in any  future advances beyond the existing technological fron-
tier China has both a major advantage and a major disadvantage. The 
advantage follows from the large size of the population and of the do-
mestic market. Innovations, like  those involving arti(cial intelligence 
and machine learning, that thrive on economies of scale, network 
 externalities, and big data feedback loops  will (nd hospitable ground 
in China.

The disadvantage follows from the lack of an open system that could 
encourage  free spirit, critical thinking, challenges to incumbent organ-
izations and methods, and diversity rather than conformity;  these are 
necessary ingredients of many types of creative innovations. The cur-
rent system of state promotion and guidance of globally successful large 
private technological enterprises is worth examining from this point of 
view. On the one hand, the state wants them to be “national champions”; 
on the other hand, it does not want them to be too internationally 
prominent or too (nancially successful—in par tic u lar, autonomously 
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power ful enough to be outside the ambit of its control, supervision, 
and surveillance. In fact, over the last two de cades state control with 
some (nancial investment in private companies, particularly in the 
tech sector, has increased signi(cantly.

 Will an autonomously successful (rm be considered too “in de pen-
dent” for the comfort of the CCP? This was most recently evident in 
the way the government clamped down on the companies of one its 
most successful entrepreneurs, Jack Ma,  after he gave a speech in Oc-
tober 2020 in which he was perceived by the top leadership to be (mildly) 
critical of some of the practices of state banks and regulators. The gov-
ernment dramatically  stopped the initial public o%ering (which would 
have been the world’s largest) of Ma’s (ntech com pany, Ant, and initi-
ated an antitrust probe of Alibaba, his e- commerce  giant. All of this hap-
pened in spite of the fact that  these companies are central to China’s 
online economy and Ma is a member of the party. Since then, other 
successful “platform” companies (like Didi and Tencent) and education 
technology companies have faced regulatory wrath. This has caused a 
 great deal of uncertainty for private technology developers (particularly 
in the area of consumer ser vices), as  they’ll always be wary of making 
what the party may consider po liti cal  mistakes.

While all of this may be about the po liti cal price of too much suc-
cess,  there are also questions about failures. For example,  will the Chi-
nese state allow the full forces of “creative destruction” that Joseph 
Schumpeter (1942) has associated with innovations? In 2017 the total 
number of annual insolvency cases was smaller in China than even 
Romania, not to speak of the advanced industrial countries. More re-
cently, some local companies in sectors like coal and property devel-
opment have been allowed to default in the bond market, but  whether 
groups controlled particularly by the central government  will be al-
lowed to face collapse is yet to be seen. The restructuring of the bank-
rupt gigantic property development com pany Evergrande, currently in 
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pro cess, with fallout throughout much of the economy, is being ner-
vously watched by many.

Are  today’s successful incumbent (rms— private or public— “too big 
to fail,” or, in the case of clusters, “too many to fail”?  Will the all- 
powerful CCP consider a major commercial failure or a prolonged 
stock market slump as a sign of lack of public con(dence in it?  Will it 
allow the development of in de pen dent  legal institutions that are essen-
tial for an increasingly complex economy?

Much also depends on the nature of  future innovations. Some inno-
vations are of the disruptive kind that challenge incumbent (rms— the 
US private innovators in collaboration with venture cap i tal ists are 
good at this, and a po liti cally connected, large, entrenched organ-
ization usually is not. Other innovations are of the steady incremental 
kind that adds up to signi(cant gains (the Japa nese call it kaizen); some 
large organ izations in Germany, Japan, and South  Korea have ex-
celled in this. It is likely that the Chinese system is more conducive to 
this incremental kind of innovations.

Upward versus Downward Accountability

Even though at the top level of China’s po liti cal system  there is some 
degree of reciprocal accountability between the provincial and the 
central leadership, as provincial o*cials constitute about half of the 
Central Committee of the CCP that elects Politburo members, it is 
prob ably correct to say that the Chinese system is by and large one of 
upward accountability.

As I have noted, downward or demo cratic accountability provides 
governments with more po liti cal legitimacy, but can sometimes degen-
erate into pandering to short- term interests and pressure groups, par-
ticularly at election time. Short- term cyclical o*cial be hav ior before 
the National  People’s Congress of the CCP is not unknown in China, 
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but in general it is much easier for leaders to make long- term decisions 
 under the Chinese governance system.

But a severe )aw of the upwardly accountable Chinese system is that 
 mistakes in top- level decisions or outright abuses of power (in collabo-
ration with crony business interests) take longer to detect and to cor-
rect, as the )ow of information upward is tortuous or choked and the 
tendency to cover up is often too strong. Systems of upward account-
ability also face di*culty in inspiring bottom-up energies and sponta-
neous creativity. The recent abolition of term limits for the president 
and the decline of the collective leadership that Deng Xiaoping had put 
in place  will make  these prob lems more acute.

In multiparty democracies the open and adversarial relationships 
among the government, opposition parties, and the  free media usually 
uncover  mistakes and abuses much sooner than do authoritarian insti-
tutions. Corrections are prompted by public protests, agitations, and, 
ultimately, electoral sanctions. The information prob lem that even 
well- meaning bureaucrats in the Chinese system face is less severe in 
multiparty democracies. Of course, in China, unlike in many authori-
tarian countries, the information prob lem is partly relieved through 
decentralization.

Systemic Stability

Another serious question for Chinese governance concerns its mecha-
nism for broad systemic self- correction. If the system is pushed o% 
equilibrium by vari ous kinds of po liti cal or economic shocks, how is it 
restored to equilibrium? In the face of a crisis the Chinese state often tends 
to overreact, suppress information, and act heavy- handedly, thereby 
sometimes magnifying the dimensions of the crisis. Even in the initial 
fumbling over the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in Wuhan— the 
same  thing had happened during the SARS outbreak— the lower- level 
o*cials had an incentive to suppress bad news. This systemic feature 
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also generates a low tolerance for short- term economic volatility and 
the rush to reckless (scal policies that exacerbate the staggering prob-
lems of capital misallocation that China  faces. The institutional mech-
anisms for structural reform have now become particularly weaker, as 
the resolution of internal governance con)icts is now more dependent 
on personalized channels.

 There also remains the larger institutional issue that China has faced 
throughout history: how to institutionally guarantee the rule of a “good 
emperor,” as opposed to a bad one, or to ensure that a good emperor 
does not turn bad. The recent disruption in the conventions of collec-
tive leadership and the acceleration of the cult of personality in leader-
ship can only worsen this prob lem.

As the economy becomes more complex and social relations become 
more convoluted and intense, the absence of transparent and account-
able pro cesses and the attempts by a “control freak” leadership to force 
lockstep conformity and discipline  will generate acute tension, con-
)icts, and informational ine*ciency.

In India, despite all the recent ominous signs of a democracy sliding 
into a form of a majoritarian overreach, it is prob ably still correct to 
say that the system structurally remains somewhat more resilient than 
in China. But in both countries (more in China than in India) nation-
alist glory and the cult of personality surrounding the top leader are 
becoming a con ve nient cover for any lapse in per for mance.

THE ABUSE OF GOVERNANCE AND CORRUPTION

Over the last quarter  century  there has been a tight, often collusive, 
relationship between business and politicians in China. This is evident 
from (1) frequent interchanges of positions between executives in 
public- sector companies and the party’s Central Committee; (2) the fact 
that some of China’s richest private businessmen are members of the 
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National  People’s Congress and the  People’s Po liti cal Consultative Con-
ference, an impor tant advisory body ( there are even accounts of large 
“donations” made before such businessmen are selected for  these bodies 
in China); and (3) the number of in)uential party members who can 
be described as plutocrats— the wealth data from Hurun’s “China Rich 
List 2020” suggest that the average net worth of the richest seventy 
members of the National  People’s Congress in China is several times 
that for the richest seventy members of the US Congress or the Indian 
Lok Sabha (the lower  house of the Indian Parliament).

All of this is apart from the in)uence of the top po liti cal families 
(“princelings”) who have long been in lucrative mono poly contracts 
with the state or paid with stakes in business proj ects facilitated by 
them; some juicy recent anecdotes on this are narrated in Desmond 
Shum’s 2021 book Red Roulette: An Insider’s Story of Wealth, Power, Cor-
ruption and Vengeance in  Today’s China. The owner ship of many private 
companies is so murky and intertwined with public- sector companies 
that it is often di*cult to keep track of the bound aries of the business- 
politics nexus.  There have also been cases of successful private 
companies “persuaded” to invest billions of dollars in state- owned 
companies.  There are also many crony capital deals between banks 
(particularly small-  and medium- size ones) and private businesses.

The recent crackdowns on corruption may have reduced some egre-
gious cases of malfeasance and con spic u ous consumption, but members 
of what is called the red aristocracy, as long as they belong to the loyalist 
po liti cal factions, have been largely shielded. In any case, the overcentral-
ization of power and increased nontransparency of po liti cal control have 
left the essential institutional channels of patronage and corruption intact, 
and may in some cases have substituted one set of crony cap i tal ists for 
another. Meanwhile, making top bureaucrats ner vous about arbitrary 
punishment from above has discouraged them from taking risky or 
bold decisions, leading to what is called lazy governance in China.

The business- politician nexus is, of course, quite common in India. 
As I have noted, about one- half of the current ruling party’s members 
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of Parliament (MPs) are businessmen; the corresponding percentage for 
MPs of all parties taken together is about one- fourth. The businessmen 
bring their own money for election campaigns and other po liti cal ex-
penditure, and com pany donations to party funds for election are large, 
and— now,  under the anonymous electoral bond system— openly 
nontransparent. In recent years crony oligarchs who are widely sus-
pected of heavi ly contributing to the ruling party’s co%ers have re-
ceived large regulatory  favors.

Both countries have similar patterns of rampant in)uence peddling, 
policy manipulation, and po liti cally connected (rms getting favors—
for example, in government contracts, loans from public banks, access 
to prize real estate, and mono poly mining rights. As China is more 
involved in massive construction and infrastructure activities, which 
are usually “rent- thick,”  there is more scope for corruption, as seems 
to be suggested by both anecdotal and empirical evidence. Raymond 
Fisman and Yongxiang Wang (2015) have detected corruption in state 
asset sales by comparing the prices of publicly traded assets to  those 
of assets not traded publicly.  There is some evidence, as noted by 
Yiming Cao (2021), that in the devastating 2008 Sichuan earthquake 
buildings constructed when the county o*cials had connections to 
their superiors at the prefecture level  were 83  percent more likely to 
collapse relative to the no- connection benchmark. Such are the pos-
si ble deadly consequences of the patronage system.

Let’s take an example from a di% er ent area, public health: drug prices 
are usually much higher in China than in India, even though the single- 
payer system in Chinese health care should have given the government 
more bargaining power with the drug companies.  People attribute 
this to the more entrenched kickback system between drug companies 
and doctors, hospitals, and o*cials in China.

It is likely that collusion between business and politics in governance 
is somewhat more subject to public scrutiny in India than in China, and 
the courts are somewhat more in de pen dent in India (though clogged 
and corrupt, particularly at the lower levels). The scrutiny of collusive 
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be hav ior by Indian media is now, however,  under a shadow with the 
concentration of its business owner ship.

Additionally, as I have noted, relations with the all- powerful CCP 
can be somewhat precarious for Chinese business tycoons, as po liti cal 
disloyalty or even suspected in de pen dence is punished more harshly 
than in India. Indian politicians may be a bit more dependent on busi-
nessmen, particularly in view of election funding.

DECENTRALIZED STRUCTURES AND PRACTICES

A very distinctive feature of the Chinese governance system is that po-
liti cal centralization, in the imperial days as well as  under the party in 
recent de cades, has historically been tempered by a unique blending 
of po liti cal centralization with economic and administrative decentral-
ization. Chenggang Xu (2011) has described the system as “regionally 
decentralized authoritarianism,” in contrast with most authoritarian 
systems that are highly centralized.

India has been, in some sense, the obverse, combining po liti cal de-
centralization (regional power groupings have been quite strong, at 
least  until the  middle of the last de cade) with economic centralization 
(with the regions dependent on central (nance, the vertical (scal im-
balance is quite severe). In the last few years, though, centralization of 
power has reduced the in)uence of regional power groupings.

China has much better modes of managing infrastructure (nancing 
and construction at the local level. For example, urban infrastructure 
 there is constructed, operated, and maintained by separate companies 
set up by the city government, whereas in India the municipal govern-
ment tries to do this through its own departments. The latter are (-
nancially strapped, as they do not have much taxation power and are 
perpetually dependent on the state government for funds. In general, 
even  after the centralizing reforms in 1994, the (scal system is much 
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more decentralized in China, where subprovincial levels of govern-
ment tend to spend more than half of the total government bud getary 
expenditure, compared to only about 3  percent in India (not including 
the large o%- budget revenue raising and expenditure of local govern-
ments in China). The much worse per for mance of subprovincial local 
bodies in India in the last- mile delivery of public ser vices and facilities 
is partly attributable to this (even though local Chinese governments 
have also much larger responsibility for infrastructure building and 
public ser vices). In India the emphasis has been more on (scal trans-
fers to local governments than on local tax autonomy.

In both China and India decentralization tends to accentuate regional 
in equality, though in India the constitutional body of the Finance Com-
mission tends to partially compensate for this by allocating redistribu-
tive transfers to poorer regions.

In comparison with other developing countries, the Chinese local 
government is much more involved in local business development and 
not just in public ser vices delivery. A few years back, when the private 
automaker Zhejiang Geely Holding Group bought up the Swedish car 
com pany Volvo in a widely publicized move, much of the money was 
actually provided by the local municipal government— something that 
would be unthinkable, for example, in India. Jurisdictional competition 
for mobile resources and business and regional competition in growth 
rates in)uencing  career promotion of o*cials have usually played a 
much more impor tant role in Chinese local development.

But in recent years the pace of experimentation and trial- and- error 
pi lot proj ects in local areas, which characterized the early reform period, 
has slowed down. The current regime’s more centralized, and personal- 
loyalty- based leadership has made experimentation even more di*cult.

A growing lit er a ture in decentralization all over the world has 
pointed to the prob lem of the capture of local governments by the elite 
(including o*cials and intermediaries) and the frequent diversion of 
bene(ts and resources to nontarget groups.
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In India  there is plenty of evidence of landed interests undermining 
decentralized welfare programs for the poor, apart from state po liti cal 
administration and legislators hampering devolution of power to the 
municipalities and village councils. China’s more egalitarian land 
use rights distribution  after decollectivization may have prevented the 
rise of a landed oligarchy that has often captured local governments in 
parts of rural India.

Yet in recent de cades Chinese decentralization has not been able to 
avoid the prob lem of serious local elite capture. Chinese local business, 
in collusion with local o*cials, has been at the root of prob lems of 
arbitrary land acquisition, toxic pollution, and violation of safety 
standards in food and in work for factories and mines. Such collusion 
is much more rampant in China than, say, in India, primarily  because 
China has fewer checks from below on abuse of power.

On safety standards, for example, Chinese coal mine death rates are 
reported to be (fteen times higher than in India (and the death rate, even 
per unit of coal output, is much higher). On the basis of provincial- level 
panel data on key state coal mines in China from 1995 to 2005, Ruixhue 
Jia and Huihua Nie (2015) provide evidence that decentralization makes 
collusion between o*cial regulators and (rms more likely (in the 
Chinese media, such collusion is called guan- mei goujie) and is corre-
lated with increases in coal mine fatality rates. This is also consistent 
with the general (nding of Fisman and Wang (2015) that po liti cally con-
nected (rms in China have higher rates of workplace fatalities based 
on (rm- level data collected from di% er ent industries between 2008 and 
2011.  There is also suggestive evidence in Jia and Nie’s study that media 
exposure can act as a deterrent against collusion. Monica Martinez- 
Bravo, and colleagues (2014) provide evidence, on the basis of village 
panel data, that local o*cials are better controlled by local elections 
than by central monitoring.

 There are also fewer checks on debt- fueled overinvestment and excess 
capacity in local- government- controlled or po liti cally connected (rms 
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(currently a source of major macroeconomic prob lems in China). China’s 
central leadership is now trying to rein in the debt prob lem of local 
governments and their dependence on the shadow banking system.

My major purpose in this brief assessment of the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Chinese governance system has been to show that some of the 
positive features (like  career incentives for o*cials to promote local 
development, or decentralized structure of management of infrastruc-
ture building and local business development) do not necessarily de-
pend on the authoritarian system— they can very well be  adopted, with 
proper reforms of organ ization and incentives, in a demo cratic country. 
Even the general ability of China’s top leadership to quickly coordi-
nate and mobilize the state machinery is not a feature of authoritari-
anism; note its absence in many authoritarian countries in Africa, Asia, 
or Latin Amer i ca, and its vibrant presence in demo cratic Japan, South 
 Korea, and Taiwan, not to speak of Scandinavia.

On the other hand, some of the major prob lems in Chinese gover-
nance arising from the lack of downward accountability— the choking 
of information )ows delaying course correction in the case of serious 
decision- making  mistakes; lack of open public scrutiny of corrupt col-
lusion between o*cials and businessmen; and a systemic tendency in 
the face of a crisis to overreact, suppress information, and act heavy- 
handedly, thereby making the system less resilient— are all ugly features 
of authoritarianism that one should seriously take into account, even 
if one cares only about the per for mance of a system and not the in-
trinsic value of demo cratic freedom. One hopes that a consideration of 
 these  factors  will help in resisting the allure of authoritarian capitalism 
that China is pushing as an alternative model.
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The Slippery Slope of Majoritarianism

Even in countries that are not directly responding to the siren song of 
 authoritarianism  there is now a palpable tendency for democracies to 
be hollowed out by a crude form of majoritarianism—by white supre-
macists and Christian evangelicals in Brazil, Eu rope, Rus sia, and the 
United States; by Islamists in Indonesia, Pakistan, and Turkey; or by 
Hindu fanatics in India. They win votes, often in relatively  free and 
fair elections, and declare the system demo cratic, even as they trash 
many of the liberal pro cesses one usually associates with democracy. 
From Fareed Zakaria to Victor Orbán the new term that is being 
bandied about is the seemingly oxymoronic illiberal democracy. Is 
this di! er ent from elected authoritarianism?

A bit of de"nitional clarity on democracy is in order  here.  There are 
some po liti cal scientists (prominently, Adam Przeworski, following an 
idea originally proposed by Joseph Schumpeter in 1942) who use a “min-
imal” de"nition of democracy.  They’d certify a polity as demo cratic if 
 there are competitive elections in which the incumbent has a chance 
of being voted down.  Others (including myself) would also insist on 
some basic minimum civil and po liti cal rights to be regularly enjoyed 
by citizens, and that  there are some procedures of accountability in 
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day- to- day administration  under some overarching constitutional 
rules of the game.  Those who are for the minimal de"nition would 
say that if citizens are dissatis"ed with the per for mance of incumbents 
on the latter aspects, they can always throw them out in an election. 
But electoral sanctions are extremely blunt instruments, and  there 
are many institutional practices that a democracy needs that may dis-
appear in between elections.

Besides, elections themselves are fraught with prob lems; even ig-
noring that rampant gerrymandering and lopsided corporate donations 
to pro- business po liti cal parties make elections far less competitive, 
strong majoritarian leaders often prefer periodic renewals through 
acclamatory or referendum- style elections rather than multiple issue- 
based contests. They are also good at whipping up national security 
related frenzy just before election time. To give an example from 
India, in the most recent (2019) national election, in which Narendra 
Modi won a “landslide” victory, attention focused disproportionately 
on an incident of alleged terrorism and a tense confrontation with Pak-
istan, while many issues raised by social divisiveness and economic 
mismanagement in Modi’s per for mance  were drowned in a warlike 
mobilization. Citizens  were expected to rally around the supreme 
leader, and to criticize him was openly branded as “antinational.”

MINORITY RIGHTS: INDISPENSABLE FOR DEMOCRACY

In this chapter, I  will focus on what I consider an indispensable non-
electoral aspect of democracy: basic civic and po liti cal rights, particu-
larly for minorities, which majoritarians often trample on in their 
onward march  under the banner of electoral triumph.  There is a special 
historical prob lem  here in the origin of democracy that we want to 
highlight. Sharun Mukand and Dani Rodrik (2020), in an insightful 
article, detect a fundamental prob lem in the origin of the demo cratic 
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po liti cal settlement. One popu lar account of this settlement in Eu ro-
pean history is that democracy came about as a compromise between 
the economic elite, interested in securing their property rights and 
afraid of mass upheavals, and the or ga nized working classes and peas-
ants who  were clamoring for po liti cal rights. This led to the extension 
of the franchise and po liti cal repre sen ta tion, and to the rights to ex-
press, assem ble, and or ga nize, which ultimately led to welfare states 
of varying strengths.

The workers in their turn accepted some limits in their demands so 
that cap i tal ist property rights and opportunities  were essentially pre-
served. In this demo cratic settlement the economic elite had the 
strength of their wealth and the workers the strength of numbers. But the 
groups that lost out in this bargaining pro cess (or never had a chance) 
 were  those who had neither wealth nor numbers— the vari ous minority 
groups in society (de"ned by ethnicity, religion, ideology, language, 
gender identity, or sexual orientation). Way back in 1787 James Mad-
ison, in the Federalist Papers, rightly put the issue of minority rights at the 
center of demo cratic concern in a new republic.  Today it has become 
the Achilles heel of liberal democracy where majorities are prone to 
tyrannize minorities. Of course, the  legal hurdles that the United States 
puts up against tyranny of the majority are sometimes abused (when, 
for example, the electoral college system allows a president to get elected 
even while losing the popu lar vote in the national election by a large 
margin, or the US Senate practice of "libuster, through which a mi-
nority can repeatedly block legislation brought about by the majority 
party). But the princi ple of protection of minority, which is an impor tant 
part of the US system, was a historic step in the right direction.

Mukand and Rodrik distinguish between po liti cal rights and civil 
rights, the latter largely relating to protection of minority groups (in-
cluding protection of the rule of law, habeas corpus, and equal access 
to public ser vices). They point out that in the aforementioned bar-
gaining equilibrium between the economic elite and the majority of 
workers,  those civil rights may simply be ignored and  there may not 
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be a strong enough group to "ght for them or to make any credible 
threats to the other groups for their sustenance.

Some exceptions may take place when the ethnic minority is part of 
the economic elite (as in the case of Chinese businessmen in parts of 
Southeast Asia, or some Jewish Americans impor tant in the business 
and media elite of their country), but even in  these cases hate crimes 
and discrimination against such minority groups have not been un-
common. The situation is particularly acute when a major minority 
group is also among the poorest in the country (as a result of, for example, 
discrimination, social deprivation, or other  causes), like the Muslims in 
India, or historically, Black  people in the United States. A hundred 
years  after the Civil War and Emancipation, Black Americans still 
remained largely disenfranchised,  until a major civil rights movement 
in the 1960s, a concerted e!ort of many civil society organ izations and 
active federal government support, brought about signi"cant improve-
ments in their basic rights. But the recent Black Lives  Matter move-
ment shows how much more  there is still left to be done.

The distinction between po liti cal and civil rights is related to the 
distinction between participatory and procedural aspects of democracy 
that is often overlooked. As noted before, particularly in Chapters 1 and 
3, majoritarian populists on  either the right or the left usually  ride 
roughshod over the procedural aspects (like the “due pro cess” that mi-
norities are entitled to  under rule of law) or declare the opposition or 
the critical media as traitorous or an “ enemy of the  people.” The ques-
tion is, How does one preserve and sustain  these procedural aspects?

SOCIAL DIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL  
CHECKS AS SAFEGUARDS

An alternate way of looking at the origin of democracy— still keeping to 
an essentially interest- based (rather than idea- based) explanation—
may provide a bit more hope for the po liti cal logic  behind the sustenance 
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of civil rights and the procedural aspects of liberal democracy. This 
alternative ascribes the rise of democracy to competition among dif-
fer ent sections within the elite rather than the threat of mass uprisings 
faced by the elite as a  whole. In my 1984 book The Po liti cal Economy of 
Development in India, I ascribed the survival of democracy in India, 
against a formidable set of odds, not so much to the strength of liberal 
values among the Indian population as to how—in a country of im-
mense diversity— even the elite is so fragmented (with no ele ment indi-
vidually su-ciently strong to hijack the system by itself) that they 
agree on some minimum demo cratic rules in their transactional ne-
gotiations to keep their rivals at the bargaining  table  under some limits 
of moderation. Of course, when diversity or the lack of trust is extreme, 
the relevant formal and tacit agreements may unravel, and the rival 
groups may turn to civil war, as has often happened in Africa among 
clashing ethnic groups.

In that book I had referred to the nineteenth- century British example 
of the industrial bourgeoisie allowing an extension of franchise to 
the working classes, not necessarily out of love for or fear of them but 
more to checkmate their elite rivals in the landed aristocracy. Roughly 
similar, episodic, cases have been cited by po liti cal scientists in the his-
tory of Denmark, France, Greece, and Spain in the nineteenth  century, 
and of Argentina and Portugal in the early part of the twentieth. In 
Federalist Paper no. 10, James Madison looked upon a  great number of 
what he called “factions” (he was thinking of economic or social interest 
groups) and their diversity as the safeguard against tyranny. He pointed 
to “the greater security a!orded by a greater variety of parties [i.e., ‘fac-
tions’] against the event of any one party being able to outnumber 
and oppress the rest.”

One, of course, needs an institutional structure to sustain civil rights, 
not just an informal stando! among factions. If elite fragmentation is 
such that each fragment is suspicious that some other fragment may 
get too power ful to endanger its civil rights, each party may then have 
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a stake in a social contract that ensures some minimum framework of 
civil rights for every body. This is somewhat akin to the Rawlsian theory 
of justice  under a kind of “veil of ignorance,” applied  here to procedural 
rights. Mukand and Rodrik mention a somewhat similar case, a spe-
cial situation in which  there is no permanent majority or minority in 
society and co ali tions keep shifting.

To make such a social contract binding, the elite fragments may then 
be interested in constitutions or other such founding documents that 
limit overreach on the part of anybody through arrangements like the 
separation of powers and checks and balances (subject to the limiting 
possibility that all the institutions are taken over by the same partisan 
interests). Institutions within the governmental setup (like the judi-
ciary) and outside it (like the media, universities, and other civil society 
organ izations) can become watchdogs against the abuse of power, 
particularly in the form of oppressing minorities.

In Brazil, Hungary, India, Israel, Turkey, the Philippines, Poland, 
Rus sia, and elsewhere, popularly elected governments are now system-
atically using their majoritarian muscles to weaken and intimidate the 
institutions that safeguard minority rights. In the United States  these 
institutions, for all their faults, have been somewhat stronger all along, 
and in recent history o!ered a bit sti!er re sis tance against the then ma-
rauding president and his subservient party legislators, but even  there 
the judiciary seems to be in the pro cess of being captured by partisan 
po liti cal appointments and the media torn by sectarian polarization.

Yet, following the lines of Madison’s thinking, it is the diversity of 
interest groups, regions, and identities and their collective action ability 
that may be the main source of lingering hope. Let me illustrate this 
in some detail with the case of an extremely diverse country like India. 
The Hindu nationalists currently enjoy many advantages in their on-
ward march: a massive cadre- based and disciplined, though thoroughly 
bigoted, organ ization (the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, or RSS) 
attempting to forge cultural homogenization among the Hindus; a 
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charismatic po liti cal leader not averse to using his bully pulpit to 
spread misleading half- truths, lies, and disinformation; access to a dis-
proportionately large amount of corporate donations for election 
funds; and an infernal ability to use the arms of a preexisting, over-
extended state to harass and persecute dissidents and intimidate the 
rest (through, for instance, ample use of investigative and tax- raiding 
agencies, misuse of colonial- era sedition laws against critics of the 
government, threats of the withdrawal of public advertisements from 
critical media outlets, and allowing impunity for the partisan lynch 
mobs or police against minorities).

It is widely suspected that the RSS has also in"ltrated parts of the 
police force and army, so they are complicit in Hindu nationalist an-
tics (just as in the United States white supremacists seem to have suc-
cessfully in"ltrated parts of the military and law enforcement—to 
which the US Departments of Defense and Justice have recently woken 
up— particularly  after some of them participated in the riots on the US 
Capitol on January 6, 2021). The atmosphere of fear and intimidation 
in India has immobilized many civil society groups.  Labor  unions, once 
a pos si ble center of or ga nized opposition, have been in a kind of struc-
tural decline. Sadly, even the judiciary seems to have been compro-
mised, and it is often timid or erratic. And the government has been 
helped by the feckless and disor ga nized nature of the opposition po-
liti cal parties.

Nevertheless, in the long term the odds are against such drastic ho-
mogenization and the cramming of the manifold diversities of Hindu 
society into the Procrustean bed of an in ven ted, arti"cial, poisonous, 
and religious nationalism— against which Mahatma Gandhi, the  father 
of the nation, fought throughout much of his life. Hinduism has never 
been an or ga nized or standardized religion, and in a country of extreme 
linguistic, cultural, and other diversities and power ful centrifugal 
forces, the proj ect of suppressing the civil rights of the world’s largest 
minority population in any one country (nearly two hundred million 
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Muslims, apart from other dissidents) is unlikely to be  viable over a long 
period—at least not without giving up all semblance of democracy.

Social movements for group and regional autonomy and po liti cal 
movements for more decentralization and devolution of power are 
likely to grow in reaction. Already the arbitrary division of the state of 
Kashmir and military lockdown and assault on the dignity of the  people 
 there have almost completely alienated them. The anti- Muslim Citizen-
ship Amendment Act and the proposed National Registry of Citizens 
for the  whole country have provoked widespread unrest, often led by 
 women. In early 2020— before the COVID-19 pandemic dispersed 
them—it was invigorating to see, in the streets of di! er ent parts of 
India, diverse crowds of young  people gathered by the thousands, 
chanting the preamble to the liberal- pluralistic Constitution of India, 
even though a repressive government continued to use vio lence and 
intimidation against protesters. In the near  future, civil disobedience 
movements and regional re sis tance against arbitrary laws that seem to 
violate the spirit, if not always the letter, of the constitution are likely 
to grow and provide formidable opposition.

In 2021 a substantial movement of North Indian farmers against the 
government’s farm laws attracted international attention and,  after a 
year of sustained protests, won a repeal of  those laws. Even though 
many of them had mixed feelings about some of the movement’s de-
mands, a majority of their supporters agreed that the laws  were arbi-
trarily formulated and rammed through the Indian Parliament without 
consultation with the stakeholders and that the government treatment 
of the protesters have been heavy- handed and callous.

In general, to be e!ective the brewing opposition needs to be or ga-
nized on all fronts: in the legislatures, in the media, and in the streets, 
and by the state governments that are still controlled by opposition 
parties. For far too long even the opposition states have allowed the 
central government to usurp powers arbitrarily to assault the basic struc-
ture of the constitution in many ways; reor ga nize and overhaul some 
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states; violate the spirit of federalism in not involving or consulting 
the state governments while ramming through crucial legislations 
on policing, law and order and social welfare ser vices (all of which 
constitutionally are state subjects); change the terms of reference of 
the constitutional body of the Finance Commission, which allocates 
resources between the central and state governments; introduce ques-
tionable forms of election funding; and so on. Even when the central 
government’s actions are technically  legal, one could follow Gandhi, 
who taught Indians to or ga nize mass civil disobedience when the 
laws are not socially legitimate.

Such movements may command attention when started with 
refreshing bursts of spontaneity and vigor and authenticity of de-
centralized leaderlessness, but to gather steam and ultimately sustain 
momentum over the medium to long term  they’ll need some coordi-
nation and direction, particularly from some degree of association 
with mass organ izations (the farmers’ protest had some North In-
dian farmer organ izations working for them), a minimum common 
agenda for diverse groups, and youthful leaders.

This is an example of an uphill  battle for protecting the essence of 
liberal democracy that liberals all over the world should keep a vigilant 
eye on. It is vitally impor tant, particularly at a time when the Achilles 
heel of liberal democracy everywhere looks grievously exposed.
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Social Democracy Redux

In this chapter and Chapter 7 we  will explore the feasibility and desir-
ability of drawing upon the old idea of social democracy to address the 
current crisis of liberal democracy and of modifying it in the context 
of new technology and the institutional demands of evolving capi-
talism. In order to di!erentiate our proposed social democracy from 
some of the  actual, often discredited, po liti cal practice in its name, in 
this chapter we  will "rst explore the general idea of social democracy 
as holding a kind of ideological balance between di! er ent social values 
and between the alternative social coordination mechanisms through 
which society strives  toward  those values. We  will then go into the 
reasons for the decline of the so- called social demo cratic parties in 
recent de cades, and into ways of reviving social democracy  under the 
constraints and opportunities of a new postpandemic world. In 
Chapter 7  we’ll examine the fraught relationship between social de-
mocracy and capitalism, and how to restructure both to the bene"t 
of all stakeholders— capital,  labor, and the community of involved 
citizens.

Given the breakdown of the old class compromise that formed the basis 
of social democracy, one needs to work on a delicate recon"guration. 
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As the precarity of work, and of life in general, have increased in re-
cent years, social democracy— with its main promise of providing 
economic security and social solidarity— may have some chance of 
renewal now. With increased awareness (particularly among young 
 people) of the positive role of the state, and new technology increasing 
the capacity of the state to reach out to  people even at the margins of 
society and to strengthen the orga nizational capacity of activists who 
protest the iron grip of big- money lobbies, that chance of renewal is not 
so remote.

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY AS AN IDEOLOGICAL 
BALANCING ACT

Let us move beyond the overly  simple and amorphous Left versus Right 
distinction of common ideological parlance, which historically origi-
nated in par tic u lar ways of seating in the French National Assembly. 
Over the years the distinction has become quite misleading, particularly 
in failing to capture the multidimensionality of ideological positions. 
Let us instead start with the old- style foundational values of liberty, 
equality, and fraternity. The old,  simple categorization used to be that 
 those who emphasize the primacy of liberty as a social value  were 
called liberals; a belief in the primacy of equality or social justice used 
to be associated with socialists; and belief in the primacy of fraternity 
or community solidarity led one to be described as a communitarian. 
But  there are multiple layers in that trinity of social values, and  people 
usually mix the ingredients of all three in their belief systems in mark-
edly varying proportions to concoct a smorgasbord that passes for their 
ideology.

I should also point out that we are discussing  here only somewhat 
idealized versions of ideological positions, not  actual be hav ior.  There 
are routinely, of course, large gulfs between  people’s professed beliefs 
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and the real ity of their conduct.  We’ll refrain  here, for example, from 
the easier task of legitimately castigating many liberals of the last two 
hundred years for being complicit in racist or imperialist depredations, 
just as we are not  going to spend time  here in reproaching many social 
demo crats for vari ous machinations and corrupt or self- serving deals 
that  were contrary to the genuine interests of the working class that 
they professed to uphold.

Liberty

 There is a tradition among phi los o phers to distinguish between nega-
tive and positive forms of liberty— the former denoting freedom from 
undue intervention or restrictions, and the latter denoting freedom to 
do  things that enhance one’s self- realization and well- being. Libertar-
ians are preoccupied with the former, demo cratic socialists often with 
the latter. Social demo crats want a bit of both. To confound  matters, 
 there are  those who describe themselves as “left libertarians” and com-
bine attachment to individual freedom with an egalitarian approach to 
natu ral resources. Some of them are opposed to the private owner ship 
of means of production, and  others are skeptical of the private owner-
ship of natu ral resources, arguing in contrast to right- wing libertarians 
that neither claiming nor mixing one’s  labor with natu ral resources 
is enough to generate the claim to full private property rights.

 People also distinguish between economic freedom and po liti cal 
freedom. The former primarily relates to private property rights and 
the relatively unhindered operation of private initiative and enterprise, 
and the latter to rights to  free expression and demo cratic participation.

Milton Friedman openly gave economic freedom primacy over po-
liti cal freedom. In his 1994 introduction to the "ftieth anniversary edi-
tion of F. A. Hayek’s Road to Serfdom, he categorically stated, “The  free 
market is the only mechanism that has ever been discovered for 
achieving participatory democracy.” In this Friedman seems to have 
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gone beyond the line of thought expressed in his classic 1962 book Cap-
italism and Freedom, where he stated, “History suggests only that capi-
talism is a necessary condition for po liti cal freedom. Clearly it is not a 
su*cient condition.” His 1994 statement implies that economic freedom 
is a necessary and su*cient condition for po liti cal freedom. I think that 
Friedman was generally wrong in this.  There are some countries (or 
long periods in the history of a country) that  were po liti cally demo cratic 
without much in the way of  free markets (the "rst four de cades of in-
de pen dent India can be cited as an example), and  there are many 
undemo cratic countries with a lot of  free market enterprise. In the Her-
itage Foundation’s Economic Freedom Index for 2022, the top position 
is occupied by Singapore, with United Arab Emirates among  those de-
scribed as “mostly  free” countries, and Bahrain, Hungary, Poland and 
Vietnam ranked as “moderately  free.” None of  these six countries has 
distinguished itself in terms of po liti cal freedom. This suggests that eco-
nomic freedom is neither a necessary nor a su*cient condition for po-
liti cal freedom.

I should recount  here an interaction I had with Friedman himself on 
a related issue many years back. At a conference in which both of us 
 were invited speakers Friedman attributed the then widely acclaimed 
postwar advance of the Japa nese economy, in contrast to the relative 
stagnation of the Indian economy, to the regulations and controls in 
the latter and to their absence in the former. I pointed out to him that 
the Japa nese state was not particularly a paragon of noninterference. 
His answer, unfalsi"able as it happened to be, was that the Japa nese 
economy would have done even better without the state interference.

Economic freedom is often described as a key characteristic of the 
cap i tal ist system. But, somewhat paradoxically for liberal believers in 
capitalism, the most successful recent case of what many would de-
scribe as capitalism is from China  under the leadership of the so- called 
Chinese Communist Party, where  there is considerable economic 
freedom, though po liti cal freedom is largely absent. While most of the 
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Chinese economy— and particularly its dynamic parts—is in the pri-
vate sector, both in production and employment, the state provides 
overarching guidance and control. The success of capitalism is now 
closely associated with nationalist glory. The Chinese leadership can 
undo individual cap i tal ists at short notice (in recent years some of the 
richest men in China have been put in jail or faced crackdowns), but 
the impor tant systemic issue is that it  will "nd it much more di*cult 
to undo a  whole network of cap i tal ist relations, by now thickly over-
laid with vested interests at vari ous levels. As China (like Vietnam) is 
no longer a plausible example of socialism, it is now hard for anticapi-
talists to "nd a signi"cant case of a durably  viable and technologically 
dynamic economy that is run on traditional socialist lines of control. 
Yet, of course, many dream on.

Economic freedom is associated with market competition, and com-
petition is meaningless if it is not on a level playing "eld. Thus, liberals 
who support economic freedom should be in  favor of vigorous mea-
sures to curb mono poly and business collusion, though not all liberals 
do this with alacrity. Raghuram Rajan and Luigi Zingales, in their 2003 
book Saving Capitalism from the Cap i tal ists, show how in the United 
States entrenched incumbents, particularly in "nancial markets, use 
their power to protect their own economic position and to repress the 
same  free market through which they originally achieved success. It is 
part of a dialectical relationship between cap i tal ists and markets in 
which cap i tal ists,  after entering a market, try their best to raise bar-
riers to entry for  others. Friedman often used to dismiss the importance 
of empirical cases of mono poly except  those brought about or protected 
by government action. This overlooks many impor tant cases where 
technology, economies of scale, and network e!ects generate durable 
mono poly businesses without much involvement by the government 
(in  today’s world, Facebook and Google are obvious examples).

Liberals, in emphasizing the importance of individual rights and au-
tonomy, recognize the equal dignity of  every  human being. But  there 
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are at least two ways  these individual rights come into con-ict with 
the rights of a collectivity of individuals in some democracies. First, in 
many divided socie ties identity groups are so po liti cally power ful that 
their group rights can sometimes suppress individual freedoms in 
quite unwarranted ways. For example, in such socie ties a book, "lm, 
or artwork may be banned if  there is even a whi! of a suspicion that 
it may o!end the sensibilities of some ethnic or religious group, tram-
pling in the pro cess on an individual’s demo cratic freedom of expression. 
A liberal sensitive to identity issues is often torn in this  matter. Second, 
in many countries where  there is an overwhelmingly large majority 
group along with relatively small identity-  or culture- based minorities, 
 there is a danger of democracy degenerating into a kind of crude 
majoritarianism— a phenomenon that, as I noted in Chapter  5, is 
now quite common  under the leadership of populist demagogues in 
Brazil, Hungary, India, the Philippines, Poland, Rus sia, Turkey, and 
elsewhere. A liberal in this context is often pitted against elected 
authoritarianism.

Fi nally, as I noted in Chapter 2, for many  people liberalism, in privi-
leging individual autonomy and freedom, often leaves a social and 
emotional vacuum that conservatives are more  adept at "lling. Con-
servatives can evoke a sense of belonging to a larger community, even a 
sense of solidarity that liberals obsessed with individual rights—or, 
more recently, with the individual dignity and “recognition” aspects 
of identity politics— cannot inspire.  We’ll come back to this issue of 
fraternity and community  later in this chapter.

Equality

The con-ict between liberty and equality is often central to ideolog-
ical di!erences among social scientists. This con-ict was pointed out 
most eloquently by B. R. Ambedkar, a major architect of the Indian 
Constitution and a leader of a historically disadvantaged community 
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in India, in his last speech in the Constituent Assembly before the In-
dian Constitution was set to start operating on January 26, 1950:

On the 26th of January 1950, we are  going to enter into a life of 
contradictions. . . .  In politics we  will be recognizing the 
princi ple of one man one vote and one vote one value. In our 
social and economic life, we  shall, by reason of our social and 
economic structure, continue to deny the princi ple of one man 
one value. How long  shall we continue to live this life of con-
tradictions? How long  shall we continue to deny equality in our 
social and economic life? If we continue to deny it for long, we 
 will do so only by putting our po liti cal democracy in peril.

This contradiction is now acute in many democracies as economic in-
equality has reached grotesquely high levels.

What may have been uppermost in Ambedkar’s mind was the so-
cial inequalities of India, where low castes had been subject to centu-
ries of oppression, humiliation, and discrimination. Such inequalities 
are clearly inconsistent with the equal dignity of  human beings that 
the concepts of liberty and democracy connote. The past seventy years 
in India have shown that po liti cal equality of democracy can bring 
about substantial, even dramatic, changes in access to po liti cal power 
for some hitherto subordinate groups, though vast numbers of the un-
derprivileged continue to remain victims of social and economic in-
equality. (The last thirty years of the South African case show similar 
results.)

Economic in equality,  whether in income or wealth, can also have a 
direct adverse impact on the quality and quantity of democracy. For 
example,  there is a popu lar argument in comparative history, empha-
sized by the po liti cal sociologist Barrington Moore in his 1966 landmark 
study, that traditional forms of land in equality, which concentrate 
power in a landed elite, make the emergence of democracy di*cult. 
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Similarly, looking at the contrasting development paths in North and 
South Amer i ca since early colonial times, the economic historians Ken-
neth Sokolo! and Stanley Engerman (2000) have shown how socie ties 
with high land in equality at the outset of colonialization (particularly 
with  factor endowments suited to plantation agriculture, with slave 
 labor or minerals that could be extracted with forced  labor) develop in-
stitutions that restrict access to po liti cal power to a narrow elite and 
block the transition to democracy.

Even where wealth comes from sources other than land, economic 
in equality enables the rich and the corporate sector to pour resources 
into the po liti cal in-uence machine to get the system to work in their 
 favor, particularly through lobbying, media shaping, and campaign "-
nancing. All of this often results in laws and regulations, along with 
tax cuts, that  favor even further wealth concentration and the perpet-
uation of plutocratic power,  either undermining democracy or allowing 
a kind of sham democracy in which economic in equality cripples gen-
uine po liti cal freedom and competition.

Some egalitarians even go to the extreme of suggesting that in 
countries with high in equality and poverty, liberty is essentially vac-
uous, mainly allowing the dispossessed multitudes the “freedom to 
starve,” for they contrast the bourgeois democracy of cap i tal ist countries 
and the  people’s democracy of more egalitarian countries. With the gener-
ally sad experience of many de cades of  people’s democracies in com-
munist countries in the recent past, it is prob ably correct instead to 
take the conceptual position that liberty retains some intrinsic value 
even in de pen dent of the value of equality. Similarly, advocates of social 
justice "nd in egalitarian policies the attempt to ful"ll some ethical 
norms that may be in de pen dent of other values like liberty.

Liberals, of course, point out that government policies to redress in-
equality can hurt liberty— for example, when the disincentive e!ects 
of progressive taxation to pay for redistributive policies limit the eco-
nomic freedom for private enterprise, investment, and risk taking. 
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 There is clearly an impor tant trade- o!  here, even if one ignores some 
cases of socially unproductive risk taking by the rich (with “collateral 
damage” for the poor)— for example, in "nancial or real estate specu-
lation. The general social consensus in di! er ent countries takes dif-
fer ent forms on this trade- o!.

Many conservatives advocate an environment of low taxes, light 
regulation, and low government spending as conducive to private ini-
tiative and innovations. Social demo crats, however, point out that the 
relatively high tax to gross domestic product (GDP) ratio in social 
demo cratic countries, which funds a generous welfare state and a more 
sturdy physical and social infrastructure, has not hurt the cause of lib-
erty. The Cato Institute’s  Human Freedom Index (2021) as a mea sure 
of personal freedom is actually higher in the Nordic countries (and in 
some other welfare states like the Netherlands and New Zealand) than 
in the United States. It has also actually helped the cause of business 
innovations, and it seems that a well- provided- for, healthy, educated, 
and more stable and satis"ed  labor force has improved productivity and 
pro"tability. (For more on this, see Chapter 7.)

It has also been pointed out that even in the United States much 
basic or foundational research and many  great innovations of recent 
times (like the internet, GPS, digital search engines, supercom-
puters, the  Human Genome Proj ect, magnetic resonance imaging, 
and smartphone technology), which private business has turned to 
pro"table use, have been facilitated by or been the outcome of public 
investment funded to a large extent by taxpayers. In the context of 
the recent COVID-19 pandemic it has been reported (for example in 
the Washington Post, May  26, 2020, and on National Public Radio, 
June 29, 2020) that in the development of Remdesivir, an antiviral 
treatment, taxpayers provided more than $70 million over the past 
two de cades, and yet the private biotech com pany Gilead Sciences, 
 after acquiring the drug, was charging at the rate of $3,120 for a "ve-
 day course of it.
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It has been widely observed that  people’s attitudes to in equality di!er 
according to their belief in the relative importance of luck versus e!ort 
in an individual’s  doing "nancially well, a belief that varies from one 
social context to another. Conservatives emphasize the importance of 
e!ort. In a related context, liberals also raise the issue of personal re-
sponsibility in discussing the kinds of in equality that are morally per-
missible. The latter, for example, may pertain to cases where, when two 
individuals face similar life chances, one ends up richer than the other 
simply  because the former is more ambitious or hardworking than the 
latter. This brings to the fore a distinction between in equality of op-
portunity and of outcome.

As phi los o phers, social commentators, and the general public in-
creasingly "nd the issue of personal responsibility in one’s choice or 
life decisions quite socially salient, one should make a clear distinction 
between opportunity egalitarianism and outcome egalitarianism. The 
former seeks to o!set only  those inequalities that are due to circum-
stances beyond an individual’s control (like the characteristics of a 
 family or neighborhood a child is born in or its biological characteris-
tics). The latter seeks to o!set even  those di!erences in outcome that 
are due to an individual’s own choice (e.g., in blowing away one’s op-
portunity by indulging in drugs or alcohol) or initiative (or lack thereof). 
The distinction, of course, gets a bit more complicated when one keeps 
in mind issues of intergenerational in equality, as you have to ensure 
equality of opportunity between  children of ambitious or enterprising 
parents and  children of “slacker” parents.

It is worth noting that some liberals’ support of meritocracy is un-
dercut when one looks at it from the point of view of opportunity egal-
itarianism. What  these liberals ascribe to merit turns out to be often 
the result of a combination of a set of unequal opportunities in the form 
of better home environments, neighborhoods, and social networks, 
landing them with better (at least from the credentialing point of view) 
educational institutions and job contacts. Such structural advantages 
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masquerading as earned merit are, of course, much more acute in coun-
tries with a long history of race or caste oppression.

Fraternity and Community

Some social thinkers ascribe a  great deal of value to fraternity or the 
bonds with the community in which one is embedded. This commu-
nity may include the  family, kin groups, neighborhood, all the way up 
to the po liti cal community of the nation— all collectivities with which 
some issues of the individual’s identity may be involved. I have already 
mentioned that conservatives drawing upon community traditions 
have tried to de-ate the universalistic pretentions of liberalism. As was 
noted in Chapter 2, communitarian phi los o phers like Charles Taylor 
have criticized what they call the “atomism” of the libertarian concept 
of self and suggested that the moral commitments that de"ne our iden-
tity and meaning may arise from the social world in which we are 
located.

In real life, fraternity and community can, however, be in serious 
con-ict with both liberty and equality. As was noted in Chapter 2, 
traditional patriarchal families or kinship groups can be quite au-
thoritarian in their treatment— particularly of younger and female 
members. The latter, for example, have to accept many restrictions on 
their choice of work associates and marriage partners, sanctions on 
departures from due deference to the aged leaders, and injunctions on 
sharing the bene"ts from individual e!orts and innovations. Further-
more, compared to larger social entities where many rival groups 
contend, small local community institutions may be more susceptible 
to capture by local overlords, oligarchs, and majoritarian tyrants—as 
with white supremacists in the localities of the US South, the tyranny of 
dominant castes in Indian villages, or Ma"a capture of local institutions 
in Sicily. In all of  these cases, outside intervention has been necessary 
to relieve institutionalized systems of local oppression.
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 Today, all over the world, community- grown identity fanatics 
following populist demagogues are trying to thwart liberals who 
display more openness to ethnic minorities and immigrants. Even 
some (though not all) social demo crats in rich countries feel that 
they have to be responsive to the cultural anxiety on the issues of 
immigration and multiculturalism expressed by the working classes. 
Not all “social justice warriors” worry about global justice, as  there 
can be con-icts in the interests of the working classes of rich and 
poor countries.

Social Coordination Mechanisms

Ideological positions vary not just with re spect to the di! er ent weights 
 people put on aspects of liberty, equality, and fraternity but also in 
impor tant ways relating to the three major social coordination mech-
anisms society uses in functioning and striving  toward  those values: 
the state, the market, and the local community. The merits of the state 
versus the market is, of course, a staple of old Left versus Right debates. 
Even on the so- called Left, social demo crats sharply di!er from socialists 
on the role of the market and private capital. Among social demo crats 
who allow the mode of production to be mainly cap i tal ist,  there are 
signi"cant di!erences between  those who want the state to be the 
main funder, but not necessarily the  actual provider, of essential public 
ser vices like education, health,  water supply, and public transportation 
(in recent de cades even Nordic social democracies have expanded the 
range of choices in providers of public ser vices), and  those who think 
that some essential quality in  those public ser vices is lost if they are left 
to pro"t- making private agencies to provide. On the other hand, particu-
larly in developing countries, state o*cials may be inept, truant, or 
corrupt, and the po liti cal accountability mechanisms are often much 
too weak to discipline them;  under the circumstances, some public- 
private competition may be bracing.
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As noted at the end of Chapter 2, in their advocacy of a strong state 
the state socialists are sometimes in the uncomfortable com pany of jin-
goistic right- wing nationalists. In limiting the job- displacing e!ects of 
globalization, pursuing autarchic trade restrictions, and promoting 
state- directed industrial policy, the Right and the Left sometimes merge 
in the policy arena. The increasing precariousness of work and the 
rise of all kinds of insecurity as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic 
have made state e!ectiveness in social protection seem more impera-
tive to  people on all sides, though  there are some di!erences among 
liberals and social demo crats on the issue of protecting par tic u lar jobs 
versus protecting incomes.

On the operation of the market mechanism  there are di!erences 
among liberals.  There are  those who follow the traditional economics 
textbook idea of small agents relentlessly competing, guided by an in-
visible hand  toward an e*cient allocation of resources (barring some 
spillover e!ects from individual actions). Other liberals and social 
demo crats think that the market, though valuable in itself, is operated 
by large, clunky bureaucratic entities called corporate "rms with nec-
essarily incomplete contracts (where per for mance or quality cannot be 
prespeci"ed in enforceable contracts) and subject to highly imperfect 
"nancial discipline, resulting in neither e*ciency nor equity. Social 
demo crats also emphasize that the  labor market is qualitatively dif-
fer ent from other markets, such as the market for vegetables—it acts 
more like a social institution where values of fairness, reciprocity, re-
sponsibility, and dignity  matter. In such a world, markets and socio-
po liti cal pro cesses are intertwined and demands for demo cratizing "rm’s 
governance become salient. ( There  will be more on this in Chapter 7.)

In poor countries, liberals are also divided on the issue of how best 
to alleviate poverty. Some liberals mainly depend on market- fueled eco-
nomic growth to raise incomes and jobs for the poor (so called trickle- 
down economics), whereas social demo crats "nd this inadequate and 
stress the role of the state in pushing through substantial antipoverty 
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programs. Even right- wing  people now by and large accept (more so, 
say, in Eu rope and India than in the United States) the need for ade-
quate welfare policies for the poor, though they may worry about the 
ine*ciency, waste, and perverse work incentives in some of the pro-
grams. On trade policy, liberals and most social demo crats are gener-
ally in  favor of trade liberalization, particularly on the grounds of 
keeping imported inputs cheaper and for external competition acting 
as a disciplining force on domestic product costs and quality, whereas 
socialists and the radical Right may insist on more autarchic policies 
enabling “learning by  doing” and self- reliance.

Among the Right,  there are sharp di!erences between greed- is- good 
market fundamentalists, on the one hand, and conservatives, on the 
other, who dread the encroachments of the market on traditional  family 
values and community dislocations, as much as  those encroachments 
following from distant bureaucratic interventions. Contrary to popu lar 
impression, neither Margaret Thatcher nor her guru F. A. Hayek  were 
conservative in this sense— Hayek even wrote a well- known essay 
 titled “Why I am Not a Conservative.”

Among communitarians, at one end  there are  those who are anti-
state anarchists and libertarians (in the United States, sometimes 
"ghting for their gun rights) and  those who are against all hierarchy; 
at the other end  there are  those who are comfortable with stable, placid 
communities held up by hierarchy and deference.  Those who are not 
against the state, but only against centralized state power, sometimes 
want more devolution of authority to local governments that can be 
more responsive to local needs and aspirations. At the same time, de-
centralized local governments are sometimes captured (they may be 
easier to capture than central governments), and when the weak are 
thereby oppressed by the local power ful, appeals to central authorities 
for protection and relief are not uncommon. As I noted in Chapter 2, 
in his book Two Cheers for Anarchism, the po liti cal scientist James C. Scott 
endorses many of the anarchist ideas on the in de pen dent self- organizing 
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power of individuals and small communities for informal coordination 
without hierarchy, but he recognizes that the state is not always the 
 enemy of freedom and that the relative equality that is necessary for 
small group coordination and mutuality can often only be guaranteed 
through the state.

All of this illustrates how the complexities around the three coordi-
nation mechanisms of the state, the market, and the community can 
give rise to a  whole panoply of ideological positions.  Those mechanisms 
can all do superb coordination jobs in speci"c contexts and fail utterly 
in  others: we are all familiar with cases of government failures, market 
failures and community failures. The mechanisms all have their 
strengths and weaknesses, and the di! er ent ideological positions that 
thinking  people often take re-ect di! er ent prior empirical judgments 
about their relative importance in di! er ent historical contexts. To many 
thinkers and po liti cal leaders who are in search of some pragmatic bal-
ance among the social values of liberty, equality, and fraternity, and 
among the three social coordination mechanisms of state, market, and 
community, social democracy often seems like the embodiment of an 
imperfect but acceptable compromise. So  there is a chance that in the 
tussle of ideas and interests in our complex world it  will survive despite 
its current decline in di! er ent parts of the world, to which we now turn.

THE RECENT DECLINE OF SOCIAL  
DEMO CRATIC POLITICS

Long before the COVID-19 pandemic, social demo cratic parties in dif-
fer ent parts of the world— including Brazil, Eu rope, India, Turkey, and 
the United States— had been on a long losing streak, yielding power or 
at least a large part of the po liti cal space to mostly right- wing populist 
parties. ( There are now some signs of pos si ble revival of social demo-
crats in Germany and the Iberian Peninsula.)  There have been a few 
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cases of left- wing pop u lism in Latin Amer i ca; even in social democra-
cies  there, like Chile, public distrust and protests, and the recent elec-
tion of a left- wing president, have been associated with in equality and 
decline of public ser vices. In the United States, where the safety net for 
workers has been patchy compared to that in western Eu rope, it be-
came much weaker, with cuts in government expenditure in recent de-
cades, even as the need for it mounted. Data from the US Bureau of 
 Labor Statistics (2020) suggest that between 1999 and 2019 the number 
of Americans aged twenty- "ve to "fty- four who are outside the  labor 
force grew by 25  percent, or 4.7 million— over six times more than the 
number who received help from the main assistance program for dis-
placed workers.

This has also been a period of decline for traditional working- class 
trade  unions; for example, since 1985 trade  union membership has 
halved on average across the member countries of the Organisation for 
Economic Co- operation and Development (OECD). With automation 
and globalization many traditional jobs have dis appeared, and workers 
have lost much of their faith in the power of trade  unions to safeguard 
their interests. Yet they are increasingly su!ering in low- paying, back-
breaking jobs with relentless productivity quotas and surveillance rou-
tines. Vari ous business interests run per sis tent and well- funded campaigns 
against  unions and have captured the attention of much of the media 
and many think tanks, succeeding in shrinking or ga nized workers’ 
traditional rights and domain— from the right- to- work movement pushed 
by employers (which undermines the  unions’ ability to fund themselves) 
in the US Rust  Belt to the hiring of large numbers of contract laborers 
without bene"ts to work side by side with regular workers in factories 
in India. (In Eu rope, where the bargaining is often not at the individual 
"rm level but at the industry or sectoral level,  there is less incentive on the 
part of business to try to weaken  unions at the "rm level, but then  there is 
a “ free rider” prob lem among individual workers, as they can get the bar-
gained bene"ts without paying the dues for  union membership.)
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Technological and demographic change have also been at work in 
shifting the support base of social demo cratic parties. Let me mention 
two kinds of change  here. The "rst is the way technological change and 
the spread of education and the knowledge economy made a signi"-
cant fraction of the workforce more professional, skilled, or at least 
white- collar. In their work patterns, income pro"le, lifestyles, assorta-
tive mate se lections, and residence in gentri"ed parts of cities,  these 
white- collar workers are increasingly di! er ent from the older, less ed-
ucated, often socially more conservative blue- collar workers who used 
to be the mainstay of traditional  unions. In Western countries white- 
collar workers have provided much of the support base for the type of 
politics associated with Tony Blair, Bill Clinton, Barack Obama, and 
Emmanuel Macron, which has driven away signi"cant numbers of the 
blue- collar workers disillusioned about social demo cratic parties. 
White- collar politics has often connived at some pruning of the wel-
fare state and public ser vices, macroeconomic austerity policies, trade 
and "nancial liberalization, and openness to immigration and to diver-
sity of identity groups (based on race, gender, or sexual orientation)— all 
of which have in one way or another alienated many blue- collar 
workers.

Thomas Piketty, in his book Capital and Ideology, cites data to show 
that between 1950 and 1970 support for the Demo cratic Party in the 
United States and vari ous left- wing parties in Eu rope was stronger 
among  people with the lowest education levels, but in the twenty years 
since 2000, support for such parties has become associated more with 
 people with the highest level of education. While Piketty has mocked 
what he calls the “Brahminical” attitude of the centrist liberals, it is 
likely that the structural reason of the technological- demographic di-
vide may be more at the root of the fragmentation of working- class sup-
port of social demo cratic parties. As I have indicated in preceding 
chapters, blue- collar workers, resentful of their cultural and economic 
distance from the more liberal social demo cratic workers, have turned 
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to populist leaders and demagogues who give voice to their resentment, 
xenophobia, distrust of experts, and majoritarian inclinations to trample 
upon procedural niceties of liberal democracy like due pro cess or mi-
nority rights. In India, Indonesia, and Turkey such majoritarianism has 
taken the form of Hindu or Islamic fanat i cism and intolerance against 
their respective Muslim, Chinese, or Kurd minorities. The large cor-
ruption scandals in the social demo cratic party regimes in Brazil and 
India (of the Partido dos Trabalhadores and the Congress Party, respec-
tively) also helped in sealing their fate.

The second change in the composition of the working class has in-
volved the rising numerical importance of ser vice, retail, and caregiving 
workers (added to them now are many of the “gig economy” workers) 
compared to workers in the declining or stagnating manufacturing and 
transportation sectors. On account of the locational dispersion of work-
places, the former are more di*cult to or ga nize and are left out of 
traditional  unions; as a result they now form an underclass of under-
paid workers (in spite of the good orga nizational work done by ser vice 
worker  unions like the Ser vice Employees International Union [SEIU] 
in the United States and Canada, or UNI Europa in Eu rope). This has 
reinforced the fragmentation of the  labor movement that social demo-
crats used to give leadership to.

In developing countries the additional reason for  labor fragmenta-
tion is the large divide between the formal and informal parts of the 
economy. A substantial proportion of workers, sometimes the majority 
(and an overwhelming majority in India,  Kenya, and Peru), are in-
formal, without any organ ization or bene"ts. Many of  these informal 
workers are self- employed and are often less interested in wage- 
bargaining issues (which form the staple of  union activities) than in 
getting credit, insurance, marketing, supply networks, infrastructural 
facilities, and protection from extortionate police or inspectors to sup-
port their production activities. Social demo cratic parties have not suc-
ceeded in creating unifying platforms that can build a bridge between 
formal and informal workers.
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CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN A 
POSTPANDEMIC WORLD

The COVID-19 pandemic has left large scars on the economy and society. 
In the poorer parts of the world it is estimated that millions of  people 
may have re entered the zone of extreme poverty as a result of the eco-
nomic crisis that followed the pandemic. It is pos si ble that the pandemic, 
combined with US-China-Russia geopo liti cal tension, has weakened 
some of the forces of globalization, with  people becoming more con-
cerned about dependence on outside sources for some essential products 
like food, medicine, medical equipment, and semiconductor chips, or in 
general on supply chains vulnerable to disruption. (The war in Ukraine 
and international sanctions on Russia have particularly hurt developing 
countries dependent on imports of oil, fertilizers and wheat.) But in the 
long run,  these concerns are likely to lead to greater diversi"cation of 
trade outlets, not necessarily less international trade, and one should not 
underestimate the resilience of global value chains. Some American or 
Eu ro pean jobs in labor- intensive industries lost to China may now go to 
Vietnam and other Southeast Asian countries. Additionally, while the 
general climate of economic insecurity is likely to reinforce the demand 
for more domestic production and jobs and reduce enthusiasm for spe-
cialization by comparative advantage, it should be clear that in  today’s 
economy of integrated global value chains and the continuous swapping 
of parts, components, and tasks across borders, a large- scale retreat from 
relatively  free trade  will be harmful even for domestic jobs in most coun-
tries. Of course, as the pandemic has reminded us, open trade policies 
have to be combined with adequate social insurance for  those who may 
lose out. In countries without the latter the po liti cal and economic e!ects 
of trade can be highly disruptive.

A retreat from multilateral international institutions, like a retreat 
from trade, would also be costly for most countries— particularly the 
poorer countries, which would be at the mercy of power ful countries 
in bilateral negotiations. This is not to say, however, that  those institu-
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tions and the policies they promote do not need reform. The rules by 
which multilateral institutions operate  were disproportionately  shaped 
by corporate lobbies from rich countries, and do not do enough to help 
workers (or social demo crats). And the usual stampede of capital from 
developing countries at the "rst sign of a crisis should make  those coun-
tries even more wary of policies that  favor capital- account liberal-
ization. In any case, social demo crats in rich and poor countries alike, even 
 those who generally support unrestricted trade, should not be sup-
portive of  free international mobility of capital, which in the absence 
of such mobility for  labor reduces  labor’s relative bargaining power.

The mobility of  labor is itself a sensitive  matter. In rich countries, 
social demo crats have to be -exible about immigration and prepared 
to compromise on parts of the demands of the domestic working class. 
It is easy for liberals in the professional classes to be generous about 
supporting unrestricted immigration, but they cannot completely ig-
nore the concerns of poorer workers, which often include minorities 
and recent immigrants (in the United States many African Americans 
and even Hispanics are more supportive of some restrictions on im-
migration than are richer liberals). With some patience and "nesse one 
can work out delicate compromises on this issue without shutting the 
door to immigration. (In Chapters 3 and 9, I brie-y discuss examples 
of such compromises.)

But as much as globalization and its discontents may hurt  labor, 
workers may get hit even harder by labor- replacing automation and 
digital technology, both of which have been boosted by the pandemic, 
which has discouraged the congregation of large numbers of workers. 
A February 2021 McKinsey Global Institute study of eight countries 
(covering some OECD countries, as well as China and India) on the im-
pact of the pandemic on  future work patterns suggests that the largest 
negative impact is to fall on workers in food ser vice and customer sales 
and ser vice roles, as well as less- skilled o*ce support roles. Jobs in ware-
housing and transportation may increase as a result of the growth in 
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e- commerce and the delivery economy, but  those increases are unlikely 
to o!set the disruption of many other low- wage jobs. Thus, with the 
net e!ect of  these forces likely to be negative for low- skill, low- wage 
jobs, and with continuing pressure from widespread unemployment 
and underemployment,  union leaders and other  labor activists  will con-
tinue to strug gle to or ga nize and mobilize workers in large numbers. 
Another structural  factor that  will reduce the bargaining power of  labor 
is the pandemic’s likely e!ect on corporate concentration as large "rms 
with deep pockets gain over the small.

While remote- working professionals and the digital- technology- based 
knowledge economy  will grow in importance, continuing the changing 
nature of support for the social demo cratic parties,  there may be some 
revitalizing forces generated by renewed e!orts to or ga nize the retail 
and ser vice workers, as  there is increased recognition of the importance 
of so- called essential workers and how underpaid and underprotected 
they are. In developing countries, where the majority of workers are in-
formal, the increased awareness in the face of economic crisis of their 
lack of minimum economic security may encourage e!orts by  labor 
organ izations to "nd a bridge between formal and informal workers in 
terms of common demands— like universal health care and some form 
of universal basic income, which may then form an impor tant agenda 
and support structure for social demo cratic parties.

As I pointed out in Chapter 1, unlike in the United States, the right- 
wing populist parties elsewhere (like Alternative für Deutschland in 
Germany, Prawo i Sprawiedliwość  in Poland, or even Rassemblement 
National in France) are also avid supporters of the welfare state. The 
right- wing ruling party in India, the Bha ra ti ya Ja na ta Party, while ini-
tially mocking the Congress Party about its welfare (“dole”) schemes 
of public food distribution and rural employment guarantee on public 
works, has not merely continued with  these schemes but has added pro-
grams for the provision of subsidized cooking fuel, "nancially inclu-
sive mea sures like bank accounts for the poor, urban housing, and a 
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(very modest) minimum income supplement for farmers. In order to 
di!erentiate its products from  those on the right, social demo crats have 
to be innovative not just in “re distribution” but also in the sphere of 
production or what is sometimes called predistribution. This might 
mean modifying corporate structures by, for example, giving workers 
more voice in the "rm’s governance, by giving  labor a role in choosing 
the pattern of new technology to be  adopted, in negotiations on inter-
national trade agreements, or in legislation to curb domestic monopo-
lies (more on  these in Chapter 7).

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY IN A WORLD OF HEIGHTENED 
IN EQUALITY AND INSECURITY

Of course, the need for re distribution  will be pressing as the pandemic 
exacerbates the forces of in equality in manifold ways— more greatly 
a1icting the poor, in their dense, squalid, and vulnerable living con-
ditions, and with asymmetry in the vaccine rollout. The lockdowns de-
stroyed their jobs quickly, with  little social protection (which was patchy 
and job connected in the United States and almost non ex is tent in poor 
countries) and with underfunded and underequipped public health 
systems. Many small businesses of the self- employed collapsed, with 
lost skills and low educational background of workers making their 
 labor market adaptability di*cult.  There is the gaping digital divide 
between workers who can work remotely and the majority who cannot. 
For the long term,  these forces may be exacerbated not just by more 
automation, encouraged by the increased safety risks of labor- intensive 
production, but more by the dropouts and large reduction in learning 
due to the suspension of in- person learning in schools and colleges that 
a!ects young  people in poor families (in poor countries, the e!ect of 
the pandemic has been most damaging on the  human capital of youth). 
While the consequences have been hard for the disadvantaged minori-
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ties and  women in all countries, poor countries with scant "scal, admin-
istrative, and health resources have su!ered most.

Even as a hundred million or so of such  people, by the estimates of 
international organ izations like the World Bank (Mahler et al. 2021), 
got into extreme poverty in the wake of the pandemic, Bloomberg Bil-
lionaires Index data  will tell you that just "ve of the richest billionaires 
of the world added about $340 billion to their net worth in the year 2020. 
Apart from owning businesses that have thrived as a result of the pan-
demic (like Amazon or Zoom),  these billionaires have also gained from 
the central bank remedial policy of massive purchases of "nancial se-
curities of private companies, which have boosted asset and stock prices.

 Will the rising in equality and sheer scale of  human su!ering 
strengthen the redistributive demands of social demo cratic parties? Or, 
as has happened so often in the recent past,  will the increasing concen-
tration of economic and po liti cal power in the hands of oligarchs, big 
"rms, and their lobbyists succeed in smothering redistributive e!orts? 
The results  will, of course, vary from country to country, but  there is 
some hope in the air, at least in demo cratic countries. This is not simply 
 because some of the large cash assistance programs and public health 
interventions tried out in the crisis may linger in modi"ed forms. It’s 
also  because opposition to generous welfare bene"ts is diminishing 
even in rich Anglo- Saxon countries. According to the British Social At-
titudes Survey for 2020, carried out by the National Center for Social 
Research, while 30  percent of Britons in 1987 thought welfare recipients 
did not deserve bene"ts, by 2019 this had fallen to 15  percent. In the 
United States  there has been overwhelming popu lar support for Presi-
dent Joseph Biden’s large relief- cum- stimulus package. Compared to the 
stinginess of mea sures to help the masses immediately  after the "nancial 
crisis reached its height in 2008, the state response has been faster and 
more generous  after the pandemic— mainly in rich countries, but also 
in many poor countries. Between February  2020 and January  2021, 
according to the count of the International  Labour Organ ization (ILO), 
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over sixteen hundred social- protection policies  were launched in dif-
fer ent parts of the world (see ILO 2021).

As I indicated in Chapter 1, more than economic in equality, economic 
insecurity is likely to loom large in the policy environment in many 
countries in the postpandemic world; workers usually are less worried 
about the rising income share of the top 1  percent, and more about the 
precariousness of their own incomes, jobs, pensions, and health care 
and social security bene"ts. Social demo crats  will win more support if 
they emphasize  these areas of their traditional strength and extend 
their domain to include workers in the currently unprotected informal 
sector, as well as new kinds of insecurity like  those brought about by 
pandemics and ecological distress.

Social demo crats may also bene"t from backing relatively new poli-
cies (particularly outside Eu rope), such as temporary wage subsidies to 
discourage mass layo!s.  These have been tried out in the current crisis 
in many countries, both rich and poor, and social demo crats may con-
sider supporting their use over longer periods.  These subsidies could 
and should replace the large capital and fuel subsidies in many countries 
that encourage job- replacing, capital- intensive, and energy- ine*cient 
methods of production and transportation. Above all, social demo-
crats would bene"t from giving utmost priority to a complete overhaul 
of the public health system, which is broken in countries like India and 
the United States, as became evident in their chaotic  handling of their 
meager public health resources during the pandemic (the mismanage-
ment took catastrophic proportions in India’s second surge of the virus). 
Some developed countries, like Australia, Germany (despite some fum-
bling at the initial vaccine rollout time), Japan, New Zealand, South 
 Korea, and Taiwan, and even relatively poor areas with more sturdy 
public health infrastructure like Vietnam and the Indian state of 
Kerala, performed much better. Of course, with the rapid transmis-
sion of the new variants of the coronavirus the system got overloaded 
or collapsed in some of the countries that had had  earlier successes, and 
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the inevitable virus fatigue has dimmed their  earlier spirit. With the 
large cuts  under austerity policies of recent years, the weakened public 
health systems in Italy and the United Kingdom did not initially per-
form as well (though vaccine rollout was impressive in the latter). In 
the United States, vaccine rollout has been moderately successful, ham-
pered largely by po liti cal polarization.

THE PREMIUM ON A MORE ASSERTIVE  
ROLE OF THE STATE

Markets are particularly ill equipped to  handle the risks of pervasive 
catastrophic events like the pandemic. The disaster has renewed appre-
ciation for the special role of the state in pooling and underwriting 
risks for masses of  people. In general, market fundamentalism is now 
on the defensive everywhere,  there is a premium on resilience over al-
locational e*ciency, and the state is encouraged to play a more asser-
tive role. Social demo crats may give this a quali"ed welcome. They  will 
surely welcome such a clear demonstration of the indispensability of the 
state to managing a public crisis. They  will be glad that  people (particu-
larly the young)  will now pay more attention to government procure-
ment capabilities and to public investment in infrastructure, research 
and development, and other domestic and international public goods 
(like coordination on global pandemics). They  will cheer the fact that 
macroeconomic policy makers (as well as "nancial markets) seem 
now a bit less resistant to the idea of larger "scal de"cits for the sake of 
relief and stimulus to the economy and sometimes also to the idea that 
bailouts of private companies should be conditional on restrictions on 
corporate payouts to man ag ers and shareholders and on adherence to 
worker welfare and environmental goals.

In general, the capacity of the state to grapple with emergencies is 
back on the agenda in most countries and is likely to stay  there as the 
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public worries about  future pandemics and other potential natu ral or 
manmade disasters. Hopefully the increased technological capacity of 
the state to reach out to  people through digital means  will be a help. 
As the cases of success and failure in coping with the pandemic have 
shown, institutional resilience, agility, preparedness, transparency, and 
the demo cratic accountability of the state are crucial. Social demo crats 
may also be relieved that in the face of the new virus, distrust of ex-
perts and scienti"c reasoning, shared by populists and postmodern 
writers alike, has also declined somewhat. The gross mismanagement 
of the health crisis by populist demagogues (like Jair Bolsonaro, Boris 
Johnson, Narendra Modi, Vladimir Putin, and Donald Trump), who 
 were at least initially in denial of the seriousness of the virus or who 
promised early victory over it, has also been widely noted.

But social demo crats  will also need to be careful.  Under the cover 
of "ghting the virus (say, in testing and contact tracing) the surveillance 
and monitoring power of the state has increased everywhere. This is a 
continuation of the disturbing trend  toward “surveillance capitalism” 
sponsored or enabled by big tech with “big data” and intrusive software 
(being taken to an extreme by the digital totalitarianism of China). 
Elected authoritarian leaders in countries like Hungary, India, the Phil-
ippines, and Poland are also using the pandemic as an opportunity to 
overcentralize regulations, undermine or hollow out demo cratic insti-
tutions, and crack down on po liti cal opposition and dissent, and in 
countries like Brazil to roll back environmental regulations. In en-
forcing the lockdown, police excesses and violations of demo cratic ac-
countability have been quite common. Some might argue that we 
should forgive such excesses in a time of crisis. And it is certainly true 
that decisive central coordination is necessary, particularly in mobi-
lizing "nance and technical expertise, allocating scarce medical re-
sources (and vaccines) across regions, and aligning travel restrictions 
with lockdowns and openings. But such  things do not require draco-
nian mea sures. And the success stories in "ghting the virus have often 
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involved (as in Kerala and Taiwan) considerable decentralized decision- 
making, information dissemination, and vigorous participation by 
local o*cials and communities. In contrast, the overcentralized, draco-
nian lockdown in Shanghai in March 2022 caused a great deal of unnec-
essary su!ering and resentment.

CONFLICTING FORCES AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL

Community- level social solidarity is a social demo cratic asset in "ghting 
the pandemic, and it has been in much display recently. Researchers in 
Denmark’s HOPE Proj ect (a study of how democracies cope with the 
pandemic) show that community spirit (in Denmark, samfundssind) 
helped keep it  under control, mainly without mandates or curfews (as 
reported in the New York Times, November 14, 2021). A study recently 
reported in the Lancet (“Pandemic Preparedness and COVID-19” 2022) 
of 177 countries for the period January 1, 2020, to September 30, 2021, 
estimates that if  every country in the set  were to be moved to the 
seventy- "fth percentile of trust in their fellow citizens— roughly South 
 Korea’s level—it would have prevented 40  percent of global infections.

 There have been many heartwarming stories from di! er ent coun-
tries of mutual help in the community and of heroic work by essential 
ser vice workers. One of the exemplary cases of community organ-
ization and participation has been in the London borough of Camden. 
When the pandemic started, the Camden Council mobilized resources, 
sta!, and volunteer ser vices to prevent hunger, support distressed 
businesses, protect vulnerable  children and isolated adults, and en-
sure that young  people could continue to learn at home. They quickly 
set up local COVID-19 testing centers and mobile vaccination units. 
In Taiwan, collaboration between the public sector and the civic tech-
nology community quickly developed a contact tracing system without 
giving up privacy protection.
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But  there have been opposite kinds of stories as well. Social distancing 
in the shadow of infection and the fear and stigma it has generated can 
sow suspicion of  others in the community (as a character in Jean- Paul 
Sartre’s play No Exit says, “Hell is other  people”). We’ve seen neigh-
bors distrusting neighbors and community vigilantism driving  people 
to hide their symptoms, thus paradoxically enhancing contagion. In 
many Indian cities, some neighborhoods  were isolated and guarded 
by residents so that outsiders (particularly poor  people) could not 
enter; some health workers  were banished from their old neighbor-
hoods for fear of infection. It is pos si ble that such social distrust is 
more acute in heterogeneous, unequal socie ties.

One may remember Daniel Defoe (1722) writing about London in 
the plague year of 1665, “Fear and panic could destroy the city as much 
as plague itself. Many of the doctors -ed, along with the rich and 
power ful; quacks preyed on the poor. . . .  Neighbors informed against 
each other.  People lied to each other— and to themselves.”

This mutual suspicion also applies to the level of the po liti cal com-
munity called the nation- state. The pandemic has ampli"ed xeno-
phobia, anti- immigration bias, and the blaming of other countries for 
spreading the virus— all of which the populist demagogues have made 
full use of. In some countries the paranoia has involved scapegoating 
domestic minority communities as “superspreaders” (for example, Mus-
lims in India, mirroring the case of Jews in medieval plague- ridden 
Eu ro pean cities). Even in the race for the development of a vaccine 
against the virus  there have been alarming signs of a kind of “vaccine 
nationalism,” foreshadowing some of the mad scramble as the vaccines 
arrived: the rich countries, containing 15  percent of the world popula-
tion, cornered half of the vaccine supply. As usual the poorest  people 
and countries su!er the most in this. This is a global health disaster, 
apart from being a moral one.

All of this means that social demo cratic  labor and civil society organ-
izations have to take the lead in resisting pressures from communities 
and nations  eager to race to the bottom. They must lead internation-
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ally in  favor of e!orts  toward cooperation in issues involving global 
public goods from which all countries gain (like research on  matters 
of public health and vaccine distribution, or collective attempts to pre-
vent and mitigate climate change, cyberattacks, international ter-
rorism, or or ga nized crime) and to show that even in cases where 
 there are some con-icts of interest among countries (for example, in 
de"ning global regulatory standards in  labor, "nance, trade, or tax ha-
vens) it is pos si ble to come to -exible compromises in a way that the 
gains are shared and no country loses.

CULTURAL STRUG GLE

Yet, as we saw in Chapter 1, the strug gle is often as much cultural as eco-
nomic. Both on global and local  matters a cultural backlash has often 
swamped progressive or redistributive mea sures that you expect the 
poor to demand. Social demo crats have to recapture the local cultural 
territory appropriated by the populists and work hard at the grass roots 
in taming and transcending parochial nativist passions and prejudices 
against minorities, immigrants, and foreigners. One has to persuade 
 people about the bene"ts of diversity and the contributions to national 
public welfare by minorities and immigrants, and the national bene"ts of 
an open economy, with appropriate social insurance against its risks.

But one also has to recognize that a more open attitude about poor 
workers from the ethnic majority communities, along with more sen-
sitivity to their perception of social demographic threats, may go some 
way in assuaging their resentment about many liberal social demo crats 
seeming to care more for minorities and immigrants. They can try to 
relieve some identity- based tension by making their advocacy of eco-
nomic justice programs part of a common goal of humanitarian uplift 
and citizenship rather than a sectarian agenda of catering to some par-
tic u lar social groups. Balancing the interests of the aggrieved sections of 
the majority and chronically oppressed minorities is di*cult, but doable, 
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if approached with some "nesse and openness to compromise ( unions 
in the United States, like SEIU and UNITE  HERE, have started on this). 
In his 2019 book Merge Left: Fusing Race and Class, Winning Elections, 
and Saving Amer i ca, Ian Haney López talks about the "ndings of the 
Race- Class Narrative Proj ect (which he cofounded in 2017) that one 
 faces a tough tightrope act, and yet he observes how presenting issues 
in combined appeals to race and class was more convincing than the 
“dog whistle racial fear message,” on the one hand, and color- blind eco-
nomic welfare programs, on the other.

As I noted in Chapter 1, one also has to recognize that over the last 
several years right- wing populists have captured much of the social 
media, used it to amplify the general sense of insecurity for which they 
deem themselves the designated saviors, and insulated their followers 
in closed ideological echo chambers with such resolute adroitness that 
it is indeed a formidable task for social demo crats to break through the 
walls of disinformation and conspiracy theories and earn enough gen-
eral trust and legitimacy in the vicious “culture wars.”

On nationalism, I discussed in Chapter 3 the case of civic nationalism, 
which combines pride in one’s cultural distinctiveness (and maybe soccer 
teams) without giving up on some of the shared universal humanitarian 
values usually enshrined in liberal constitutions, including tolerance 
for diversity (as evident sometimes in the composition of  those soccer 
teams). (A popu lar chant among the mostly white working- class fans of 
the Liverpool Football Club, roaring from the stadium their admiration 
for the proli"c goal- scoring, devoutly Muslim, Egyptian player Mohamed 
Salah, goes like this: “If he scores another few / then I’ll be Muslim 
too!”) I have also discussed how in India, arguably the world’s largest 
multinational society, the  earlier social demo cratic view of civic nation-
alism based on pluralism and diversity has been challenged by the 
narrow Hindu- supremacist ruling right- wing party.

Social demo crats have sometimes been understandably preoccupied 
by the historical injustice to some identity groups, alienating in the 
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pro cess many conservative members of the working class who feel left 
out. In the United States, slogans like “Defund the police”— adopted 
by some Black Lives  Matter groups and their supporters, for all their 
justi"ed rage at police brutality— have raised anxiety about crime and 
the law and order situation not just among the white population, but 
also among some minority groups, who voted for Trump, as election 
surveys have shown. On a related issue, Mark Lilla did not make him-
self popu lar with social justice warriors when in his 2018 book The Once 
and  Future Liberal he advised young American liberals to have this sense 
of “compromise”: “You need to visit, if only with your mind’s eye, places 
where. . . .  You’ll be eating with  people who give genuine thanks for 
dinner in prayer.  Don’t look down on them. As a good liberal you have 
learned not to do that with peasants in far- o! lands; apply the lesson 
to Southern Pentecostals and gun  owners in the mountain states. . . .  
Impose no puritan tests on  those you would convince.”

In this kind of culture war, social demo crats should keep in mind 
that their strength ultimately lies not in "ghting  battles on new fron-
tiers of identity puritanism but in "nding ways of transcending the di-
visions of society based on identity. In  labor movements one way of 
weakening ties to birth- based identities may be to give workers a voice 
in "rm governance, which, as well as even a tiny stake in pro"t sharing, 
can instill a pride in where they work and what they produce.  Labor 
organ izations and related social movements, while ensuring social pro-
tection, could channel the economic anxiety of workers in the direction 
of solidarity in local civic engagement, demo cratic participation, and 
shared  human rights, diverting them from the colorful ethnonation-
alist narratives that demagogues use to mobilize this anxiety. They 
could be sensitive to the genuine communitarian needs and the cul-
tural neglect that workers feel in their relation to cosmopolitan liberal 
leaders. This may go some way in bridging the gulf between the two 
groups of workers that is responsible for the erosion of support of 
social demo cratic parties among blue- collar workers.
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7

Social Democracy and Capitalism

A RESTRUCTURING OF THEIR  FRAUGHT L INK

Dif fer ent  people mean dif fer ent  things when they talk of social democracy 
and its somewhat close kin, demo cratic socialism. I usually associate 
the former with the mode of production remaining essentially cap i tal ist, 
though with some impor tant modi!cations, and the latter with owner ship 
or control of the means of production resting primarily with nonprivate 
entities (the state, cooperatives, or worker- managed enterprises). In this 
sense US senator Bernie Sanders and his followers wrongly describe 
themselves as demo cratic socialists; to me they are social demo crats.

In social democracy  those impor tant modi!cations to the cap i tal ist 
mode of production may involve substantial reform in the governance 
of !rms, in the institutions of collective bargaining, and in the !scal 
power of the demo cratic state to raise taxes to fund a signi!cant expan-
sion of redistributive and infrastructure programs. Yet  these modi!-
cations  will remain constrained by what used to be called structural 
dependence on private capital. How far that structural limit can be 
pushed  will vary with a country’s institutional history, po liti cal culture, 
and social norms. In mobilizing support, both orga nizational and ide-
ological, much  will depend on how far the modi!cations of capitalism 
can be shown to leave unhampered the mechanism of productivity 
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growth and innovation, which Joseph Schumpeter considered the 
engine of cap i tal ist dynamics. Is  there a magic balance achievable 
 under social democracy? This  will be central to the !rst part of my 
discussion in this chapter, as I often !nd that my social demo cratic and 
demo cratic socialist friends do not pay adequate attention to the ques-
tion of innovations. I  shall then also comment on the need for signi!-
cant reforms in the !nancial system,  labor market policy, and election 
funding for a social democracy to function properly.

FIRM GOVERNANCE AND INNOVATIONS:  
THE WORKER’S VOICE

Social demo crats often insist on a larger voice for workers in the gov-
ernance of the !rm. (In the 2020 US presidential primary campaign, 
Senator Elizabeth Warren was a main proponent of this idea.) At a time 
of widespread job losses, this voice can be particularly impor tant in in-
$uencing the !rm’s decision to outsource or relocate. Outside the !rm 
workers also demand antimonopoly regulations not just  because cor-
porate concentration of power is bad for an e%cient economy and 
demo cratic polity but also  because such concentration of buying power 
in the  labor market (what economists call monopsony power) weakens 
 labor’s bargaining strength. Of course, issues of competition are some-
what di& er ent between product markets and  labor markets— the latter 
are often more local than the former (increasing the market power 
of employers), and the latter sometimes cut across several product 
markets (so deconcentration in one product market may not be enough). 
One has to also pay attention to some provisions in the allowable  labor 
contracts; the standard restrictions, like noncompete clauses (even 
at the bottom skill levels), limiting the ability of the worker to leave 
one firm and work for another, mainly increase the market power of 
employers.
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Social demo crats also ask for  labor to play an active role in negotiations 
on international trade agreements, which are currently  shaped by power-
ful corporate lobbies. Similarly, social demo crats oppose un regu la ted 
!nancial capital and its  free international mobility, as both destabilize 
capitalism and weaken  labor’s bargaining power and job security.

To all of this one may raise the objection that with all  these improve-
ments in the bargaining power of workers, social democracy must 
hurt the cause of technological innovations, and thus productivity 
growth and improvements in our standard of living. I am  going to 
argue that this is not necessarily so. But before I do, let me mention 
two issues relevant  here that are not central to my argument. One is 
that some kinds of “innovations” (particularly in the !nancial sector, 
like the cleverly repackaged mortgages used in subprime lending in the 
United States) that became prominent before the !nancial crisis of 
2007–2009 are surely not worth the  great devastation the crisis caused, 
and in any case have a minimal e&ect on productivity growth in the 
real economy. The second, on a more personal note, is that whenever 
I have visited Japan in the last two or three de cades (the so- called lost 
de cades of stagnation) I have come away with a sneaking feeling that, 
for all of the stagnation, the Japa nese standard of living is reasonably 
comfortable, and if it can be rendered environmentally and !scally sus-
tainable, maybe Japan and other rich countries do not need the frantic 
pursuit of more and more innovations. The story is, of course, di& er ent 
for developing countries, where productivity and living standards are 
still very low. But for  these countries the challenge often is not that they 
 really require new innovations but that they need to catch up with 
technical changes pioneered elsewhere and adapt them to local condi-
tions. Of course, I am not suggesting we abandon the search for inno-
vations. Indeed, for all countries, and in a  whole range of sectors (e.g., 
in public health or in the mitigation of environmental damage), innovations 
 will be crucial as we go forward.

The question of technological innovations  under systems that are 
alternatives to capitalism is impor tant not just  today; they also played 
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some role, at least in Eu rope, in the evolution of social democracy. 
 There was a time in the immediate postwar period when the workers 
in some western Eu ro pean countries  were su%ciently po liti cally 
power ful to have been able to demo cratically upend much of the cap i-
tal ist system if they  really wanted to and replace it with some form of 
demo cratic socialism. But astute consideration of the prospect of more 
innovation and productivity growth  under capitalism persuaded many 
of their leaders that the workers’ share of a larger economic pie would 
in the long term get them more, even at the expense of allowing a sig-
ni!cant share of the pie to the cap i tal ists.

But what about giving  labor a larger role in !rms’ governance? Does 
it hurt innovations?  Here we have some empirical evidence from Ger-
many, where  labor has long had a signi!cant voice in governance of the 
!rm, in the form of the Betriebsrat (works council) or more generally 
what is called codetermination or shared governance. Although code-
termination exists in some other countries of continental Eu rope (and 
recently spread to Canada and South  Korea), it started earliest in Ger-
many, where worker repre sen ta tion on supervisory boards of large 
companies has reached parity with shareholder repre sen ta tion.  These 
worker representatives have a signi!cant in$uence on investment and 
!nancial decisions, as well as control of executives. Observational data 
on the German works council suggest a generally positive e&ect on pro-
ductivity, particularly if the !rm has pro!t sharing and collective bar-
gaining arrangements. The works council also helps in building trustful 
industrial relations, in improving information channels between man-
ag ers and workers, and in carry ing out work  toward environmental 
goals like emissions reduction. (Of course, trustful industrial relations 
are so scarce in typically hierarchical workplaces—as in, say, much of 
India and the United States— that one may need more social and struc-
tural changes before codetermination can even begin to work.)

Simon Jäger, Benjamin Schoefer, and Jörg Heining (2021) have gone 
beyond observational data and used quasi- experimental evidence on 
German !rms to come up with some in ter est ing !ndings on the e&ects 
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of shared governance. They show that shared governance signi!cantly 
raises !rm productivity, without negative e&ects on pro!tability, cap-
ital investment, or the capacity to raise external !nance. They also show 
that it reduces outsourcing by the !rm and improves  women’s repre-
sen ta tion on the supervisory board. Their study also suggests that 
shared governance does not have any di&erential e&ect in !rm exit (or 
facing bankruptcy) compared to other !rms, which means that  labor 
repre sen ta tion does not signi!cantly block !rm exit or restructuring. 
 There is some indirect evidence that worker- elected representatives on 
the supervisory board of a !rm can have longer horizons in  matters 
like investment and more stake in the !rm compared to the outside 
shareholder members of the board. This may make it easier for a !rm 
to take up innovative proj ects with larger risk but higher return.

It is pos si ble that between the two types of innovations I mentioned 
in Chapter 4— disruptive innovations (which often upend incumbent 
!rms) and incremental innovations (which can be carried out even in 
large incumbent !rms, but over time accumulate to quite a lot of pro-
ductivity change)— social demo cratic !rms may be more conducive to 
the latter type. In Germany, Japan, South  Korea, and elsewhere the in-
novations are more often of the incremental kind. Even when exit of 
ine%cient !rms or plants becomes necessary for the innovation pro cess, 
it may be somewhat more acceptable to workers when social democ-
racy can arrange for universal social protection systems that delink the 
economic security issue from par tic u lar jobs.

FIRM GOVERNANCE AND INNOVATIONS:  
MIXED OWNER SHIP

 There is also considerable evidence— cited in the volume edited by 
Douglas L. Kruse, Richard B. Freeman, and Joseph R. Blasi (2010)—of 
positive productivity e&ects from employee stock owner ship and pro!t 
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sharing. Similar results are available in a large 2007 study commissioned 
by the Trea sury Department of the British government. Studying 
workers in US !rms with meaningful programs of shared capitalism 
and a supportive culture of participation, and contrasting them with 
workers in !rms that do not have such programs, Freeman and col-
leagues !nd the former to have more loyalty to the !rm and pride in 
their work, and a willingness to think more innovatively and make cre-
ative suggestions.

Apart from supporting a bigger role for workers in !rm governance 
and giving them stock owner ship, social democracies may also try to 
experiment with some mixed public and private owner ship and see if 
that helps or hinders innovations. We do not have much hard evidence 
on this, but  there are useful recent anecdotes, most of them from China 
(though China is de!nitely not a democracy, conclusions about the ef-
fects of mixed owner ship on innovations need not depend on its author-
itarianism per se). In the desperate technology race that China has 
launched vis- à- vis the United States  there are now stories about some 
mixed- ownership !rms  doing reasonably well, bene!ting both from 
long- term !nance provided by the state and equity capital and risk ini-
tiatives from the private owner- partners. In the integrated cir cuits 
sector, for example, a mixed- ownership semiconductor com pany estab-
lished in 2016, Yangtze Memory Technologies Corporation, is already 
reported to be making memory chips almost as advanced as the world’s 
best (like  those made by Samsung in South  Korea).  There are similar 
stories from state- aided and - guided Chinese private !rms in arti!cial 
intelligence (AI), where in some types of AI application the United 
States is no longer the leader. Of course, with mixed owner ship and 
state- aided private !rms  there is always the danger that the !rms  will 
become too big to fail, or too much of a state favorite to fail, which may 
turn them  after some time into cozy rental havens, prone to “social-
izing” losses and “privatizing” pro!ts. Keeping international competi-
tion open can, however, act  here as a healthy disciplining  factor, as the 
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recent history of Japan, South  Korea, and Taiwan suggests. It may also 
help in keeping such !rms in track if the public governing body is well 
equipped and up- to- date enough to be able to negotiate and manage 
the contracts in what is largely uncharted territory.

Apart from aid and mixed owner ship in !rms, the state can some-
times play a catalytic role in the innovation pro cess through coordina-
tion and directional guidance, shaping market expectations, creating 
demand through public procurement practices, and underwriting risks 
and making strategic initial investments.  There are many examples 
of all of this cited in Mariana Mazzucato’s The Entrepreneurial State (2015). 
As she illustratively points out,  every bit of technology that makes the 
iPhone so “smart” was government funded: the internet, GPS, its touch- 
screen display, and the voice- activated virtual assistant Siri.

In discussing the role of the social demo cratic state or the !rm in 
the innovation pro cess it is also impor tant to stress that the pattern of 
innovations may be just as impor tant as—if not more impor tant 
than— the rate of innovations. If workers have a strong voice in the 
 running of a !rm and also in the general polity outside it, it may be 
pos si ble to redirect investment in new technology by a !rm and by 
public authorities that conform more to social priorities— promoting 
labor- absorbing and labor- empowering rather than labor- replacing 
technology, environmental, health, and other long- run goals instead 
of short- term pro!ts and mono poly rights. Even with private patents 
the state may buy them and put them in the public domain to accel-
erate  future research and innovations—as, to take an early example, 
the French state did for the patented photographic invention of Louis 
Daguerre in 1839, which led to the rapid development of photographic 
technology.

In the more recent case of encouraging the creation of vaccine against 
COVID-19 by private phar ma ceu ti cal companies some states, in collab-
oration sometimes with global funds, had made commitments to “ad-
vance purchase” to provide e&ective incentives.
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NORDIC SOCIAL DEMOCRACY  
AND INNOVATIONS

It is worth stressing that Nordic social democracy has been quite con-
ducive to innovations. Taking the rough country ranking estimates of 
the Global Innovation Index (reported jointly by Cornell University, 
 INSEAD, and the World Intellectual Property Organ ization [WIPO]), 
in 2019 Sweden ranked slightly higher than the United States, and 
Finland and Denmark only slightly lower. The two most con spic u ous 
features of the wage determination pro cess in Scandinavian coun-
tries are the compression of wages between high-  and low- productivity 
!rms and industries and the confederate, rather than local, collective 
setting of such wage patterns. The resultant relatively low wages in 
high- productivity !rms and industries, and hence higher pro!tability, 
stimulate innovations as cap i tal ists get to keep much of the surplus 
when they invest in new technology.

Contrary to popu lar impression the Scandinavian economic model 
is thus as much about dynamic cap i tal ist e%ciency as about equality; 
this was clearly stated in the original exposition of the model by two 
Swedish trade  union economists, Gösta Rehn and Rudolf Meidner, pre-
sented in a report to the 1951 congress of the Swedish Confederation of 
Trade Unions, and subsequently developed by vari ous Scandinavian 
academic economists including Karl Ove Moene of the University of 
Oslo. Of course,  these distinctive features of the Scandinavian model may 
be di%cult to reproduce in countries with di& er ent  labor institutions 
and cultural mores. In India and the United States, for example,  labor 
bargaining, where it exists, is much too decentralized; a confederate 
mode of wage bargaining would require a major restructuring of 
 labor institutions. Similarly, in both countries repressing the salaries 
of the high- skilled workers and man ag ers may induce large- scale emi-
gration, to an extent that is not common in the Scandinavian sociocul-
tural context, in spite of the fact that posttax, posttransfer  house hold 
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income in the top decile is much higher in Canada and the United States 
than in Denmark or Sweden. ( These prob lems of social democracy in 
one country, when the surrounding world is di& er ent, may be akin to 
the prob lems of “socialism in one country” that Trotskyists used 
to worry about in the now long- gone past.)

Another productivity- raising feature of Nordic countries is their  active 
 labor market policies. Denmark, for example, spends nearly 2  percent 
of its gross domestic product (GDP) on retraining, and on advising 
and monitoring the jobless and making them more employable—a 
percentage !gure that is many times the comparable spending in the 
United States and four times the average for member states of the Or-
ganisation for Co- operation and Development (OECD).

 LABOR RELATIONS

Outside Nordic countries and some countries in western Eu rope,  there 
has been a systematic, all- around weakening in the power of  labor 
organ izations in the past few de cades that has driven a wedge between 
productivity growth and wage growth. As a result, the share of  labor 
(particularly of unskilled  labor) in national income is declining both in 
rich and poor countries. With the inexorable march of automation and 
labor- replacing technology, and with the growing concentration of cor-
porate market power and the po liti cal clout of an entrenched !nancial 
oligarchy, achieving a rejuvenation of the countervailing power of  labor 
organ izations is  going to be an enormously di%cult task. In the past 
three de cades competition in international trade has increased, partic-
ularly since the entry of China and eastern Eu ro pean countries into 
the trade mainstream. This has led to a reduction in the rent sharing 
between capital and  unionized  labor that had been standard in rich 
countries. The  labor share in this diminished rent has been particularly 
low  because capital, with its threat of  going elsewhere, has retained 
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much of its bargaining power. Additionally, workers care a  great deal 
about some nonwage dimensions, including dignity in work, which 
have declined with the decline of trade  unions.

While for developing countries— particularly  those able to partici-
pate in the global value chain— more doors have opened for selling 
abroad,  there have also been some structural changes in the pro cess of 
global production that have worked against them. The intense cost- 
cutting competition among rivals in the global value chain has frag-
mented the bargaining power of  labor. Besides,  labor cost is now a 
dwindling part of the total costs of many products and is thus less of a 
decisive  factor in determining patterns of trade. Especially when it 
comes to high- valued products,  factors like advantage in logistics, 
branding, connectivity, infrastructure (both physical and digital), $ex-
ibility in production, credit and judicial institutions, and other current 
rich- country advantages are already leading in some cases to what is 
called reshoring. This puts unskilled  labor, which is relatively abundant 
in most developing countries, at a disadvantage.

In spite of all of this  there is scope for a social democracy to carry 
out a variety of improvements in the bargaining power of  labor.  Labor 
organ izations may consider taking steps to move away from the decen-
tralized wage bargaining that prevails in, say, India and the United 
States, and  toward a more Nordic- style confederate mode. This  will not 
merely improve their collective bargaining power but may allow them 
to take into account the larger macroeconomic realities so that aggre-
gative compromises between capital and  labor in line with  those reali-
ties are achievable. This may be viewed as more responsible  unionism 
in the public eye. Even sectoral, rather than !rm- level, bargaining may 
reduce the incentive of employers to weaken  labor organ izations in 
their !rms and encourage !rm productivity to get more surplus at the 
same wage rate.

In several countries  there has been a recent surge in attempts at 
organ izing some forms of collective bargaining, particularly  after the 
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special hardships experienced by workers and their vulnerabilities ex-
posed during the COVID-19 pandemic. Since the average age of mem-
bers in old- style  unions in many countries is relatively high, attempts 
are also being made to update the methods of  labor mobilization— the 
latter through social media and networks that are more e&ective than 
the traditional ways of working through scattered worksites (also, as 
they say, “It never rains on Twitter picket lines”). In the United Kingdom, 
where  there are some signs of  union morale reviving  after de cades of 
Thatcherite depredations, one can now hear many voices of consensual 
 unionism. New  labor leaders are trying to get the demographic group 
of the millennial generation on board, with online petitions and by 
paying attention to their sometimes more fragmented and individual-
istic concerns. Even skilled and better- paid young workers concerned 
about their insecure contracts are now more receptive to  unionization 
and  labor activism.

In New Zealand, where the  labor market was heavi ly deunionized in 
the 1990s,  there are now new attempts at !xing bargained $oors to 
wages and work conditions across some sectors and occupations. Even 
in the United States  there are now some signs of revival in the  union 
movement. (A September  2021 Gallup poll—as reported in Brenan 
[2021]—shows that about 68  percent of respondents now have a positive 
opinion about  unions, the highest percentage since 1965.) The recent de-
feat for the widely publicized  unionizing vote in the Bessemer, Ala-
bama, ware house of union- hostile Amazon has now induced the  union 
movement to move its orga nizational e&ort to the industry level and to 
attempts to mobilize Amazon customers against the harsh  labor prac-
tices at the com pany’s ware houses. New demands are often less about 
wage settlements and more about the way workers are relentlessly 
paced by robots and monitored by algorithms. A recent settlement be-
tween Amazon and the National  Labor Relations Board has enabled 
more  unionizing activity and information programs on worker rights. 
More recently, the workers voting to  unionize in some Starbucks out-
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lets in upstate New York, and at an Amazon warehouse in Staten Island, 
have been hailed as signi!cant symbolic victories. Such stirrings in 
 labor organ izing activity in one sector can have contagious e&ects in 
other sectors, but it  will still be a long journey for or ga nized  labor to 
recover its strength. Pro gress  will be particularly slow in the United 
States  until  unions are put on a level playing !eld with corporate em-
ployers and the latter are not allowed to get away with blocking or hin-
dering  labor organ izing activity without serious punishment.

Social democracies also have to keep in mind informal workers in 
their  labor relations policies. In rich countries, informal, unor ga nized 
 labor is growing, with increasing numbers of  people able to telecom-
mute and work $exible schedules in the so- called gig economy of free-
lancers and in de pen dent contractors. Germany’s IG Metall, Eu rope’s 
largest industrial  union, is now opening up for self- employed workers. 
The In de pen dent Workers’ Union of  Great Britain is similarly trying 
to reach out to gig workers.

In poor countries, the number of workers in the traditional informal 
sector often far exceeds  those in the formal sector. In India, even in the 
nonagricultural sector, more than 80  percent of workers are informal. 
As  these informal workers are often self- employed,  labor organ izations 
have to be particularly sensitive to their special needs, which include 
credit and marketing facilities, health care and childcare, and  legal and 
insurance ser vices. One of the most successful organ izations for in-
formal workers in India— the Self Employed  Women’s Association 
(SEWA), a trade  union with over two million  women participants— 
specializes in providing just  these facilities for participants. SEWA is 
also at the forefront of the $edgling movement for universal basic in-
come in India. Similarly,  there are special needs in the gig economy. 
Unions in Germany are, for example, trying to get more worker- friendly 
customer review sites for the gig workers dependent on them. In the 
United States some small companies are coming up to provide gig 
workers with a&ordable insurance or sick leave. In India during the 
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pandemic the Indian Federation of App- based Transport Workers or-
ga nized  drivers of ride- hailing apps and delivery workers for their 
minimum rights and engaged in relief work for distressed workers.

 There is also a long tradition of thinking on worker- owned or 
- managed enterprises, with much of this thinking sometimes more 
wishful than actualized or sustained. Of course, the largest and one of 
the most sustained examples of successful cooperative in the world is 
that of Mondragon Corporation, the federation of worker cooperatives 
founded in 1956 in the Basque region of Spain. For smaller worker- 
controlled enterprises the main economic constraints on their for-
mation and sustenance relate to the di%culty of getting credit in the 
commercial loan market and of bearing the inevitable production and 
market risks. Social demo cratic parties and trade  unions can lobby for 
credit subsidy, public insurance cover, and time- bound short- term com-
mitments for government priority in procurement from such enter-
prises.  These solutions would be particularly helpful when a private 
equity investor gives up on a low- pro!t but other wise  viable enterprise, 
threatening massive job losses and a decline in local communities. On 
a smaller scale, all over the developing world  there are now many suc-
cessful cases of self- help groups and  women’s cooperatives; large  unions 
could give them some cover against risks and coordination prob lems.

The issue of job security in the formal sector, which is of central 
concern to workers, is qualitatively, even desperately, di& er ent between 
rich countries (where  there are signi!cant unemployment benefits, 
though  these are somewhat inadequate in the United States) and poor 
countries (where such bene!ts are minimal or non ex is tent). During 
the pandemic many rich countries tried out generous “furloughs” or 
wage subsidies to enable !rms to keep workers on the payroll. This 
was also tried out in some developing countries, though with less 
generous amounts. Some economists worried about this delaying 
the necessary reallocation of jobs from less productive to more pro-
ductive sectors, but on the  whole for developing countries this is a 
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welcome step if their goal is to encourage the development of the 
formal sector.

In the postpandemic world, corporate shareholders may be per-
suaded with some e&ort that negotiating and comanaging job stability 
and welfare and training programs with  labor organ izations may be 
good for long- term productivity and pro!ts. It would provide a contrast 
to the short- term focus of man ag ers on their year- end bonuses and the 
next quarterly earnings— a myopic view that regards  labor as just an-
other disposable cost item and suggests that man ag ers should squeeze 
the maximum out of it with minimum pay and bene!ts while bran-
dishing the threat of job insecurity. In this pro cess, trade  unions, apart 
from taking a responsible role in the !rm / industry themselves, can 
also put pressure on the big pension funds to play a more active role 
 toward such mutually bene!cial long- term goals. In other words, 
 unions may actually help in “saving capitalism from cap i tal ists.” In 
volume 1 of Capital, Karl Marx, while discussing the nineteenth- century 
En glish Factory Acts and the opposition from businessmen to them, 
comments that capital needs to be protected from its own “unrestrain-
able passion, its werewolf hunger for surplus  labor.”

The current right- wing government in India took the opportunity 
of the pandemic to ram through new  labor laws to dilute economic se-
curity of workers and their  labor rights (violating in the pro cess some 
of the International  Labor Organ ization conventions to which India is 
a signatory). Cheered on by shortsighted cap i tal ists and their supporters 
in the !nancial media, it is pushing the economy  toward more distrust, 
 labor unrest, and stagnation in  labor productivity. This is already 
apparent in some of the ugly and violent factory incidents that have at-
tracted international attention. Take the case of such a recent incident 
when workers ransacked Wistron’s iPhone assembly factory near Ban-
galore. This is a factory that employed about two thousand permanent 
workers and seven thousand “contract workers” (without any job se-
curity and bene!ts), and where  there is no  labor  union. The grievances 
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that in$amed many workers reportedly included nonpayment or de-
layed payment of wages, an extension of the workday to twelve hours 
without much notice or consultation, and inadequate safety provisions 
for  women workers on the night shift. The Taiwanese assembler com-
pany for Apple has admitted its faults, but this kind of backlash to un-
fair and arbitrary  labor laws is, while unfortunate, not unexpected. 
Similarly,  there has been substantial dilution, if not outright gutting, 
of workplace safety regulations, and many attribute the recent rise in 
industrial accidents in India to this wanton deregulation.

On the trade  union front in India, one source of fragmentation of 
the  labor movement for de cades has been its capture by di& er ent na-
tional po liti cal parties with di& er ent and highly contentious party- led 
 unions. Outsiders, who may not be even workers and who dominate 
 these  unions, often have their own po liti cal agenda to pursue rather than 
the day- to- day workplace concerns of  labor. In order to challenge this 
po liti cal domination, in recent years some in de pen dent movements in 
new directions are discernible. For example, several in de pen dent 
trade  unions in both the formal and informal sectors in India have come 
together  under what is called the New Trade Union Initiative. In gen-
eral, as  labor organ izations in many countries have their back to the 
wall, they also have to ally with broader social movements, rallying 
for  labor rights as part of a general commitment to  human rights and 
participating in civil disobedience movements when such rights are in-
creasingly in jeopardy. Only as part of such general movements, US 
 labor  unions, for example, may be able to overcome the vari ous restric-
tions on solidaristic actions  under which they currently operate.

DEMO CRATIZING THE SPHERE OF CAPITAL,  
BOTH TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE

The demo cratic commitment of social democracy should be evident as 
much in economic as in po liti cal governance. I have already suggested 
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as much in my preceding discussions of the voice of  labor in the gover-
nance of the !rm and in !ghting for the multitude of workers in their 
dealing with  owners. In a similar vein, demo cratic values underlie 
growing calls for antimonopoly legislation aimed at reducing the 
concentration of economic power, which by all accounts has been 
enormous in recent years.

OECD data in a 2018 report show that between 2000 and 2014 the 
share of total sales accounted for by the top eight !rms (averaged for 
all industries)  rose by 8 percentage points in North Amer i ca and by 
4 percentage points in Eu rope. The weighted average market share of 
the top four !rms across all industries in the United States was 32  percent 
in 2017. The ten largest tech companies that dominate commerce, 
 !nance, entertainment, and communications now have a combined 
market capitalization of more than $10 trillion, as can be seen from 
Companiesmarketcap . com. Matias Covarrubias, Germán Gutiérrez, 
and Thomas Philippon (2019) show that in the United States, in some 
contrast with  earlier de cades, the concentration has become eco nom-
ically more ine%cient, and associated with lower investment, higher 
prices, and lower productivity growth.

In the de cade leading up to 2019 the !ve largest tech !rms made over 
four hundred acquisitions, usually of new entrants that might grow to 
be potential rivals. (Similar pre- emptive acquisitions by big bio- tech 
companies are also quite frequent.) In India, according to data put 
together by Marcellus Investment consultancy, between 2010 and 2020 
the share in total corporate pro!ts of the twenty most pro!table !rms 
 rose from 30 to 70  percent (without much change in the composition of 
 those !rms or their productivity).

In the United States, contrary to the prevailing view of antitrust in-
$uenced by the Chicago school, which looked primarily at the e&ect 
of mono poly on prices and consumer harm,  there is a new generation 
of  legal scholars who look at the impact of concentration on all stake-
holders in the economy, including workers, producers, and citizens, not just 
the consumers. ( These scholars are sometimes described as adherents 
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of the neo- Brandeis movement, named  after Supreme Court Justice 
Louis Brandeis, who had pointed to broader e&ects of corporate con-
centration.) This allows them, for example, to look at the adverse im-
pact of the  giant tech companies, even when they are reducing prices 
for consumers (like Amazon), or providing ser vices at what seems like 
zero price (like Facebook or Google). Much recent discussion has 
pointed to the adverse e&ects of the monopsony power (i.e., the domi-
nance in  labor hiring) of large companies for workers— often through 
devices like noncompete agreements and wage collusion.

Social demo crats should not only embrace this wider view of the im-
portance of antimonopoly activities but should also join in a growing 
demand for big tech to pay back for the owner ship and control of the 
massive amounts of private data that it is collecting from its billions of 
customers and using pro!tably (as well as demand installation of ap-
propriate privacy protection systems and antidotes to “surveillance cap-
italism”). Andrew Yang, another contender in the 2020 US presidential 
primary campaign, had launched a campaign for tech !rms to pay users 
a “digital dividend” for their data. Since the state may be in a better 
position to bargain with big tech than the numerous, often unwitting, 
private suppliers of the data, it would make sense for it to act on behalf of 
the users in return for a share in that dividend  going into an earmarked 
public fund. (As it is, the state in countries like China and India has 
already gotten involved in making sure that the data from their citizens 
remain within the country.) The city of Barcelona has implemented a 
civic data trust to manage its data commons so that citizens have a greater 
say over data collection and the purposes for which they are used. German 
social demo cratic leader Andrea Nahler has argued for a national data 
trust with the aim of demo cratizing data capital. In general, the aim of 
economic democracy should be to curb the growing power not just of 
tangible capital but also of this kind of intangible capital.

Finance is another sector in which  there is a heavy concentration of 
largely intangible capital. The concentrated power and excessive risk 
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taking of !nancial !rms allowed them to precipitate the !nancial crisis 
of 2007–2009 and the attendant worldwide devastation, and then to 
come out of it with relative impunity. In the United States even  today 
just three private asset- managing !rms, BlackRock, State Street Cor-
poration, and the Vanguard Group together own about 20  percent of 
all !rms on the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index. Willingness to take on 
 these companies is only part of the prob lem. Another di%culty is that 
digitally enabled data- driven innovations are making it hard for regu-
lators to even keep track of the multifarious activities of !ntech com-
panies and the operational risks they involve.

In this context it has been suggested that social demo crats should 
seriously consider a public option in the !nancial system. The Roo se-
velt Institute, a think tank in New York City, has called for a modern 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation (somewhat on the lines of a sim-
ilar !nancial authority in the New Deal era) to help fund the proposed 
Green New Deal. Social demo crats in all countries may want to redirect 
the pension funds of workers  toward such public !nance authorities 
that facilitate public investment in the ser vice of social and environ-
mental goals— proj ects like mass transit, affordable working- class 
housing, publicly available broadband, public health and sanitation, 
and the like.

In  doing this  there is, however, a lot to learn from the  mistakes in 
 handling the public option in the !nancial system already in use for 
many years in countries like India, where public banks and insurance 
companies have been abused far too often. Although the banks do 
much good work to reach out to remote, unbanked, areas, where pro!t- 
minded private banks would not have gone, politicians have used 
them for dud loans to crony private companies and for the parking of 
government debt to cover unproductive expenditures.

We need something like a holding com pany for the public banks to 
keep them at arm’s length from interference by politicians; this is, of 
course, easier said than done. Public development banks in East Asia 
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and Germany have a somewhat better rec ord. For countries with 
mainly private banking systems it has also been suggested that if all 
citizens are allowed to open  free bank accounts directly with a central 
bank, with all the usual facilities of a commercial bank account, this 
public option might reduce the mono poly power of the big banks, apart 
from making it easier to run monetary policy and !scal stimulus pro-
grams in a crisis. John Crawford, Lev Menand, and Morgan Ricks (2021) 
have called for such a “FedAccount program” for the American public. 
Such central bank accounts for the public may soon come as part of the 
digital currency system that many central banks are currently ex-
ploring. In October 2020 the Bahamas launched the world’s !rst cen-
tral bank digital currency, and Eu ro pean Union o%cials are hoping to 
create a virtual euro by 2025.

PUBLIC FINANCE  UNDER SOCIAL DEMOCRACY

In the United States (where the safety net is patchy) and in developing 
countries (where it is often non ex is tent, particularly for the vast masses 
of informal workers), social demo crats supporting the funding of a gen-
erous welfare state (possibly including a signi!cant universal basic 
income, which I  will discuss in Chapter 8) have to think about re-
structuring the  whole public !nance system. This should include 
streamlining the existing structure of subsidies (many of them mainly 
 going to the rich and  middle classes or taking the form of energy- 
ine%cient fuel subsidies) and revamping the system of raising taxes on 
the rich—to include more progressive income taxes; wealth, capital 
gains, and inheritance taxes; and a reformed system of local property 
taxes. In the postpandemic years  there may be special opportunities; 
as Kenneth Scheve and David Stasavage have shown in their book 
Taxing the Rich, demand for progressive tax reform usually rises  after 
major wars or !scal crises.
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Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, public opinion had slowly 
being warming to the idea of change.  There has been renewed interest, 
both in academia and the media, for programs that would substantially 
tax capital, turning the tax system away from its heavy dependence 
on the taxation of  labor income and consumption. Several  factors 
caused this. First, many  people have been outraged by the grotesque 
rise in in equality in income and wealth over the last few de cades. Thomas 
Piketty’s book Capital and Ideology illustrates some of the data on this 
in charts that cover most regions of the world. For example, the share 
of the top decile of wealth- holders in private property (including real 
estate, business, and !nancial assets, net of debt) went up in the United 
States, from about 65  percent in 1980 to nearly 75  percent around 2010, 
and in India in the same period from about 45   percent to about 
62  percent. (One should keep in mind that  these estimates based on 
 house hold surveys are likely to be underestimates, as such surveys 
usually undercount the ultrarich and underreport their wealth.) In 
the same period the rise in the wealth share for the top decile in France 
and the United Kingdom has been modest. For China and Rus sia the 
corresponding rise has been sharper: in China the share of the top de-
cile went up from about 40  percent around 1995 to 67  percent around 
2010, and in Rus sia from about 52  percent in 1993 to about 70  percent 
around 2010. As I have indicated in Chapter 6, in the past de cade !nan-
cial asset  owners all over the world enjoyed large windfall gains thanks 
to the policy of quantitative easing and low interest rates pursued by 
monetary authorities.

At the same time, in the name of encouraging investment in a com-
petitive globalized world, the progressiveness of tax rates on income 
and capital has been declining in many countries. For example, in 
the United States  there is very favorable tax treatment on capital income 
(pro!ts plus returns on !nancial assets or savings), and the tax rates 
have declined substantially in the past three de cades. The marginal in-
come tax rate on the highest income level in the United States went 
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down, from about 70  percent in 1980 to less than 40  percent in recent 
years; in the United Kingdom it fell from 75  percent to about 45  percent; 
in France it dropped from about 70  percent to slightly above 50  percent. 
Studies show that such large declines in top tax rates did not have a 
signi!cant e&ect on competitiveness or GDP; they mainly accelerated 
in equality. In the United States  there are now some attempts to sub-
stantially raise the rate of tax on capital gains, partly to stop private 
equity, hedge fund man ag ers, and partners in law !rms and medical 
associations from disguising their wages in the form of lower- taxed 
capital gains.

In India in this period the marginal income tax rates not only 
declined sharply but both wealth and inheritance taxes  were abol-
ished. In the United States and western Eu rope, inheritance tax rates 
also declined in this period, but the marginal tax rate on the largest 
inheritances remained signi!cant even in recent years (around 40  percent 
in the United Kingdom and the United States, somewhat higher in 
France, and somewhat lower in Germany). In the context of the height-
ened !nancialization of recent years, where only the very rich can in-
vest in very- high- return !nancial and educational assets, leading to a 
class of hereditary plutocrats, it is a scandal not to have substantial in-
heritance taxes (and also to allow, as in the United States, the very large 
unrealized capital gains on assets of the rich to escape taxation at the 
time of inheritance). It is estimated that in the coming de cade  house holds 
in the United States with wealth over $5 million  will collectively transfer 
about $15.4 trillion to the next generation.

In general, the way the inheritance taxes are designed is critical. A 
2021 OECD report on inheritance taxation suggests that in recent years 
numerous provisions have narrowed the tax base in several countries 
to signi!cantly diminish its potential. The report discusses a number 
of reform options that may be considered to enhance the revenue- 
raising potential, e%ciency, and equity of inheritance, estate, and gift 
taxes (with  these taxes preferably uni!ed). One impor tant !nding in 
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the report is that a recipient- based inheritance tax may be more equi-
table than an estate tax on the total wealth transferred by donors (which 
is the practice in Denmark, South  Korea, the United Kingdom, and the 
United States).

Of course, if taxes go up, so  will attempts at tax evasion. An analy sis 
of Internal Revenue Ser vice audit data in the United States suggests that 
the estate tax underreporting gap due to noncompliance is estimated 
to be 13  percent, which is surely an underestimate. The underreporting 
gap is likely to be even larger in developing countries. Yet the tax can 
still have a large impact.  There is some survey evidence that making 
 people aware of the large aggregate amounts of inherited wealth in the 
upper reaches of society and the extreme in equality of opportunity that 
it generates may increase public support for inheritance taxes. High tax 
rates on capital have the additional bene!t of discouraging investment 
in labor- displacing automation.

Recently some scholars have proposed a reformulated structure of 
wealth tax, avoiding some of the design $aws of  earlier attempts at 
wealth taxation in several countries. One  factor that may have increased 
its feasibility is that in recent years, through the concerted e&orts of 
some governments and nongovernmental organ izations,  there is now 
somewhat more transparency in what used to be the rather murky 
world of international wealth holding (the latter can be gauged from 
the International Monetary Fund estimate, cited in Damgaard et al 
(2019), that about 40  percent of the world’s foreign direct investment is 
“phantom”— i.e., accounting !ctions set up to avoid taxes). This initia-
tive has been particularly led by the Global Forum on Transparency 
and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes  under the auspices of 
the OECD and the G20 governments. In 2019 nearly one hundred coun-
tries availed themselves of the automatic exchange of information on 
foreign !nancial assets now established between tax authorities, as 
mentioned in an OECD 2020 report. Digitization has also improved the 
tracking capacity and access to large sets of consolidated data.
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Recent proposals have also suggested a rather high tax threshold, 
which increases the po liti cal acceptability of a wealth tax and also 
largely resolves the prob lem of liquidity that middle- income  house holds 
may face in paying tax on their wealth. In general, Florian Scheuer and 
Joel Slemrod (2021) indicate that the somewhat disappointing experi-
ence of the old wealth tax in Eu rope is not directly applicable to the 
new proposals like  those in the United States, as the design features— 
rate schedule, broadness of base, and enforcement provisions— are now 
quite di& er ent.

A  Reuters / Ipsos poll in January 2020, as reported in Schneider and 
Kahn (2020), found that 64   percent of all respondents in the United 
States (and even 53  percent of Republicans)  were in  favor of a wealth 
tax. In the 2020 US presidential primary campaign, Senator Warren, 
backed by some academic economists, suggested a 2  percent wealth tax 
threshold of $50 million of net worth, and a 6  percent tax rate for net 
worth above $1 billion. In the United Kingdom the recently created 
Wealth Tax Commission has estimated that a wealth tax at the rate of 
even 1  percent on the top decile of wealth holders can yield revenue of 
more than 2  percent of GDP (net of administrative costs but not con-
sidering avoidance and evasion losses).

Such detailed estimates are not available for India, but a rough 
calculation by S. Subramanian (2020), using Hurun’s “India Rich List 
2020,” suggests that a wealth tax rate of a $at 4  percent on its richest 
953 families alone (0.0004  percent of India’s 260 million  house holds) can 
yield a revenue of a  little over 1   percent of GDP. If 0.1   percent of the 
wealth holders are targeted, obviously much more revenue could be 
collected even at somewhat lower average, but progressive rates. India 
abolished the wealth tax in 2015 on the ostensible ground that it was 
not yielding much revenue relative to the administrative cost. This 
was not surprising in view of the large number of exemptions given to 
di& er ent types of assets (e.g., agricultural assets; public, charitable, and 
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religious trusts; and gold deposit bonds); the scope of the tax was further 
reduced in 1993, practically limiting its coverage to mainly unproduc-
tive and idle assets. The challenges of evasion and incessant litigation 
(particularly on valuation issues) may be hard to eliminate, but it is 
certainly pos si ble to have a new restructured wealth tax yielding sig-
ni!cant net revenue. Besides revenue collection, a wealth tax also 
serves other impor tant ends, both in terms of redistributive equity 
and providing an improved cross- checking database for all other 
forms of direct taxation.

Of course, for all countries the prob lem of “!scal exile” and o&shore 
tax havens  will be a per sis tent obstacle for quite some time, in spite of 
all the improvements in exchange of !nancial information. Interna-
tional e&orts at tax harmonization and coordination on !nancial reg-
ulations, and some restrictions on short- term capital $ows,  will have 
to be energetically pursued on a multilateral basis. It has been suggested 
by some that a tax on foreign !nancial transactions collected by indi-
vidual countries might be contributed to a global environmental fund 
from which developing countries that usually su&er most from the 
$ight of !nancial capital can borrow at a concessional rate for invest-
ment in mitigation of environmental degradation. (One has to keep in 
mind, of course, that in a world of digital superconnectivity  there are 
some limits to restrictions on capital mobility and taxes on !nancial 
transactions.)

In addition to raising the tax rates, social democrats—in trying to 
expand the tax base (and, of course, in other labor- friendly objectives)— 
should also keep the goal of high level of employment as a top priority 
( we’ll come back to this goal in Chapter 9). Northern Eu ro pean and 
other social democracies have often achieved this with active  labor 
market policies for retraining and reskilling, wage subsidies, and with 
public caregiving ser vices that enable  women to participate in the work-
force in large numbers.
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PUBLIC FUNDING OF ELECTIONS

The “democracy” part of social democracy  will remain essentially 
rigged as long as politicians mainly depend on large corporate dona-
tions for their increasingly expensive elections. It has been estimated 
that in the 2020 US elections a total of $14 billion was spent by po liti cal 
campaigns. It is now recognized that Tony Blair and Bill Clinton’s style 
of social democracy, wedded to high !nance, is doomed to failure, 
eroding both social values and demo cratic commitments. But the most 
egregious recent case of a major social demo cratic party crashing  under 
the burden of corruption is that of the Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT) 
in Brazil. The corruption scandals clearly involved the personal greed 
of some PT politicians, but much of the money illicitly procured was 
to feed the po liti cal machine of the party, which needed large sums to 
fund elections and to lubricate the postelection wooing of legislators 
of allied parties to rally  behind par tic u lar policy programs.  After the 
big corruption scandal involving the Odebrecht construction conglom-
erate spilled over into several other Latin American countries,  there 
seemed to be some moves to limit corporate donations.

In the United States the largely un regu la ted, and court- sanctioned, 
role of corporate money for campaign !nance before elections and for 
lobbying of legislators between elections has made a mockery of de-
mocracy and the rule of law. What value does the rule of law have when 
laws are essentially for sale? The situation is in some re spects even 
worse in India, where the ruling right- wing party legally raises corpo-
rate money many times greater than the total raised by all other par-
ties combined, not to speak of what it may bring in from undocumented 
illegal !nance.  Matters have been made murkier by the con game of what 
is called an electoral bond (with very  little disclosure requirement), 
introduced by the current regime  under the guise of what was called 
electoral reform. In order to raise money, some smaller parties at elec-
tion time now sell their party “tickets” for contesting elections to the 
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largest contributors to the party fund. This is also the practice in sev-
eral African countries.

In recent years some candidates in rich countries have been suc-
cessful in crowd- funding or gathering small donations from numerous 
 people. This is unlikely to work in all cases, and seldom in poor coun-
tries. Social demo crats have to seriously consider the alternative of 
public !nancing of elections, with, of course, a system of strictly enforced 
limits on (and in de pen dent auditing of) expenditure by both parties 
and candidates. It is worth learning from cases of relatively successful 
reforms in the public funding of elections in some social demo cratic 
countries. In Canada  there is signi!cant public funding (though since 
2016 it is mostly reimbursement for campaign expenses rather than 
direct public subsidies to parties), with stringent regulations on ceilings 
of election spending;  there are also tax incentives for small contribu-
tors, though the tax rebates on po liti cal donations help the bigger 
donors more. Germany has relatively generous public funding of parties 
(and their associated foundations) and uses public grants that match 
the funds from small contributors, but  there are no limits on private 
donations. Spain has also substantial public subsidies for parties, and 
limits to corporate donations. It is substantial in Belgium as well, with 
strict limits on election spending and private donations. In France the 
public funding of parties has declined over time; it is lower than in 
Belgium, Germany, or Spain, and  there are limits on private donations. 
Sweden, where corporate donations used to be a major source for 
po liti cal parties, public subsidies are now generous enough for the 
parties to voluntarily stop accepting corporate donations.

In her recent book The Price of Democracy, Julia Cagé shows that the 
!ght for public funding of elections has been a losing  battle in many 
countries; but she goes on to suggest the introduction of what she calls 
“Demo cratic Equality Vouchers,” whereby all taxpaying citizens can 
specify in their tax returns  every year a certain amount of public funds 
that should go, anonymously, to a party or movement of their choice 
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(the city of Seattle in the United States has a somewhat similar system 
for municipal elections). This is, of course, di%cult or inadequate in de-
veloping countries, where only a small proportion of citizens pay in-
come taxes. But Cagé’s other suggestion of eliminating tax deductibility 
for (large) private po liti cal donations should be implementable in most 
countries.

To be  viable and vigorous social democracy has to grapple with  these 
systemic issues arising from the structural dependence of both politics 
and the economy on capital, by increasing the role of  labor in !rms’ 
governance, in$uencing the pace and pattern of innovations, demo-
cratizing the !nancial and !scal space, and draining the current 
swamp of electoral funding. This is, of course, in addition to what I have 
recommended in Chapter 6, where I discussed the role of social democ-
racy in providing minimum security and social insurance in a world 
of increasing precariousness in the life of workers, with the state pooling 
and underwriting risks and worker organ izations  going beyond their 
usual bargaining roles to work at the community level to assuage 
vari ous kinds of cultural insecurities.

We may also gather  here the threads of the comments in preceding 
chapters on the somewhat ambiguous viewpoint on economic compe-
tition that may seem to characterize the social demo cratic approach 
taken  here. On the one hand, this approach supports leveling the 
playing !eld and ensuring equality of opportunity for every one. This 
includes attempts to curb the concentration of economic power in a few 
hands or !rms and to encourage the building of centers of counter-
vailing power, be they trade  unions, civil society organ izations, or en-
vironmental activist groups. In the increasingly impor tant knowledge 
economy this also implies fewer state- assigned mono poly rights (like 
patents), particularly when they e&ectively hinder  future innovations. 
One may also cautiously tread  here on the controversial realm of global 
competition, where the relatively unrestricted $ow of trade and par-
ticipation in the global value chain (particularly of traded parts and 
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components) may be rendered bene!cial to all if the social demo cratic 
state is alert in compensating losing groups and retraining them (as it 
is in Nordic social democracies that are vigorously protrade).

On the other hand, we have to be careful so that competition does 
not turn into a race to the bottom. This is as true in competition be-
tween groups and regions within a country as in the cases of interna-
tional trade, exchange rates, or tax policy. As I noted  earlier in this 
chapter, the intense cost- cutting competition among rivals in the global 
value chain can fragment the bargaining power of  labor or dilute en-
vironmental standards. A social demo crat may generally advocate rel-
atively unrestricted trade and global rules of competition, but may 
also be supportive (up to a point) of some kinds of (time- bound) do-
mestic industrial policy that encourage par tic u lar !rms or sectors, as 
long as the emphasis is on productivity improvement more than price 
distortion. I have also stressed the importance for social democracy of 
restrictions on international capital $ows and regulations on excessive 
!nancialization, both of which can other wise be destabilizing and 
hurtful to workers’ economic security.

Of course, restrictions on cap i tal ist freedom and corporate concen-
tration in an other wise mainly cap i tal ist mode of production are tricky, if 
not recklessly bold, to implement and sustain. The oligarchic inter-
ests of business and capital that now dominate most demo cratic 
polities  will not easily give up on the powers they have acquired. It is, 
of course, an uphill task to build cross- class po liti cal co ali tions, mass 
organ izations, social movements, and citizens’ initiatives in forcefully 
pushing an alternative po liti cal agenda and moral narrative. New forms 
of technology and social media may provide power ful tools for mobi-
lizing what seems like the already somewhat energized young  people 
in many countries for a revamped and revitalized social democracy pro-
gram. (In Taiwan a government- maintained and widely accessed dig-
ital platform named Join hosts demo cratic debates and tries to build 
consensus in many policy areas.) As I noted in Chapter 6,  there is also 
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a new appreciation all around for the need for more social spending, 
mitigation of environmental risks, and a more assertive role of the state 
in administering to  these needs. One also hopes that it may be pos si ble 
to persuade some sections of the business world that social demo cratic 
improvements in workers’ participation, welfare, and morale within a 
modi!ed framework of capitalism may not con$ict with their long- 
term interests of productivity and pro!ts, and that, as I have argued, 
capitalism can be saved from myopic cap i tal ists.
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8

In Search of Economic Security

UNIVERSAL  BAS IC INCOME

The COVID-19 pandemic and the associated lockdowns have had a 
 severe impact on the world’s poor. In coping with the dire economic 
crisis, many developing countries have resorted to cash assistance to 
the poor for immediate relief. Many macroeconomists have pointed 
out that, in addition to providing direct relief,  these programs  were 
badly needed to boost mass consumer demand in one of the deepest 
slumps of general economic activity in many de cades. As I have been 
an advocate for universal basic income (UBI) in poor countries for more 
than a de cade now—my !rst published paper on the subject came out 
in India in March 2011— I have often been asked if the widespread adop-
tion of such cash assistance programs indicates that it is now a propi-
tious time for UBI. In thinking about this, we should be clear that  these 
programs, welcome as they may be, are quite di& er ent from UBI. Most 
are only temporary and apply only to the poor, not to every one. I think 
 those who like me have supported UBI have usually thought about its 
being established permanently to deal with the insecurities prevalent 
in a more “normal” state of the economy, and designed with appropriate 
institutions, a po liti cal support base, and administrative structures in 
place. Of course, I’ll not object if in a postpandemic world attempts 
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are made to help the temporary crisis programs ultimately extend or 
evolve into a more general UBI program in poor countries.

A BIT OF HISTORY

By now it is well known that the idea of UBI, or that of a guaranteed 
minimum income for every body enabled by a public assistance pro-
gram, has a long history in Western thought,  going back about !ve 
hundred years to Thomas More (of Utopia fame) and his friend Johannes 
Vives. Over the years this idea has been supported (and also attacked) 
across the  whole range of the po liti cal spectrum, by libertarians and 
socialists alike. On a practical level it has been tried on a large scale a 
few times: brie'y in the early 2010s in two countries, Iran and Mon-
golia, and over the past four de cades in one US state, Alaska. In each of 
 these three cases the funding source has been the bounty from some 
natu ral resource (oil for Alaska and Iran, and copper for Mongolia). 
 These experiments have not been widely duplicated, and many econo-
mists, even in cases where they are other wise supportive, think that it 
would be much too expensive for the governments in rich countries 
to fund a UBI at a decent level. In recent years, however, new support 
has come from many policy activists and even businesspeople (in-
cluding some among the techno- utopian entrepreneurs of Silicon 
Valley) who are worried about the work displacement e&ects of auto-
mation and arti!cial intelligence in the near  future. Interest seems 
likely to rise further as the current pandemic, and  others that may 
follow, may induce employers to avoid production conditions where 
lots of workers have to congregate.

In this chapter, I  shall primarily talk about the possibilities for UBI 
in developing countries, where special  factors other than looming au-
tomation may make the program imperative, and where !nding re-
sources for a reasonable UBI supplement may be within the realm of 
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!scal feasibility. My friend Philippe van Parijs— the Belgian po liti cal 
phi los o pher who has been one of the leading intellectual proponents 
of UBI over many de cades and who has been a source of inspiration 
for me to think along  these lines— once in discussing my work made 
an in ter est ing observation about where UBI on a large scale might get 
its start. He said that just as Karl Marx had originally thought that the 
communist revolution would !rst come to an industrially developed 
country, but it actually came to relatively poor countries, maybe UBI, 
even though originally thought up for rich countries, would end up 
coming !rst to a poor country.

UBI IS NOT NECESSARILY VIEWED  
AS AN ANTIPOVERTY PROGRAM

Let me start by pointing out that I have noticed an impor tant di&er-
ence in emphasis between my position on UBI and that of many of my 
fellow development economists. The latter look upon UBI (or a UBI 
supplement) as part of an antipoverty program; some think of it as an 
administratively simpler substitute for other antipoverty programs, 
while  others think of it as supplementary to  those programs. Then they 
have to contend with other, more skeptical, development economists 
who try to show that UBI is less cost- e&ective in reaching the poor than 
more targeted antipoverty programs. Paying the rich in order to better 
reach the poor is not always an overwhelmingly persuasive argument.

In the implementation of antipoverty programs  there are usually ex-
clusion errors (some poor  people are missed) and inclusion errors (some 
not- so- poor  people are included).  These errors can be quite large, par-
ticularly when means testing is di(cult to implement. For example, in 
India, where targeted programs used something like a below the pov-
erty line (BPL) card to mark the eligibility of the poor, some survey data 
have shown that, through administrative lapses and malfeasance, about 
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half of the poor  people do not have the BPL card, while about one- third 
of the nonpoor do.

By design, UBI includes all  people and excludes none. To  those who 
look to UBI as mainly an antipoverty device, it is worth the “ mistake” 
of inclusion if the result is that no poor  people are left out. Sometimes 
they suggest some easily enforceable ways of reducing the inclusion 
error— for example, by denying the UBI to the small, easily traceable 
fraction of  people in a poor country who own cars or pay income tax. 
In any case, it is easier to weed out the few rich than to search for the 
 really poor among the vast numbers who are almost poor. To the sup-
porters of targeted policies, however, the inclusion error is too large 
and tends to make UBI too costly a means of reaching the poor. 
Of  course, the magnitude of  these errors  will vary from context to 
context, and so it may be di(cult to generalize for or against  these 
two di& er ent positions among the poverty !ghters.

At this point, before I describe my own approach to UBI, I should 
note that a UBI policy is di& er ent from a guaranteed minimum income 
policy, where the government simply tops up a  house hold’s income 
when it falls below a prespeci!ed minimum income level. While this 
approach may be less expensive than a UBI supplement, it may be dif-
!cult to implement in poor countries, where we have very  little data 
on  house hold income (particularly where the self- employed in the in-
formal sector do not have accounts or documents of income earned), 
and also  because it provides incentives for  people to understate their 
income. It also gives employers with market power the incentive to un-
derpay workers.

It is also worth noting a !nding of vari ous small- scale experiments 
with UBI started by some city mayors in the United States. Researchers 
note that the universality of the programs largely attenuates the stigma 
associated with targeted “dole” recipients. They also note that as an an-
tipoverty program, UBI wins more support from the  middle classes, 
who also bene!t from it, than do targeted programs that leave out the 
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 middle classes. Targeted programs sometimes make the  middle classes 
reduce their stake in public ser vices and their trust in government, 
while more widely based, nearly universal programs increase trust 
between all citizens and the state and also raise the revenue to gross 
domestic product (GDP) ratio, as happened in the last de cade in Nepal 
(similar evidence is also available from South Africa). We should also 
recall that poverty is not a static demographic category.  People—
sometimes the same  people— move in and out of poverty all the time, 
which is di(cult to track for o(cial targeted programs that usually 
work with pre!xed poverty lines and BPL cards, a prob lem avoided 
by UBI. It is also the case, of course, that many  people who are just above 
the poverty line and might be excluded by targeted programs also re-
quire a  great deal of economic support (more on this below).

MINIMUM ECONOMIC SECURITY AS  
THE MAIN RATIONALE FOR UBI

In my own approach to UBI, while I understand its pos si ble use as a 
tool for !ghting poverty, I think it has a more basic justi!cation. I look 
upon it as part of a basic  human right of  every citizen to minimum eco-
nomic security. One should remember that a right to social security 
was part of the United Nations Universal Declaration of  Human Rights of 
1948 (in articles 22 and 24). In recent years, even in rich countries, such 
security has been in short supply. Globalization, automation, the decline 
in  labor institutions, the expansion of the so- called gig economy (where 
jobs and incomes are unstable or uncertain), and cuts in public ser vices 
 under macroeconomic austerity policies have made the life of ordinary 
workers more precarious, causing them a  great deal of stress and anxiety. 
And then the pandemic and the associated lockdowns heightened the 
sense of social insecurity even further, particularly in countries (like India 
or the United States) without a robust public health infrastructure.
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In developing countries, the social safety net is usually even patchier 
than in the United States. Policy makers in  these countries have long 
been preoccupied with poverty reduction, and most developing coun-
tries have made considerable pro gress in this re spect over the past few 
de cades, at least up to the onset of the pandemic. But large fractions of 
the population, who may be technically above the poverty line (which 
in poor countries is usually a line of extreme destitution), su&er from 
all kinds of brutal risks in their daily life and livelihood.  These include 
weather 'uctuations that a&ect agriculture (now likely to be increasing 
in severity with climate change), job losses, illnesses in the  family or 
among animals used in production, or pest infestation. A basic income 
'oor would provide partial insurance against such risks without the 
administrative costs of checking for the usual prob lems of moral  hazard 
and adverse se lection that commercial insurance proj ects involve. In 
trying to expand the domain of UBI much beyond the poor, I am more 
concerned about  these highly insecure, numerically large, sections of 
the population and less both ered about the inclusion error that  people 
with the targeted antipoverty approach worry about.

When I am asked to justify why UBI should be given even to the 
plutocrats, my answer is that they are entitled to it as part of their 
citizens’ rights. Just as we recognize the right of plutocrats for police 
protection against crime— a  matter of physical security—as a basic right, 
even though they can very much a&ord their own private protection 
ser vices, we should not deny them the right to minimum economic se-
curity in the form of a basic income. If they decide to waive it, or if 
some asset threshold— car owner ship, say, or a threshold in income 
tax— can be transparently implemented to exclude them, I’ll not object; 
that is on pragmatic or po liti cal expediency grounds, without yielding 
on the basic rights issue. In any case, some of the UBI paid to them 
would come back to the government in the form of taxes. As all of this 
implies, I look at UBI primarily as a means of relieving economic inse-
curity, not economic in equality. It would, however, reduce in equality, 
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and indeed, I am  going to suggest that a UBI in poor countries be funded 
largely by reducing currently regressive subsidies and taxing the rich, 
a move that would have some egalitarian consequences. In that sense 
it would be like the Social Security program in the United States, a uni-
versal program to relieve economic insecurity for the old that,  because 
of the way it is funded and implemented, has a progressive net impact.

Looking at UBI from the point of view of economic security has also 
impor tant implications for the  labor market. In India, as in some Eu-
ro pean and Latin American countries,  there exist some protective  labor 
laws which make  labor layo&s in large factories di(cult even when 
market conditions warrant a drop in  labor demand. Many business 
leaders and pro- business economists say this makes employers think 
twice before hiring and thus ultimately hurts the employment of new 
workers. Most trade  unions, however, are avid supporters of such  labor 
laws for ensuring job security— particularly in developing countries 
where unemployment bene!ts are non ex is tent or highly inadequate. 
This has been a source of po liti cal tension between capital and  labor. 
UBI can relieve some of that tension by disentangling the issue of the 
security of a par tic u lar job from that of ensuring general economic secu-
rity for all workers. If every body is entitled to a decent UBI, then 
losing a par tic u lar job is less traumatic for the worker.

SPECIAL  FACTORS IN DEVELOPING  
COUNTRIES JUSTIFYING UBI

Achieving minimum economic security may be the main rationale for 
UBI in developing countries, but  there are also some special  factors that 
reinforce the rationale for adopting it:

 • In some developing countries (particularly in North Af-
rica and South and West Asia ) the majority of  women do 
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not participate in the income- earning  labor force (in 
India, the proportion of such adult  women is more than 
75   percent), as they are mostly in unpaid domestic and 
caregiving work. A UBI deposited in their accounts 
 every month could go a long way in boosting their ex-
isting low autonomy and status within their families and 
activating their agency.

 • In developing countries, some occupations are often 
particularly stigmatized, including manual scavenging, 
garbage collecting, sewer cleaning, and sex work.  People 
usually work in  these occupations  because they have no 
other alternatives. UBI can provide them an escape ladder 
so that they have more choice in the  labor market. It may 
also induce society to mechanize some undesirable but 
necessary jobs. Even beyond socially stigmatized work, 
UBI could be a  great relief for the stark uncertainties in 
livelihood faced daily by the vast numbers of the self- 
employed and by marginalized casual and mi grant workers, 
helping them to seek better jobs and more pro!table in-
vestment. It would also enhance their bargaining power 
against the traders, middlemen, contractors, employers, 
creditors, and landlords they encounter.

 • UBI can play a role in mitigating the incidence of clien-
telism in poor countries. The politics of re distribution is 
often centered around patronage distribution to par tic-
u lar groups or individuals— like job reservations, “ jobs 
for the boys” (what the Italians call lottizzazione), and the 
disbursement of subsidized private goods such as food, 
fuel, fertilizers, and credit. This distorts the nature of de-
mocracy and diverts policy emphasis away from public 
goods, which can improve productivity and bene!t every-
body. In this context a universal policy like UBI can have 
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a special social- transformative appeal, particularly if nor-
matively one thinks of it as part of minimum citizenship 
rights, replacing clientelistic  favors dispensed by politicians.

 • Unlike in rich countries, a large fraction of workers in poor 
countries (sometimes a majority of them) work in the in-
formal sector. One reason the  labor movement is weak in 
 those countries, and thus their bargaining power is low, 
is  because the movement is fragmented by this formal- 
informal division. Trade  unions give leadership to workers 
in the formal sector and agitate or lobby for wage de-
mands and  labor laws that largely protect only them. In-
formal workers do not enjoy the pensions and bene!ts of 
formal workers, and thus  they’d bene!t a  great deal from 
UBI. To unite the  labor movement one needs platforms 
that  will bene!t both types of workers. A collective de-
mand for UBI, as with other universal bene!ts like universal 
health care, can serve as a bridge between the two types 
of workers and strengthen the  labor movement.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST UBI

The idea of UBI often  faces four general kinds of opposition at the policy 
level:

 (1) opposition from many common  people, particularly  those 
with strong work ethic, as well as some paternalistic 
leaders, who argue that UBI  will encourage laziness, an 
attitude of taking from society but giving nothing in re-
turn, and an inclination among some recipients to blow it 
all on drugs and alcohol
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 (2) opposition from !scal bureaucrats and conservative econ-
omists, who think that it may break the bud get

 (3) opposition from social activists who regard this as a ploy to 
undermine existing welfare programs, particularly  those 
that are working reasonably well

 (4) opposition from many that any extra money should better 
be spent on education, health, and infrastructure, which 
are seriously de!cient in poor countries

Let us examine  these issues one by one.
To start with, the argument that UBI is an incentive to indulge in 

indolence may be used against any program designed to improve the 
income of the poor. In any case, the evidence that this would happen is 
not strong. In recent years  there have been quite a few experimental 
studies on the e&ects of cash transfers to  people in developing coun-
tries (the largest and the longest- lasting one has been the ongoing study 
in forty villages in  Kenya by the GiveDirectly program). Although 
we still do not have evidence on the e&ects of permanent and  really 
universal income transfers or on community- level, as opposed to 
individual- level, impact,  there is no systematic evidence that cash trans-
fers discourage work or encourage the use of drugs or alcohol. On 
work incentives, if anything, a number of experimental studies show a 
positive, though small, e&ect. Sometimes a UBI enables a worker to 
leave a part- time or unsatisfactory job, to get internship or training, and 
then get a better, full- time job. In some cases the assurance of UBI may 
encourage  people to take some risks and do entrepreneurial work in-
stead of wage  labor.

In addition, my own view on the pos si ble work disincentive e&ect is 
that, if anything, the poor are often overworked in backbreaking, op-
pressive work, and it  will be better if they— particularly  women— can 
work a  little less. It is pos si ble that in some cases  women who are assured 
of UBI may devote more time to their caregiving work in the  house hold. 
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As for taking something from society, and not giving back, if this is a 
major concern, it has been suggested that even though UBI is techni-
cally unconditional, one may try to develop a social norm according 
to which  every recipient is expected to give something back to society 
to the best of her ability (e.g., in terms of some social ser vice).

The !nancial viability of UBI is surely a major— and sometimes a 
decisive— issue. Much, of course, depends on how generous the amount 
of UBI envisaged is. In rich countries most decent sums proposed for 
UBI have been thought to be una&ordable or infeasible in view of what 
the taxpayers are prepared to bear  unless the existing welfare state is 
substantially restructured. It is my intention to show  here that, at least 
for poor countries, a decent UBI supplement, by the standards of  those 
countries, may not be out of bounds of !scal feasibility.

In 2017 a report of the International Monetary Fund estimated the 
gross fiscal cost of UBI (as percentage of GDP) for six countries 
calibrated at one- fourth of the median income per capita of each 
country. In general, the percentage was higher for the United States 
(6.4  percent), Poland (4.9  percent), and Brazil (4.6  percent) than for Mexico 
(3.7  percent), Egypt (3.5  percent) or South Africa (2.3  percent). But this 
study did not go into the question of how the UBI would be !nanced 
and how the form of !nancing may a&ect the !scal cost itself.

FISCAL ARITHMETIC FOR AN ILLUSTRATIVE  
UBI  SUPPLEMENT IN INDIA

I  shall now pre sent, as an example, some rough estimates that I have 
made over the years for a lower- middle- income country, India. I !rst 
look at the mobilizable !scal resources in India, and then discuss how 
much of  these can go  toward funding a UBI supplement.

For many de cades central and state governments in India have 
both been providing substantial subsidies to di& er ent sections of the 
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population. Some of  these subsidies— like  those for food, education, 
health,  water supply, sanitation, housing, and urban development— serve 
essential needs, often (though not always) for the common  people, and 
so are deemed merit subsidies. But a majority of the subsidies happen to 
be for other purposes, primarily  going to the better- o& sections of the 
population, and have been called nonmerit subsidies. It has been esti-
mated by Sudipto Mundle and Satadru Sikdar (2019) that the total nonmerit 
subsidies (both explicit and implicit) of the central and state governments 
together came to about 5.7  percent of GDP in 2015–2016.

On top of this, in the central bud get alone, what are called revenues 
foregone (tax exemptions and concessions mainly to business) come to 
about 5  percent of GDP. Some of  these concessions may be indispens-
able (e.g., in the case of customs duty exemptions for reexports), and 
some  others may be less so (e.g., tax exemptions for encouraging in-
vestment in special economic zones are on the sometimes dubious pre-
sumption that without  these exemptions this investment would not 
have taken place elsewhere anyway). It is prob ably not too unreason-
able to take one- half of this total (i.e., 2.5  percent of GDP) as potentially 
available for more worthwhile purposes. Additionally, this does not 
count the revenues foregone in state government bud gets, for which 
we do not have good estimates.

 There is also considerable scope for fresh taxes. The tax to GDP ratio 
in India is substantially lower than in Brazil, China, and some devel-
oping countries. It has also been pointed out by Devesh Kapur (2020) 
that India’s tax mobilization e&ort is substantially below what one ex-
pects in democracies (which typically tax and spend more than similar 
nondemocracies). Additionally, for all the substantial economic growth 
and rise in in equality over the past three de cades, the tax to GDP ratio 
has not increased commensurately. India’s real estate and property 
tax assessments are absurdly low compared to their market value. It 
has also zero taxation of wealth and inheritance and of agricultural 
 income. This is at a time when  house hold survey data (which usually 
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underestimate in equality) suggest that India’s wealth in equality is 
mounting and now almost in the Latin American range. We can roughly 
estimate 1.8  percent of GDP in the form of additional taxation.

All combined,  there is thus a potential for mobilizing about 10  percent 
of GDP. Of course,  there are several impor tant claims on any extra re-
sources mobilized. In par tic u lar, the needs for additional spending on 
health, education, and infrastructure are urgent. (Even with the most 
generous basic income supplement,  people  will not by themselves spend 
enough on their health and education needs, and  there are public wel-
fare reasons why the state needs to invest in all  these three items.) Even 
keeping this in mind and allowing for an equal division of the extra 
10  percent of GDP thus mobilized on  these three items plus UBI, it is 
pos si ble to get resources for UBI to about 2.5  percent of GDP. This very 
roughly implies a UBI of about Rs. 20,000 per  family (or Rs. 4,000 per 
individual), which is a decent UBI supplement in the Indian context: it 
comes to about 15  percent of the average consumer expenditure in the 
 house hold. (One could add to the mobilizable potential if in the post-
pandemic context it is pos si ble to raise a “coronavirus levy” that may 
go  toward an overhaul of the public health system, which has been 
found to be seriously de!cient in the crisis.)

We now have some relevant answers to  those who think UBI would 
undermine existing welfare programs or take money that could be 
spent in better ways for the poor. The aforementioned !scal scheme 
keeps the existing welfare programs untouched. (Some of  these pro-
grams may be wasteful, and if they are pruned or replaced, the resource 
potential can even exceed 10  percent of GDP.) Similarly, in the scheme, 
the total 10  percent of GDP gets equally allocated among health, edu-
cation, infrastructure, and UBI, so that should go some way in answering 
 those who plead for spending elsewhere. If the social consensus is in 
 favor of spending somewhat more in e&ective investment for health, 
education, or infrastructure, and somewhat less for UBI, I’ll not seri-
ously object.
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SOME IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Po liti cally savvy  people  will immediately point out that elimination of 
long- standing subsidies and the imposition of new taxes  will meet a lot 
of re sis tance from many quarters and  will be po liti cally di(cult to 
carry out. While that is true, a crisis situation like that of recent years 
sometimes may help soften up the re sis tance somewhat (particularly 
as inequalities and thus the taxable capacity of the rich have gone up 
in  these years). It may thus be an opportune time to try big changes. If 
for some time the  whole of the 10  percent of GDP is di(cult to mobi-
lize, even with half the amount one can start a UBI supplement only 
for  women.

 There are, of course, many other objections raised to the UBI pro-
posal: about the level of UBI supplement (considered too low by some, 
too high by  others); that it should be indexed to the cost of living so 
that it does not get eroded as prices rise; or that many  people do not 
have ready access to a bank account where the UBI supplement can be 
easily deposited.  These are mostly prob lems of implementation; once 
the idea of UBI is accepted at the conceptual and the broad policy di-
rection levels,  there can be pragmatic and 'exible ways of  handling 
such issues.

For example, some have suggested that the UBI should be a share of 
the GDP rather than an absolute amount. Then, even starting with a 
low absolute amount, with su(cient GDP growth one could soon pro-
vide a decent amount of basic income. This would also get around the 
issue of indexation, as the absolute amount of UBI would rise with price 
rises raising the nominal GDP. One practical prob lem with the GDP 
share idea, though, is that it becomes a bit murky at the po liti cal level: 
most common  people  will not have a clear idea of what GDP is and  will 
not know what to expect as UBI, and even economists  will dispute par-
tic u lar mea sures of GDP (as they have done with the o(cial GDP 
mea sures in India in recent years).
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The prob lem that  people do not have bank accounts is serious in 
many countries. The general estimate is that two- thirds of  people in 
low- income countries, and 42  percent in lower middle- income coun-
tries, do not have access to a bank account. One thus has to make do 
with other alternative ways of making cash payments in unbanked and 
remote- access areas— roving banking agents or cell phone banking 
have been used in some countries. Many  people in some countries— 
more than 70   percent in Nigeria, for example—do not have any 
government- registered identi!cation card (this is much less of a prob lem 
in India or Indonesia). Therefore, at the implementation level di& er ent 
developing countries  will clearly be at di& er ent stages of preparation 
for the implementation of a UBI.

Over the past de cade and a half the world has been subject to many 
traumatic events— the !nancial crisis of 2007–2009, stringent austerity 
policies, a deep slump in many economies, large- scale job losses, tech-
nological disruptions, creeping authoritarianism and ethnonationalist 
excesses, the increasing incidence of natu ral disasters (prob ably attrib-
utable to ongoing climate change), agro- ecological distress, mass dis-
locations, and a  whole sequence of epidemics, the coronavirus being 
the latest. All of this has dangerously exposed the fragility and insecu-
rity of the lives and livelihoods of billions of ordinary  people. This has 
been particularly acute in developing countries, where numerous 
 people live a hand- to- mouth existence even in the best of times, with 
very  little in the form of social insurance. A universal basic income sup-
plement can provide some minimum economic security in  those 
countries, which even  under the pressing !scal constraints may not be 
una&ordable.
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In Search of Security

OTHER POL IC IES

In this chapter  we’ll brie!y examine a selective set of other policies aimed 
at relieving economic and cultural insecurity, collecting and adding to 
some of the policy ideas presented in the preceding chapters.

A Gallup global survey conducted from July 2020 to March 2021 
found that globally 41  percent of workers in the poorest income quin-
tile said they had lost their job or business as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic (the corresponding number in the richest quintile was 
23  percent). But long before the devastation that was wrought by the 
pandemic in jobs and incomes, particularly in small and informal busi-
ness, the specter of vanis hing or inadequate jobs had been haunting 
the  whole world, from the blighted cities of the US Rust  Belt, to the 
teeming cities and small towns of Central Amer i ca, East Africa, or 
North India. The employment rate for young  people in member coun-
tries of the Organisation for Economic Co- operation and Development 
(OECD), even just before the pandemic, was far below what it was be-
fore the (nancial crisis of 2007–2009. Unemployment has been a par-
ticularly distressing, and potentially explosive, prob lem for young 
 people in the burgeoning population of developing countries. In Africa, 
for example, about 60  percent of the unemployed are young, according 
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to International  Labor Organ ization (ILO) data (see ILO n.d.). Youth 
unemployment was a major issue in the largely unsuccessful movement 
called the Arab Spring, and in Tunisia, the (rst country to lead the 
movement, the youth unemployment rate continues to be high (about 
37   percent in 2020, the tenth anniversary of the Arab Spring), by the 
same ILO data. In India, according to National Statistical O+ce data 
(put out in 2021), the unemployment rate (which does not count  those 
who had given up looking for work and opted out of the  labor force) 
among  those (fteen to thirty- four years of age was 28.5  percent in 2017–
2018. In 2018, the Indian railway system announced a large recruitment 
drive for the most menial positions in its hierarchy— helper, porter, 
cleaner, gateman, track maintainer, and assistant switchman. For sixty- 
three thousand such positions announced  there  were nineteen million 
applicants; most of them  were college students or gradu ates, and some 
even had postgraduate degrees. Even in booming China jobs are so 
scarce that many millions of young  people are trying to overqualify 
themselves through higher and higher education just to have a better 
grasp in their search for elusive jobs.

Of course, many of  these young  people are looking for “good” jobs 
in the formal sector, with better pay and bene(ts and with some sta-
bility of tenure and well- de(ned  career paths. All over the world such 
jobs are, in general, extremely scarce in relation to their demand (some 
cases of tightness in the current postpandemic  labor market in rich 
countries notwithstanding).

“GOOD” JOBS, “GREEN” JOBS

 There was a time when the essential pro cess of development was thought 
to consist of a structural transformation of the economy such that 
 people could move from the low- productivity, often backbreaking, 
jobs in agriculture and other traditional work of the informal sector to 
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better jobs in the manufacturing and ser vice sectors. In the last three 
de cades of the twentieth  century this kind of structural transformation 
was reasonably successful in East Asia, providing millions of formal- 
sector manufacturing jobs to rural mi grants. This has been, however, 
much less successful in East Africa and India, where most of the low- skill 
entrants to the  labor force have crowded the low- productivity informal 
sector. In Ethiopia some large (rms showed marked improvement in 
manufacturing productivity, but that did  little to increase employ-
ment. Indian success stories have largely been in the relatively high- 
skill sectors of business ser vices and software, phar ma ceu ti cals, and 
automobiles. In developing countries— for instance, Costa Rica or 
Vietnam, where education and training substantially improved the skill 
level of workers and where the infrastructure (roads, power, and con-
nectivity) is reasonably good— jobs have expanded and small (rms in 
supplier relationships with the formal sector have been pulled up. 
Other wise, in large parts of sub- Saharan Africa, the Andes in South 
Amer i ca, or India,  there are only small islands of successful (rms with 
relatively high productivity surrounded by a vast ocean of tiny and un-
productive (rms where workers who have nowhere  else to go are 
scrounging around.

This duality in the economy has been increasing with global com-
petition, as new technologies put a higher premium on skills and capital 
investment. Interestingly, this duality, which has been a per sis tent feature 
in the formal versus informal (rm structure of developing countries, is 
now a noticeable feature of some advanced industrial countries as 
well. In his 2017 book The Vanis hing  Middle Class: Prejudice and Power in 
a Dual Economy, Peter Temin evocatively describes how the duality of 
employment opportunities in the American economy gets layered into 
the history of racial politics to perpetuate the rich and poor class divide as 
the  middle vanishes. The recent emergence of the so- called gig economy, 
with work that is associated with few bene(ts and  little security, has 
also expanded the informal sector in industrially advanced countries.
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What is to be done? Let us brie.y examine some relevant policies, 
which may be of varying importance and feasibility in di/ er ent and 
changing contexts.

Since low skill levels are a major constraint both for individuals and 
economies, at least over the medium term, a mass program of skill for-
mation and continuous learning for adaptation to changing technology 
is clearly necessary. Education programs in developing countries, un-
fortunately, are more often based on general- purpose rote learning 
that makes many high school gradu ates seriously unemployable, and 
training is costly for an individual (rm, especially where  there is a threat 
of poaching by rival (rms. This is not to speak of the large prob lem of 
high school dropout rates that a0ict poor countries, where young 
 people often need to work to help their families and do not have ac-
cess to scholarships or facilities for remedial learning (when they fall 
 behind) that might allow them to balance education with  family re-
sponsibilities. Vocational programs with sustained training in useful 
skills linked with apprenticeships in (rms are, sadly, rare. This is un-
fortunate given how promising they seem to be. The German program, 
a successful example for many de cades, involves potential employers 
contributing to funding a vocational program into which school gradu-
ates stream, connect up with potential job seekers in identi(ed va ri e-
ties of skill categories, which reduces employers’ screening costs. The 
California community college cum vocational system, which works in 
partnership with local (rms, has also been a useful example.  There is 
also evidence of signi(cant positive e/ects of subsidized in- (rm 
training; for example, a study of a large (rm- provided training program 
in Portugal, supported by the Eu ro pean Social Fund, shows signi(cant 
positive e/ects on (rm sales, employment, and productivity. Of course, 
the positive e/ects of general vocational programs are more broadly 
based than (rm- speci(c training— sectoral training programs, on the 
e+cacy of which  there is quite a bit of evidence, provide a good com-
promise between the two.
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During the pandemic and lockdown crises many countries, rich and 
poor, have turned to policies like temporary wage subsidies to dis-
courage mass layo/s.  These— rarely tried before, outside Europe— may 
now be added to the social demo crats’ policy armory for longer dura-
tions. As I mentioned in Chapter 6,  these kinds of subsidies could replace 
the large capital and fuel subsidies in many countries that encourage 
job- replacing capital- intensive and energy- ine+cient methods of pro-
duction and transportation. One objection to such wage subsidies is 
than they tend to keep  people tied to possibly unviable (rms longer than 
is desirable. Thus, the more general, non- (rm- speci(c active  labor market 
policies and training to improve the adaptability of workers to changing 
demand for skills, which are associated with social democracies in 
Eu rope, may be preferable. But wage subsidies may be still defensible 
for the purpose of saving some small businesses in a given area (where 
enterprising locals are self- employed). This serves “place- based” goals, 
like holding up local community life, over and above just saving wage 
workers. Other forms of incentives, like tax credits for (rms in return 
for speci(c commitments to job creation, can also be considered.

In recent years di/ er ent countries have experimented with other pro-
grams to create and support training and jobs, suggesting lessons for 
 others. In Eu rope  there are some job guarantee programs targeted at 
young  people— for example, since 2013 the Eu ro pean Union (EU) has 
had a program to subsidize private employment to ensure that every one 
 under the age of twenty- (ve gets training or a job.  There was an  earlier 
program in the United Kingdom, the  Future Jobs Fund of 2009–2011, 
that funded businesses to create jobs and paid for training opportuni-
ties for unemployed young  people, which was generally found to have 
been e/ective. Belgium now has a popu lar job voucher program in the 
domestic ser vice sector (about 70  percent of the cost is borne by the gov-
ernment), and the evidence suggests that it has successfully increased 
the employment rate of low-  and medium- skilled  women. Even in the 
United States  there has been talk about experimenting with government- 
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guaranteed job programs, and the idea is popu lar with the general 
public. A November 2020 Gallup survey— Gallup (2020)— found that 
93  percent of respondents (and even 87  percent of Republican respon-
dents) supported government intervention to provide work opportu-
nities for  those who lost their jobs during the pandemic, and most of 
them preferred government- created jobs to the provision of more gen-
erous unemployment bene(ts. Of course, government guarantees of 
good jobs can disrupt and distort  labor markets. A 2010 review of re-
search on the e/ectiveness of  labor market policies by David Card, Jo-
chen Kluve, and Andrea Weber concluded that programs that improve 
worker skills do best, while public- sector employment subsidies tend 
to have, at best, a small impact for workers.

The world’s largest program of government- guaranteed jobs is In-
dia’s program on rural public works, which for all its “leakages” (and 
many cases of “unmet demand”) has worked reasonably well to pro-
vide low- level rural construction jobs in agricultural lean seasons as 
some relief to poverty; but this is more like government jobs as last re-
sort;  these are not the “good jobs” that most workers hope for. Another 
program on a  grand scale, suggested for both rich and poor countries, 
is that of starting a national public ser vice program for young  people— a 
kind of domestic peace corps— for a few years in vari ous civic and public 
welfare programs. Some have pointed to a bonus social bene(t of such 
a program in highly polarized socie ties— that of an opportunity to 
meet  people of di/ er ent backgrounds and opinions.

A rather di/ er ent and a much- debated approach to improving the 
quality of jobs is to set or adjust a minimum wage. If the level of this 
wage is not set too high relative to the median wage in an area, it may 
sometimes facilitate the exit of low- productivity (rms and push the 
 labor market to create more “good” jobs. When an employer has buying 
power in the  labor market (so- called monopsony power), minimum 
wage may even have positive e/ects on output and employment. A 
small increase in a preexisting minimum wage often brings about only 
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a relatively small reallocation of the “rent” that the employer enjoys in 
the  labor market to the workers, without a fall in employment. But 
policy makers need to be careful. In poor countries, and in poor areas 
of rich countries, a minimum wage set relatively high can dislocate 
jobs. It is also worth mentioning that in poor countries minimum wage 
laws are frequently  violated with impunity in the private sector. Yet as 
an e/ective redistributive mea sure minimum wages can relieve the de-
mand constraint in a slumping economy and also encourage  women 
to participate in signi(cant numbers, as they have done in the rural em-
ployment guarantee scheme in India, a country where their participa-
tion in the  labor force is abysmally low.

In many situations public encouragement of  union activity may be 
part of a “good” job policy, as  unions not merely collectively (ght 
against violations of minimum wage laws but also (ght for some non-
wage dimensions of work (like “dignity”) which are an essential attri-
bute of good jobs from the worker’s point of view.

Beyond the  labor market  there may also be a case for direct govern-
ment involvement in other ways. In the waves of bankruptcy that small 
(rms have su/ered in the recent crises, the government may make it a 
part of the loan restructuring policy to include provision for converting 
some of the loans from public institutions into equity stakes. One also 
needs— and particularly for the small business sector— customized 
public extension ser vices to improve technology, management, and 
marketing apart from much larger public investment in infrastructure 
(including social housing) and connectivity on which  there is a general 
consensus in both rich and poor countries. In view of the large hetero-
geneity among the small- business  people in poor countries (many of 
them are  there  because they have nowhere  else to go), it may be neces-
sary to target some of the (rm- level assistance to a small number of 
them sorted out by tests of entrepreneurial talent, and then link up the 
rest as the former succeed and are able to pull up some of the rest as 
pos si ble employees and suppliers.
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In general, given the large social rami(cations of substantial job losses 
in a given area (in terms of their consequences for social breakdowns, 
the blighting of community life, and decline of trust in demo cratic 
values, apart from individual income losses in a directly a/ected in-
dustry and in associated ser vice sector that is indirectly a/ected), a 
large and active involvement on the part of the state may be called for. 
Too many countries have allowed their public- sector capabilities to 
decay and public institutions to be hollowed out  under policies of aus-
terity, privatization, and outsourcing. What is called for is a reinvigo-
rated program of public and private collaboration in which the state 
provides some leadership, long- term vision and directional guidance, 
initial pump- priming of risk capital to mobilize private initiative and 
ingenuity, and sharing of risk and reward in large proj ects of produc-
tive job creation.

In the related sphere of industrial policy to speed up economic 
growth  there have been, of course, many cases of success and failure. 
One has to pay close attention to the par tic u lar institutional combina-
tions of domestic po liti cal co ali tions, and market structure and the 
policy designs that make the di/erence between success and failure, 
as well as consider the vari ous rigorous empirical and experimental 
studies that have sought to discern the link between policy and out-
come. In East Asia successful industrial policy has often mainly helped 
large (rms (particularly in Japan and South  Korea), but for creating jobs 
the focus of industrial policy has to be on small-  and medium- scale 
(rms (including  those in the ser vice sector). Ann Harrison and Andrés 
Rodríguez- Clare (2010) have recommended a  whole range of “soft” in-
dustrial policies, not incompatible with World Trade Organ ization 
(WTO) regulations— like encouraging research and development 
(R&D), extension ser vices, vocational training, supporting collective 
action for self- help in business clusters, improving regulations and in-
frastructure, among other policies— where the goal is to develop do-
mestic policies of coordination that improve productivity more than 
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intervene to distort prices. As I noted in Chapter 3, Philippe Aghion and 
colleagues (2015) cite panel data from medium-  and large- size Chinese 
enterprises for the period 1998–2007 to show that industrial policies tar-
geted to competitive sectors or to fostering competition increase pro-
ductivity growth.

More than the centralized state coordinating such industrial policy, 
it is the involvement of the local governments (e.g., at the district, 
county, or municipal levels) that is necessary in a well- designed policy 
scheme of good jobs so that the local  people can “own” the policy. But, 
unfortunately, the local governments in many countries do not have 
the requisite (nance or technical capacity to start or follow through 
on policies. Yet they are more likely to have the local information and 
initiative to coordinate with the local  labor market, involving voca-
tional programs and local (rms and their supply- chain partners. This 
is where investment in capacity building and public extension ser vices 
are imperative, along with (nancial devolution and supporting infra-
structure and connectivity, and public procurement policies to en-
courage the micro (rms to merge and scale up.

Fi nally, the polices to improve and sustain jobs have to be integrated 
with a more general “green” structural transformation policy to address 
looming environmental prob lems. In their contribution to the 2017 United 
Nations (UN) publication Green Industrial Policy, Tilman Altenburg and 
Dani Rodrik cite examples of many new green products and ser vice 
opportunities for rich and poor countries alike that have a  great deal of 
job- creating potential. For both sets of countries  these include renew-
able energy technologies (solar, wind, and geothermal power), both in 
generation and storage. Rich countries may focus on the production 
of electric vehicles and bioplastics, on carbon capture and storage, and 
on design and operation of smart grid and road pricing. And poor coun-
tries may focus on decentralized miniature electric grids, technolo-
gies of drip irrigation and rainfall harvesting, the reinforcement of sea 
walls, and natural- gas- powered three- wheeler public transportation.
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In recent years  there has been some enthusiasm in the United States 
for the proposal of massive public investment in green jobs  under a so- 
called Green New Deal (although proj ects from the administration of 
President Joseph Biden fall far short of it). The Eu ro pean Commission 
has also come out with a proposal for a Eu ro pean Green Deal, and one 
hears also about a Korean Green Deal.  There is much to commend in 
 these proposals, particularly in terms of environmental and intergen-
erational social justice.  There are also proposals in the  matter of raising 
(nance for chartering a green bond ratings agency sta/ed by in de pen-
dent experts. Danny Cullenward and David Victor (2020) suggest in 
Making Climate Policy Work that instead of attempting a contentious 
 grand bargain, the key is to (nd co ali tions of the willing and drive 
change sector by sector; a recent example is the announced deal be-
tween the EU and the United States on steel and aluminum.

On the other hand,  these proposals also have some risks and de(-
ciencies.  There is always the lurking possibility of po liti cal capture by 
di/ er ent domestic lobbying groups. Most of the proposals are particu-
larly de(cient from the point of view of global justice. For example, 
while proposals for global carbon pricing may be worthwhile,  there is 
hardly any consideration in most of  these proposals of the concrete 
steps rich countries  ought to take to help poor countries so that the pro-
grams of global decarbonization become e/ective.

Consider the relevant history. Rich countries,  those that industrial-
ized (rst, have been polluting the planet for many generations. More 
recently, as “dirty” manufacturing has shifted to developing countries, 
rich countries’ consumption pattern now generates much of the pollu-
tion elsewhere. Should poor countries bear the full burden of greening 
their economy in this context? And is it fair that poor countries des-
perate to improve the lives of their citizens should be denied the ele-
mentary forms of energy that have sustained lifestyles in rich countries 
since the nineteenth  century? The fundamental asymmetry between 
rich and poor countries is clear from just one piece of statistics cited in 
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the latest (2021) report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, which calculates that a 50  percent chance of keeping tempera-
ture rise below 2 degrees Celsius requires keeping total global emis-
sions below 3.7 trillion tons; 2.4 trillion tons of this bud get has already 
been emitted through industrialization and deforestation, mostly for 
the bene(t of about a billion  people in rich countries, so only 1.3 trillion 
tons out of the bud get are left for more than six billion other  people.

A  great number of international technical and (nancial inducements 
 will be necessary to encourage the decommissioning of coal plants in 
China and India or to stop deforestation in Brazil and Indonesia. At least 
the Eu ro pean Commission and the Eu ro pean Investment Bank have 
started talking about investing in green electri(cation programs in 
 Africa, industrial decarbonization proj ects in Asia, and battery deploy-
ment in Latin Amer i ca. It has been estimated that public and private 
investment in low- carbon proj ects in poor countries  will need to be 
more than $1 trillion a year, more than six times the current rate of in-
vestment  there. In order to induce private investors and cover risks, 
governments of rich countries promised several years back (but have 
so far not delivered) to provide grants and subsidies of about $100 
billion— which is, of course, a formidable (gure. But the consequences 
of not  doing enough can be even more formidable for both rich and poor 
countries.

One positive development is that recently a group of banks, insur-
ance (rms, and asset management companies in forty- (ve countries, 
known as the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero and convened 
by the UN, has pledged large sums of capital  toward net zero emission 
targets. Of course,  they’ll need some risk coverage from rich- country 
governments and international (nancial institutions, and any large 
private capital in.ow in developing countries, even that for green  causes, 
 will need prudent regulations, both national and international. In 
addition to reduction of emissions, developing countries need money 
to adapt to rising sea levels and other extreme climate disasters. As First 
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Minister Nicola Sturgeon of Scotland reminded world leaders at the 
Twenty- Sixth UN Climate Change Conference in Glasgow in 2021, 
“Finance is key . . .  not as an act of charity, but of reparation” for all 
the loss and damage caused by rich countries.”

THE PATTERN AND DIRECTION  
OF PUBLIC RESEARCH

In Chapter 7 we examined the relationship between social democracy 
and innovation, where public research is key. Possibly in partial reac-
tion to the dramatic rise in Chinese investment in R&D, public spending 
on this is now rising in OECD countries  after a long lag. The aim  will 
be to spur innovations in arti(cial intelligence, synthetic biology, and 
clean energy (particularly in the generation and storage of decarbon-
ized electricity, low- carbon methods of making cement and steel, and 
cheap scalable alternatives to powering planes and ships). Governments 
must take a proactive role in involving academic and private research 
institutions from di/ er ent disciplines, announcing prizes for solving 
clearly de(ned prob lems and activating public research resources where 
the prob lems are not yet clearly de(ned, arranging for public equity 
shares in the commercialization of new ideas, and fomenting policy in-
novations beyond just pushing the technological frontier. In the di/u-
sion of innovations through the economy, governments must play a 
major role in loosening existing intellectual property (IP) rights (e.g., 
by reducing the duration of patents or insisting on some disclosure re-
quirements on key algorithms) when they block such di/usion and in 
providing adequate safety nets for disrupted livelihoods (as when new 
energy technology upends livelihoods in the existing fossil fuel, 
housing, and transportation sectors).

As I emphasized in Chapter 7, the pattern of innovations may be just 
as impor tant as—if not more impor tant than— the rate of innovations. 
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If in a social democracy workers have a strong voice in the  running of 
a (rm and also in the general polity outside it, it may be pos si ble to re-
direct investment in new technology from private (rms and public 
authorities that better conform to social priorities— the creation of tech-
nology that absorbs and empowers  labor rather than replaces it, makes 
production more customized and labor- friendly, and pursues environ-
mental, health, and other long- term goals instead of short- term pro(ts, 
mono poly rights, and winner- take- all dynamics. For example, at pre sent 
a handful of big tech companies account for more than two- thirds 
of the total global spending on arti(cial intelligence, which focuses 
largely on substituting algorithms for  humans, setting the agenda for 
most research. Private investment in research does not take into ac-
count the large social implications of the research outcome. As Daron 
Acemoglu and Pascual Restrepo (2020) have emphasized, excessive cor-
porate concentration and the favorable tax treatment of capital also 
bias private research in socially unhelpful directions. A signi(cant part 
of state- induced research, meanwhile, is in the use of arti(cial intelli-
gence in surveillance technology that could undermine demo cratic 
freedoms. A social demo cratic state and  labor institutions thus face a 
daunting but valuable task of redirecting research and the pattern of 
innovations.

Much of global R&D is spent in rich countries, and the technolog-
ical results have spillover e/ects in the rest of the world. In developing 
countries, where the employment prospects of a large number of young 
workers have been hurt by the increasing capital intensity and skill in-
tensity of technology generated in rich countries, public research and 
international (nancial assistance need to be oriented  toward adaptation 
of the technology to use more local  labor and resources. Additionally, 
arti(cial intelligence may be mobilized to improve and customize agri-
cultural production methods to local crop, soil, and weather variations 
in poor countries or to allow teachers or nurses to perform more skilled, 
specialized tasks.
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THE DECENTRALIZATION  
OF GOVERNANCE

As I noted in Chapter 2, decentralization of governance is one way 
through which local  people can “take back control.”  There has been a 
 great deal of discussion in the past three de cades on decentralized gov-
ernance. Even apart from the widely debated issues of subsidiarity and 
devolution in the EU and states’ rights in the United States, it has been 
at the center stage of policy experiments in many developing countries. 
Much of the empirical lit er a ture, particularly the local level evidence 
on the latter set of developing countries, has been reviewed by myself 
and Dilip Mookherjee (2015) and by Ghazala Mansuri and Vijayendra 
Rao (2013). To give one example, Brazil had introduced a participatory 
bud getary pro cess (with citizens’ direct input in bud geting and investment 
priorities) in a substantial fraction of municipalities. Sónia Gonçalves 
(2014) shows from a panel data set from all Brazilian municipalities 
over the years 1990–2004 that municipalities adopting such a bud getary 
pro cess increased spending on health and sanitation signi(cantly more 
than  those that did not, and this already had sizable e/ects on outcomes 
like infant mortality. Many agree that this is an innovative and poten-
tially empowering pro cess that could be replicated elsewhere. It is not, 
however, easy to undertake. New York sought to establish its own par-
ticipatory bud geting program, but its achievements  were  limited by lack 
of voter participation and knowledge. Technology can help  here, as the 
example of the city of Reykjavik in Iceland shows: an online platform 
allows residents to suggest how money should be spent, and the ma-
jority of them participate. At its best, this kind of local program also has 
feedback e/ects on the nature of democracy itself; citizens participate 
more in civic a/airs when they see more of a stake from  doing so. Estonia 
and Taiwan are often cited as good examples of “digital democracy.”

But, as the decentralization lit er a ture makes abundantly clear, much 
depends on the structures of power at the local level and the opportunities 
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for demo cratic participation among common  people. Even in rich coun-
tries, as noted in Chapter 2,  there is often too much insider control in 
local bodies for zonal restrictions or professional  licensing and “not in 
my backyard” re sis tance to new proj ects.  There are many cases, in rich 
and poor countries alike, where it is easier for the elite or the oligarchs 
to capture the local than the federal government and where corruption 
and malfeasance can proliferate. As the under lying socioeconomic 
conditions vary from one area to another, chances of elite capture of 
local governments vary accordingly. One may think of pos si ble insti-
tutional safeguards in the form of vari ous accountability mecha-
nisms, such as contested local elections; transparency of bud geting 
procedures; public provision of information; and oversight by citizen 
councils, judicial authorities, auditors, or media.

Local governments in poor countries are also a0icted by prob lems 
of local administrative capacity and adequate (nance. Many federal or 
provincial governments are unwilling to devolve powers and funds 
to local governments, and so  there is a big gap between de jure and de 
facto decentralization. It is not uncommon for higher- level govern-
ments to devolve responsibilities for social ser vices to the lower level, 
without a corresponding devolution of funds or personnel— the noto-
rious but frequent case of “unfunded mandates.” Given the low taxable 
capacity at the local level in many poor countries, substantial (nancial 
devolution from above is thus imperative. In (nancial devolution it is 
often recommended that unconditional grants to local governments 
with random ex post audits may be the way to go to ensure enough 
local autonomy and .exibility.

One reason for low taxable capacity at the local level in developing 
countries is that the current system of taxation of local property is 
highly de(cient. (In Latin Amer i ca, for example, local property taxes 
collect only around 0.5  percent of GDP, whereas in Eu rope it is about 
3  percent. In India the percentage is even lower, more like 0.15  percent.) 
The prob lems include poor or obsolete rec ords, ambiguity about 
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owner ship, vast numbers of exemptions and concessions, and corrup-
tion in local tax administration, as a result of which tax collections are 
paltry. It is impor tant to restructure and reform the  whole system, with 
clear tax powers vested in local bodies. Reforms would include the com-
puterization and updating of rec ords, the use of geographic informa-
tion systems to identify missing properties from the tax registry, the 
adoption of presumptive area- based valuation and periodic reassess-
ment on some preannounced indexation rule (though taking care that 
the valuation is usually below market in view of unrealized capital 
gains), and giving priority to transparency and simplicity to make re-
forms seem fair and acceptable to the general public.

FIGHTING CORRUPTION TO BUILD  
TRUST IN GOVERNANCE

In developing countries, particularly, the loss of public trust in democ-
racy is associated with rampant corruption and widespread cynicism 
about the possibility of  doing anything about it. Examples are far too 
many from places as diverse as Brazil, India, Mexico, Nigeria, and South 
Africa. The usual populist tropes about the “deep state” controlled by 
a corrupt o+cial elite and the need to “take back control” are related 
to this.

Analysts have distinguished between  grand corruption and petty cor-
ruption.  Grand corruption involves large- scale po liti cal deals in which 
substantial money is exchanged between politicians (and their o+cial 
accomplices) and  those who seek their  favor, often in the business world 
(including or ga nized crime in some countries). Petty corruption refers 
to smaller- scale malfeasance mostly involving petty bureaucrats, in-
spectors, or policemen.

In the case of  grand corruption, the cleaning up systems of election 
funding for politicians  will be a major step, as I indicated at the end of 
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Chapter 7. It  will be similarly di+cult and impor tant to reform proce-
dures of bidding, auctions, and auditing in cases of large government 
procurement deals or purchases (e.g., in the case of military aircrafts 
or hardware) and the allocation of public resources that are highly 
valued (e.g., land or mineral resources or segments of the telecommu-
nications spectrum).  There is evidence, for example, in Ferraz and 
Finan (2008), that making audit reports on the use of federal funds in 
municipal governments publicly available in Brazil before elections re-
duces politicians’ corruption.

Several countries have anticorruption investigative agencies, but 
more often than not they are not- quite in de pen dent of power ful po-
liti cal leaders. In de pen dent investigative agencies with enough clout to 
follow through are, therefore, crucial; if they can unearth and publi-
cize egregious cases involving the corrupt who are well connected, the 
automatic and cynical presumptions of  people that nothing can be done 
in a democracy can be undermined. Some countries, however, have re-
cently taken mea sures that move in the wrong direction, which does 
not bode well. India has seen the marginalization of the o+ce of om-
budsman (Lokpal) and the Information Commission— and worse, the 
partisan use of government investigative agencies to harass po liti cal op-
ponents and dissenters. Brazil has seen the dissolution of Operação 
La va Jato (Operation Car Wash)— the largest criminal investigation of 
corruption in the country’s history— which lately came  under a big po-
liti cal cloud. And in Indonesia the once formidable Corruption Eradi-
cation Commission has been defanged and lost credibility.

In the case of petty corruption that common  people face on a day- 
to- day basis, digital technology may be a source of hope. In providing 
alternative sources of public ser vice and ways of recording data, and in 
the general monitoring of transactions or operations, new technologies 
have been a  great help in reducing the discretionary or arbitrary mono-
poly power of petty o+cials, which is a major source of their corrup-
tion.  Here, too,  there is a di/erence between corruption that takes the 
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form of “speed money” (you bribe someone to push your (le faster) and 
“collusive corruption” (you bribe someone to do something that they 
are not supposed to do). The latter— the more insidious variety— 
occurs, for example, when taxes are evaded, property value is under-
assessed, and goods are smuggled or overinvoiced. In  these cases the 
o+cial connives at the prob lem or looks the other way. Such cases in-
volve collusion between the bribe giver and the bribe taker to evade 
laws, and both parties gain. Neither is thus likely to report this to in-
vestigators, and it is hence much more di+cult to root out.  There are, 
however, some ways to minimize their toll. For example, in order to 
reduce the assessor’s discretion in the  matter of property value under-
assessment, many municipal governments now use presumptive area- 
based valuation. In tax reform, separate and in de pen dent appellate 
bodies have been installed in some countries (e.g., Mexico). The assign-
ment of multiple o+cials with overlapping jurisdictions to oversee a 
prob lem may also help; it has been reported that in the United States 
the overlapping involvement of local, state, and federal agencies in con-
trolling illegal drugs has reduced police corruption.

International regulations also help. For example, the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act of 1977 in the United States has been a major deterrent to 
the bribing of o+cials in many countries by US- based international 
companies. In the German criminal law  there are similar provisions 
for penalizing the bribing of foreign o+cials. Since large- scale cor-
ruption often has international rami(cations that are inadequately 
handled by national courts,  there is a proposal for an International 
Anti- Corruption Court that  will investigate and prosecute corrupt 
o+cials when domestic governments are unwilling or unable to do 
so. Even with  limited powers such a court could act as a partial deter-
rent to kleptocrats, the complicit multinational corporations, and the 
 whole array of accountants,  lawyers, and banks that bolster them. 
 There should also be harmonization of attempts to regulate international 
money laundering through the buying up of high- end real estate in 
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the cities of rich countries, enabled by anonymous shell corporations; 
 these cities have long been the playground of an international klepto-
cratic elite conniving with big banks and politicians.

THE NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL  
COORDINATION

As with corruption, we need a  great deal of international coordination 
in environmental and health  matters, as both have become increasingly 
urgent. In (ghting the COVID-19 pandemic  there have been some ex-
emplary cases of international collaboration among medical researchers, 
health authorities, and phar ma ceu ti cal companies in sharing knowl-
edge, methods of disease treatment, and vaccine development. Yet we 
have also seen cases of vaccine nationalism, and unseemly scrambles 
to corner scarce supplies of vaccine, mostly by rich countries— with 
stockpiles sometimes amounting to a few times the total size of their 
adult population (even when taking into account the need for booster 
shots). Poor countries, meanwhile, have been struggling to get any 
supplies at all. All of this is, of course, myopic even from the point of 
view of self- absorbed rich nations, as the vaccinated nations are not 
quite safe (particularly with the mounting probability of new variants 
of the virus emerging) as long as billions of  people remain unvaccinated 
in the world. The rich countries’ excess  orders need to be immediately 
released and purchased for developing countries through some inter-
national funding program.

In October 2020 India and South Africa approached the WTO to tem-
porarily suspend parts of the Agreement on Trade- Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) so that without the restrictive pat-
ents enjoyed by the drug companies a much larger- scale global e/ort 
at manufacturing and distribution of vaccines could be carried out (even 
while paying royalties to the IP holders). This kind of waiver had helped 
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the containment of the HIV / AIDS epidemic a  couple of de cades ago. 
The idea of a waiver was initially opposed by the EU, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States, though of late some politicians in 
 those countries have turned favorable to the idea in the teeth of 
opposition by drug companies  there. Even though the vaccine devel-
opment pro cess was mainly funded by the German, US, and other 
governments, the drug companies control most of the IP rights. The 
most egregious case is that of the (rm Moderna, which was largely 
helped by public funds and government scientists in the United States 
in the development of the vaccine and yet has so far been quite obstruc-
tive in the implementation of the US government’s announced policy of 
supplying vaccines to poor countries.

Apart from being restricted by patents, vaccine producers are also 
hampered by the reluctance of drug (rms to share cell lines, data, and 
tacit know- how useful in production, as well as by export controls on 
ingredients. Vaccine manufacturing  under compulsory licensing, which 
the WTO permits in public health emergencies, is often practically 
impossible in developing countries  because of the large number of 
ingredients with separate IP protection in di/ er ent countries (mRNA 
vaccines, for example, have more than a hundred components world-
wide), even ignoring the real threats of sanctions countries face some-
times with such licensing.

In some ways more impor tant than patent waivers is the issue of 
advance purchase commitment for developing countries (apart from 
their formidable problems of logistics in distribution). Drug companies 
with existing patents are not fully utilizing their production capacity 
for lack of preorders from poor countries, which need help in (nancing 
purchase commitments. The World Health Organ ization– backed 
COVID-19 Vaccine Global Access fa cil i ty, funded (inadequately) through 
donations, to ensure fair global access to vaccines, had planned to dis-
tribute two billion doses (covering less than one- (fth of the target 
population) by the end of 2021, but strug gled to distribute even only a 
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quarter of that planned amount. At the current pace, widespread 
COVID-19 vaccination in developing countries is still on the distant 
horizon, not even accounting for the likelihood of new variants of the 
virus and the need for new vaccines in the near  future.

It is also clear that in international coordination the role of many civil 
society organ izations all around the globe is as impor tant as that of gov-
ernments. A good example is Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, founded by 
the Gates Foundation, now an active network of governments, inter-
national organ izations, businesses and nongovernmental organ izations 
(NGOs). Since 2000 it has helped immunize more than eight hundred 
million  children in developing countries against common childhood 
diseases.

In Chapter 3 we examined the need for multilateral rules on trade 
and capital .ows. The WTO, which was hurt badly by the last Amer-
ican administration and by the trade wars and rampant protectionism 
of recent years, needs to be revived. Multilateral trade negotiation, for 
all the dominance by the corporate lobbies of rich countries, is better 
for poor countries than are bilateral deals, as poor countries’ bargaining 
power in bilateral deals may be even lower. The restoration of broken 
trust among trading nations is a priority, and so is the need to restart 
the WTO Appellate Body for dispute settlement, which the United 
States has continued blocking. Additionally, .exibility in reforming old 
rules  will be required to adapt to the changing needs of digital trade, 
e- commerce, and strategic investment in green energy and to the in-
creased demand for resilience against supply- chain disruption; also 
needed  will be general support for enabling micro- , small-  and medium- 
size enterprises to bene(t from trade.

Existing features like the Investor- State Dispute Settlement, which 
lobbyists of multinational corporations insert in international trade 
agreements to allow them to avoid national jurisdictions and thus skirt 
domestic rules and regulations, are clearly inconsistent with domestic 
 labor interests in many countries. In general, the TRIPS regime needs 
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to be seriously reformed and made less stringent for the purpose of 
helping innovations in new products both in rich and poor countries. 
As a large volume of academic research has shown, patents and the  legal 
thickets around them hinder new innovations even in rich countries; 
one of the most forceful sets of counterarguments to patents has been 
made by Michele Boldrin and David Levine (2013).

To cope with the massive debt incurred by poor countries as a re-
sult of the pandemic, rich countries have to orchestrate a comprehen-
sive and .exible debt restructuring. As the World Development Report 
2022 indicates, developing countries face a looming crisis of a lost de-
cade if international action in this  matter turns out to be inadequate. 
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has started issuing (up to a 
limit of $650 billion) its Special Drawing Rights, its global reserve asset. 
As a major part of this is allocated in proportion to IMF quotas,  going 
mostly to high- income countries, the latter have to relend them to poor 
countries at highly concessional rates in order to assist them in their 
long and arduous road to recovery. One idea is for the rich countries to 
relend them through the IMF to the regional development banks, 
which have more experience with the local developing countries. So 
far the pace of pro gress in this has been very slow. One other area where 
the IMF needs to provide leadership in international coordination is in 
the sphere of digital currency: as it gains in importance in the near 
 future, IMF guidance  will be needed in de(ning the par ameters of op-
eration in foreign transactions and holdings in such currencies.

 There is now increasing awareness that international coordination 
is also needed to govern the global supply chains that fragment the in-
ternational production pro cess, as  these create more opportunities for 
regulatory arbitrage, more exploitative  labor and environmental prac-
tices, and violation of  human rights.  There are now the (nonbinding) UN 
Guiding Princi ples on Business and  Human Rights, which have been 
somewhat in.uential. The US Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement 
Act of 2015 has also been quite e/ective in making global companies 
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accountable for  human rights violations committed by dispersed  legal 
entities in di/ er ent jurisdictions. Similarly,  there should be coordinated 
action (and international treaties with credible deterrents) among gov-
ernments, public utilities, and businesses against cyberattacks, which 
have already become a serious danger for critical infrastructure.

In Chapter 3 we examined some issues of international coordination 
on immigration.  There are some schemes a.oat on limiting the .ows 
of immigration to selected areas of speci(c skill shortages in rich coun-
tries and to some special humanitarian cases. For example, it has been 
proposed that rich countries  will identify par tic u lar skill shortages at 
home— for example, certain kinds of nursing or caregiving service— and 
start funding training centers for such ser vice workers located in poor 
countries. Then only a controlled number of them  will be part of an 
immigration permit system, whereas the other such trained workers 
at  those centers  will serve the needs of their home countries. This  will 
si mul ta neously relieve speci(c skill shortages in rich countries (at a 
lower cost than training workers at home) and help mitigate the im-
pact of skill drain from poor countries.  There are now some pi lot pro-
grams started by the World Bank in developing countries to facilitate 
such controlled .ows of migration. For example,  there is one in Mo-
rocco that aims to strengthen the institutional capacity of its public em-
ployment agency to enable better preparation and placement of youth 
both in Morocco and in Germany.

International e/orts at tax harmonization and coordination on (nan-
cial regulations, and some restrictions on short- term capital .ows, 
 will have to be energetically pursued on a multilateral basis. In Chapter 7 
I referred to issues of tax coordination, particularly on tax evasion by 
the rich and footloose global companies.  There is now a concerted 
move to curb the age- old practice of pro!t shifting by global companies, 
which moves pro(ts to subsidiaries in low- tax territories, and to make 
digital (rms liable to taxation in places where their customers (and em-
ployees) are rather than where their headquarters are declared to be. 
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The Economist magazine reported (in its May  15, 2021, issue) that 
between 2000 and 2018, the share of foreign pro(ts of American mul-
tinational (rms booked in tax havens has doubled to 63  percent— that 
they now booked more pro(ts in Bermuda than in China. The OECD 
has estimated, as stated in a 2018 report, that governments around the 
world are deprived of up to $240 billion  every year by such rerouting 
of pro(ts.

Contrary to the general impression that tax havens are usually ex-
otic islands with palm trees, a large amount of corporate tax evasion 
and money laundering take place within rich countries; in the United 
States, the states of Delaware (and,  later, South Dakota and Wyoming) 
have enabled some of the world’s largest tax havens, as described in de-
tail by Casey Michel in his 2021 book, American Kleptocracy: How the US 
Created the World’s Greatest Money Laundering Scheme in History.

The OECD has started clamping down on some practices and loop-
holes. On the basis of an OECD proposal— see OECD (2021a)— for a 
global minimum tax on multinational corporations, both digital and 
nondigital,  there has been a recent agreement among about 140 coun-
tries on a minimum tax of at least 15  percent on the largest (rms. An 
improvement on the tax basis has also been suggested, to make corpo-
rations pay taxes based on the location of their sales, wherever their 
headquarters may be.  Under this agreement the largest multinational 
companies with pro(t margins of at least 10  percent would have to al-
locate 20  percent of their global “superpro(ts” to countries where they 
sell their products and ser vices; this sounds like a somewhat vague and 
(as regards revenue) restricted goal. Much, of course,  will depend on 
the details (particularly relating to coverage of companies, tax thresh-
olds and exemptions, a comprehensive de(nition of pro(ts,  etc.) of how 
 these agreements are implemented (and the inevitable loopholes al-
lowed for tax accountants to (nd), even if they survive the intense lob-
bying by the big (rms and the low- tax countries. Appropriately designed, 
the minimum corporate tax may reduce harmful tax competition 
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between countries, and tax avoidance by the corporations, but the 
bene(t for most developing countries is rather low  unless the minimum 
rate of taxation is raised and a bigger reallocation of global pro(ts than 
what is proposed in the international agreement is arranged.

 There is also need for some international coordination on competi-
tion policy. At the moment, in the  matter of taxation of digital companies 
 there is a scramble to get a share of their rent, putting the interests of 
di/ er ent countries in con.ict— see, for example, the disputes on this 
issue between the EU and the United States. Developing countries 
with  little market power or collective bargaining strength lose out in 
the pro cess. International multilateral agreements can try to ensure 
a reduction in mono poly power of digital companies and a more eq-
uitable distribution of the rent. Currently in some bilateral trade agree-
ments the  giant tech companies have succeeded in unobtrusively in-
serting data regulatory agenda biased in their  favor. On the  labor 
side,  there is scope for international coordination on ensuring the 
observance of some International  Labor Organ ization conventions on 
minimum  labor standards, including discouraging (even penalizing) 
companies that interfere (all too often) with e/orts to or ga nize  labor 
and bargain collectively.

On the global environmental front, pro gress has been slow on the 
curbing of green house gas emissions. Thus far,  there has been more 
talk, grandstanding, “greenwashing” (many of the green- labeled assets 
are not green at all) and rhetorical announcements of long- term goals 
like net zero emissions by 2050 than real and hard international time 
plan or trajectory of action (including research and capital investment). 
Such a plan has to be fair across countries and at the same time has to 
avoid “ free rider” prob lems. Economists have made some proposals to 
resolve this, suggesting that countries emitting per capita more than 
the global average (usually the richer ones) should contribute to a global 
fund, while the below- average emitters (usually the poorer countries) 
 will be paid out of that fund. This way some international fairness is 
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achieved, and all countries, both rich and poor,  will have an incentive 
to economize on emissions. Each country is then left  free to follow its 
own emission restriction policy (carbon taxes, subsidies to renewables, 
or vari ous domestic regulations) as their domestic politics permit. In 
the calculation of a country’s per capita emissions (more relevant, per 
capita cumulative emissions since a recent cut- o/ date),  those embodied 
in imports and exports should, of course, be properly taken into ac-
count. In general, to oversee the  whole pro cess we may need a new 
international institution dedicated to climate change issues, particu-
larly in providing (nance and helping in design and structuring of 
green proj ects and in coordinating the vari ous green development 
banks that are coming up in di/ er ent areas.

One also has to keep in mind that intergenerational justice in envi-
ronmental  matters is also intertwined with intragenerational justice is-
sues. It has been estimated that the top decile of income earners in the 
world are responsible for nearly half of the total global carbon emis-
sions. About half of the high- income polluters are in rich countries, and 
the other half mostly in middle- income countries. Thus, redistributive 
policies in  these countries are also environmentally friendly.

On international action in the sphere of cultural malpractices, UN 
Secretary General António Guterres recently urged global action to 
build an alliance against the growth of neo- Nazis, white supremacists, 
and purveyors of hate speech and xenophobia everywhere. In Chapter 1 
we examined the toxic role of social media in this re spect. In some poor 
countries social media have been widely charged for fomenting inter-
community vio lence and riots. Even in rich countries  there is a brewing 
uproar against the role of big tech companies as facilitators in spreading 
hate and lies. Some regulations on internet governance are likely, par-
ticularly as the current ones on digital media are more lax than  those 
on conventional media (the recent Digital Services Act of the European 
Union has shown a way). But, at least in the United States, nobody under-
estimates the big tech companies’ lobbying power and their (nancial 
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grip over in.uential members of the US Congress. Some  people have 
more hope on pressure (and whistleblowing) from the rank and (le 
of workers within some of  these companies (as recent events among 
workers inside Facebook and Google seem to suggest).

Even if the big tech companies  were to be somewhat tamed,  there is 
a growing danger of authoritarian and semiauthoritarian countries 
taking this opportunity to put stringent control over the social media to 
censor out incon ve nient information and circulate misinformation 
to their advantage. Authoritarian China has already shown the way in 
this. The big danger to democracy in the near  future is from surveil-
lance and control by the state, enabled with digital technology and 
arti(cial intelligence and weaponizing its troll army and cyber- robots. 
 There is a  great need for some international agreements on minimum 
regulations that can help us achieve the delicate balance between mit-
igating the spread of misinformation, on the one hand, and the censoring 
and repression of dissent and protest, on the other. It is very di+cult to 
achieve a solution that  will satisfy every body, but an international 
agreement can de(ne the contours of minimum safeguards and stan-
dards.  There are some  things to learn from the work of the co ali tion 
called the Global Network Initiative, which has tried for many years 
to set a code of conduct for tech and telecommunications companies 
to protect online speech and privacy globally.

THE ROLE OF  LABOR ORGAN IZATIONS FOR  
STEPPING INTO THE CULTURAL VOID

In Chapter 1 we examined the growing cultural gulf between profes-
sional and low- skill workers. We have to mobilize  labor organ izations 
to try to bridge this gulf instead of leaving them to serve only as narrow 
wage- bargaining platforms or lobbies. They may take an active role in 
local cultural life, involving the neighborhood community and reli-
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gious organ izations, as they used to do in some Eu ro pean and Latin 
American countries. As I noted in Chapters 2 and 6, this is one way 
 unions enabled workers to tame and transcend their parochial nativist 
passions and prejudices against minorities and immigrants. The decline 
of  unions in recent years has not only weakened workers’ economic bar-
gaining power but has also hollowed out the individual worker’s sense 
of belonging to a shared institution that provided some meaning and 
identity in her life. All over the world, young  people, in par tic u lar, are 
seeking community and shared purpose. In the absence of leadership, 
or alternative cultural visions or purposive programs (e.g., paid com-
munity ser vice in civic programs of vari ous kinds), they are straying 
into absolutist mission- led ventures like the so- called Alt- Right in Ger-
many or the United States or becoming jihadist Muslims or Hindu mili-
tants in India.  Labor movements have to play a constructive role in 
this cultural void. Leftists who talk only of policies but not of values 
are often ceding ground to their opposition.

A return to community norms and cultural visions, without encour-
aging exclusivity and barriers is, of course, a delicate task. Let’s take, for 
example, the larger  imagined po liti cal community of the nation. 
Workers may legitimately feel pride in their national autonomy and 
cultural history, but one has to be careful that such pride does not derive 
its oxygen from the majoritarian ethnicity, marginalizing minorities 
or demonizing foreign countries or cultures. In Chapter 3 we examined 
civic nationalism, which combines pride in one’s cultural distinctiveness 
(and maybe soccer teams) without giving up on some shared universal 
humanitarian values (including tolerance for the diversity evident on 
 those soccer teams).

One of  those universal values may relate to some procedural aspects 
of liberal democracy— ensuring equal dignity for all  human beings and 
their equal access to due pro cess  under the rule of law—as opposed to 
merely the participatory, or majoritarian, aspects. Enthusiasts for the 
latter often complain about the dominance of unelected elite experts 
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or an insulated technocracy (and a suspected “deep state”). One clearly 
has to strike a balance between the need for evidence-  and knowledge- 
based governance in many complex situations where expert advice may 
be indispensable and the need for frequent resort to exercises in popu lar 
accountability.

Shared values, of course, require some trust in shared information. 
In a world of virulent disinformation and fake news, with social media 
amplifying anger and resentments,  labor organ izations should also be 
active in lobbying for— and, if necessary, supplying— links to public in-
formation ser vices and to news provided by demonstrably in de pen-
dent agencies that could, over time, earn the trust of the majority (or 
develop “herd immunity” against the “virus” of fake news). In the 2020 
Taiwanese presidential and legislative elections, the way civil society 
organ izations combatted massive Chinese divisive and disinformation 
campaigns— detecting, debunking, and blocking fake news online—
is a positive recent example of how  labor organ izations in collabora-
tion with NGOs can play a crucial role.

 Labor and religious organ izations could also (nd common cause 
around the delivery of social ser vices and protecting the environment. 
In fact, religious and charitable organ izations often try to make up 
for the lack (or de(ciencies) of social ser vices at the local level from 
government agencies run by  unionized public- sector employees. Coor-
dination may be more productive  here. As I noted in Chapter 1, in Egypt, 
India, or Indonesia, Hindu or Muslim faith- based organ izations became 
popu lar by providing much- needed basic educational and health ser-
vices for the local poor, while  unionized government workers in  those 
sectors had become corrupt, inept, or truant. Public- sector  unions are 
impor tant, but they must prioritize their most vulnerable constituents, 
coordinate with other providers, and work to protect both their workers 
and their needy customers.

In addition, as I noted in Chapter 6, in carry ing out policies like af-
(rmative action for underprivileged groups more open attitudes about 
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poor workers from the ethnic majority communities, along with more 
sensitivity to the new (ssures, may assuage the resentment about 
liberals caring only for minorities and immigrants.  Labor organ izations 
can try to accommodate such policies that give priority to economic 
justice and relieve some identity- based tension by making all of this a 
part of a common goal of humanitarian uplift and citizenship rather 
than a sectarian agenda of catering to some par tic u lar social groups. This 
is very impor tant in persuading some  people, like Arlie Hochschild’s 
(2016) respondents, referred to in Chapter 1, who keep complaining 
that Black  people and Hispanics are “cutting lines,” or the less suc-
cessful members of dominant caste groups in India who are currently 
agitating for preferential treatment in public jobs on par with the his-
torically marginalized castes. As I noted in Chapter 6, balancing the 
interests of the aggrieved sections of the majority and of chronically 
oppressed minorities is di+cult, but doable, if approached with some 
(nesse and openness to compromise.

 There have also been con.icts between environmentalists and 
workers on the issue of jobs. But a reallocation of jobs (with appro-
priate subsidized retraining)  toward renewable energy industries, 
which happen to be more  labor intensive than the ones preserved by 
the current fossil fuel subsidies, is eminently pos si ble. Working with 
local cultural and religious organ izations, it may also be feasible to raise 
environmental awareness as part of the long- term interest of workers, 
since most of the current and  future victims of environmental degra-
dation on the local commons and global climate change are poor 
workers.

 Labor organ izations and related social movements could thus 
channel the economic anxiety of workers in civic directions, diverting 
them from the colorful ethnonationalist narratives that demagogues 
use to mobilize this anxiety. They could be sensitive to the genuine 
communitarian needs and the cultural neglect that workers feel in their 
relation with cosmopolitan liberal leaders.
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All of this is, of course, easier said than done. The task before us is 
indeed daunting. We can proceed with the thought, paraphrasing what 
Antonio Gramsci wrote from Benito Mussolini’s prison cell, that the 
challenge for us is not to have illusions, and yet not to be disillusioned.

In this chapter, I have touched upon only a small number policy is-
sues arising from the pervasive economic and cultural insecurity. I have 
left out many other kinds of insecurity from our consideration. As I 
mentioned at the end of Chapter 1,  there are multiple kinds of sheer 
physical insecurity— from ecological distress, wars and civil wars, ter-
rorism and crime, to cyberattacks against critical infrastructure and 
the like— that are uppermost in many minds in di/ er ent parts of the 
world. This is not to speak of the much bigger existential risks looming 
in the not- too- distant  future for humanity: the possibility of nuclear 
destruction, climate collapse, engineered pandemics, and rogue or 
what is called unaligned (as in, unaligned with  human values) arti(cial 
intelligence.

Faced with  these massive uncertainties and insecurities it is easy to 
be overwhelmed. But the long story of  human perseverance and resil-
ience is also impressive.

In 1941, in the midst of the devastation and misery of the Second 
World War, and only a few months before his death, Rabindranath 
Tagore said in his last speech, “The Crisis in Civilization,” (1941) “As I 
look around I see the crumbling ruins of a proud civilization strewn 
like a vast heap of futility. And yet I  shall not commit the grievous sin 
of losing faith in Man.”
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